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Abstract

This thesis presents a new method to develop and introduce ubiquitous and wearable

computing applications in real-world settings. In particular, this thesis lists and

discusses a set of requirements in order to overcome the tension between user-center

methods and the introduction of radically new concepts and technology.

Based upon these requirements, a detailed review is presented over established devel¬

opment processes in the fields of software engineering, software design, user-centered

design, and participatory design. One major finding is that cooperation with users

during the development is necessary. But too close cooperation with users and, more

generally, with stakeholders involved may also hinder radically new developments:

Stakeholders are trapped into their daily routines, which may sometimes suppress

the ability to envision concepts that radically depart from today. Two case studies

are presented that followed a technology-driven approach (proactive furniture as¬

sembly) and a classical user-centered design approach (for doctors). It is reflected

on why these projects failed, what could be learned from the experience, and how

these findings inspired the design of the proposed X'treme Prototyping approach.

The proposed notion of X'trerne Prototyping aims at creating serious and, most

importantly innovative ubiquitous and wearable computing applications in cooper¬

ation with users and stakeholders. A deliberate use of prototypes, referred to as

X'trerne Prototypes, is proposed and evaluated as a valid method to achieve this

goal. In addition to that, two approaches, referred to as sensor-opportunities-based

and artifact-based approach, are presented that provide technical aid for rapid de¬

velopments of ubiquitous and wearable computing applications.

Furthermore, two case studies of introducing wearable sensing technology to avalanche

rescue and professional downhill skiing arc described. Both studies discuss the ex¬

periences we gained by applying X'trerne Prototyping in practice. Both studies show

and discuss the feasibility of the presented approach.



Zusammenfassung

In dieser Dissertation wird eine Methode vorgestellt, die die Einführung von Ubiquitous-

und Wearable-Computing Technologien in reale Anwendungsfelder unterstützt. In¬

besondere werden dazu eine Reihe von Anforderungen vorgestellt und diskutiert, um

die Spannung zwischen Benutzerorientierung (Uscr-Centered) und der Einführung

von tiefgreifend neuartigen Konzepten und Technologien zu veringern.

Basierend auf diesen Anforderungen werden bestehende Entwicklungsprozesse aus

den Sachgebieten des Software-Engineerings, Software Designs, benutzerorienterten

Entwurfs (Uscr-Centered Design) und benutzermiteinbeziehenden Entwurfs (Parti¬

cipatory Design) ausführlich betrachtet. Eine wichtige Erkenntnis fr die Entwicklung

von Anwendungen ist hierbei, dass eine Kooperation mit Benutzern zwar unabding¬

bar ist, dass aber eine zu enge Kooperation die Entwicklung von tiefgreifend neuen

Konzepten durchaus behindern kann: Benutzer (später allgemeiner als Interessen¬

vertreter (Stakeholder) bezeichnet) sind häufig in ihren täglichen Tagesabläufen ver¬

haftet, so dass die Fähigkeit, tiefgreifende Neuerungen zu erörtern, verloren gehen

kann. Dazu werden zwei Fallstudien vorgestellt, die zum einen einem tcchnologie-

getriebenem Ansatz folgen (Proactive Furniture Assembly) und zum anderen einem

benutzerorientierten Entwurfsansatz (Wearable Assistant) folgen. Insbesondere wird

untersucht, warum diese Projekte fehlschlugen, was daraus gelernt werden konnte

und wie diese Einsichten in den neu vorgestellten Ansatz des X'trerne Prototyping

eingeflossen sind.

Der neu vorgestellte X'trerne Prototyping Ansatz befasst sich mit der Erstellung rea¬

listischer, und insbesondere neuartiger, Ubiquitous- und Wearable-Computing An¬

wendungen in Zusammenarbeit mit Benutzern und Interessensvertretern eines be¬

stimmten Anwendungsfcldes. Um diesem Ziel gerecht zu werden, wird ein wohlüber¬

legter Einsatz von Prototypen, später als X'trerne Prototypes bezeichnet, vorge¬

schlagen und als dazu geeignet herausgearbeitet. Zudem werden zur Unterstützung

von kurzen Entwicklungszyklen bei der Entwicklung von Ubiquitous- und Wearable-

Computing Anwendungen zwei Ansätze - einmal ausgehend von den technischen

Fähigkeiten der Sensoren (Sensor-üpportunity-based), einmal ausgehend von der

Platzierungsposition der Sensoren (Artifact-based) - vorgestellt und diskutiert.

Darüberhinaus werden zwei weitere Fallstudien beschrieben, die sich mit der Einführung

von tragbaren Sensoren (Wearable Sensing) in der Lawinenrettung und im Profi-

Skirennsport befassen. Beide Studien beschreiben erste Erfahrungen, die beim er¬

folgreichen Einsatz des X'trerne Prototyping Ansatzes in der Praxis gemacht werden

konnten, und bewerten die praktische Umsetzbarkeit dieses Ansatzes.
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Introduction:

The Dilemma of Inventions

Inventions have always interested people. Well-known inventors such as Leonardo da

Vinci, Graf Ferdinand von Zeppelin, Thomas Alva Edison, Alfred Nobel and Werner

von Siemens are still marveled for their creativity and uncanny ability. Their ideas

and inventions, from the first sketches of a flying craft to everyday light bulbs,

contributed to our prosperity and standard of living. By admiring all these great

innovators and inventions, one question always remains: How did the inventors do

it, how docs innovation work?

"Innovation' isn't what innovators do....it's what customers and clients

adopt.
"

(Michael Schräge)

This statement incorporates that inventors will never be successful by themselves,

they always depend on the users' acceptance. Paraphrasing this statement to the

research field of ubiquitous and wearable computing could result in: ubiquitous and

wearable computing is not satisfactory per se, but it is about applying on-the-edge

technology in compelling applications that make sense for users.

The following sections will review some of the history of major inventions and de¬

rive issues from innovation research that provide helpful development guidelines for

ubiquitous and wearable computing research.

1.1 Invention and Innovation

Generally, inventions can be either step-by-step improvements or radical innovations.

Step-by-step improvements represent incremental changes to an existing product,

service or process. Theses refinements are mainly based on users' needs and added as

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction: The Dilemma of Inventions

features to existing solutions. Quickly placed improvements prove or disprove their

value within a clearly defined process and time-horizon. Development is directed

along a familiar and reassuring process. Examples for incremental innovation are

industrial products that 'improve' from one year to another. A car that is sold

today will be significantly different from one sold 30 years ago: It may have power

steering, anti-lock brakes, airbags and air conditioning - but at the same time it is

recognizably the same kind of entity as its 30-year-old predecessor. The concept has

been refined and improved in steady, incremental stages.

For research, the more interesting and also more fascinating type of inventions are,

however, radical innovations. Radical innovations are different from incremental

innovations in nature: "Even though the radical innovation life cycle includes many

of the same sets of activities and decision points, the reality of managing the process

is strikingly different for radical versus incremental innovation." [Leifer et al. 2000].

Radical innovations either provide unprecedented performance features, or familiar

features that will enable market transformation through significant performance

improvements or cost reductions. They are not concerned with exploiting current

concepts, but with exploring entirely new ones. As such, the life-cycle of radical

innovations is highly uncertain and often unpredictable: It starts and stops, leads

to dead-ends and revives.

Radical innovation is often based on new technology and can in some instances

have a deep impact on established routines and practices. Often, radical innovation

inaugurates major technological systems that only later may stabilize and acquire

momentum. As an example, when the news about Edison's successful presentation

of the light bulb in 1879 in front of 3000 sightseers traveled around the world,

Werner von Siemens only commented: "Deficiencies are certainly remaining and

it's rather a set of modifications of known methods than an ingenious invention".

So even Siemens being an expert and successful entrepreneur at those times was very

skeptical and mainly criticizing immediate implementation issues of a technical kind

instead of envisioning more long-term consequences. However, this seems to be a

common pattern since there were other comments as "for private flats gaslight will

remain the most comfortable and cheapest way of illumination. Electrical light may

be used in single larger rooms or luxurious flats, but this will be such an exception,

that it does not seem necessary to take it into account". In 1880 Edison opened

the first light bulb factory, two years later the first power plant. Similar retentions

applied for Bell's telephone, the Wright brothers' airplane, Frank Whittle's jet engine

and Marconi's wireless telegraph.

Usually, radical innovations are developed, refined and realized by many and often

different parties. Only the cooperation with partners allowed to subsequently turn

ideas into the great innovations that still remain today. Because radical inventions

do not contribute to the growth of existing technological systems and may not yet fit

into established way of thinking (why should a light bulb replace a gas lamp which
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worked so well for so long?), larger entities, organizations and finally the prospec¬

tive end-user do not favor and support radical innovation initially. Accordingly,

innovation research has focused a lot on on how the process of innovations can be

successfully managed [Utterback 1996]. Thereby, it was the work of Hippel, in the

late 1970s, that first revealed the importance of the role of the user in the industrial

innovation process.

As research in general aims at being the first to invent novel solutions - ubiquitous

and wearable computing in particular develop technology and concepts users are

not yet familiar with - there are no users to ask about needs, since user are not yet

able to articulate their (future) needs, at least not initially. Thus, the main question

to be solved in this thesis is how to develop innovative applications in ubiquitous

and wearable computing research that go beyond users' current needs. Tackling this

question could help to move ubiquitous and wearable computing research forward

in the sense of the meaning of innovation: turning concepts into widespread use.

1.2 The Important Role of Users

Based upon case studies on innovation in the scientific instruments sector [v. Hip-

pel 1976], the semi-conductor and electronic assembly process sectors [v. Hippel

1977], von Hippel argues to incorporate ideas of the would-be-customer into the

development process. These ideas are to be screened by the developer for those,

that seem most promising from the developer's perspective. For example, a study

in the scientific instruments sector [v. Hippel 1976] could show that 80% of the

studied innovations were invented, prototyped and first field-tested by users rather

than the product manufacturers. The role of the developers in such cases was mostly

restricted to improve prototypes' reliability, usability and manufacturability, while

leaving its principles of operation intact. Traditionally, it was the developer's role

to dominate the determination of of the user's needs and product characteristics.

More recently however, good design and successful innovation have been repeatedly

shown to be linked to early and close cooperation between the developer and the

user [Rothwell et al. 1974] [v. Hippel 1976] [v. Hippel 1977] [Peters and Waterman

1983]. Furthermore, since new technology diffuses over time, new technology does

not impact all members of a system simultaneously [Mansfield 1968] [Rogers and

Shoemaker 197l]. Accordingly, for fast-moving fields, such as ubiquitous and wear¬

able computing, where the experience of ordinary users is often rendered obsolete

rapidly, it is important to cooperate with innovative users who face needs which

are months, maybe years, ahead. Studies revealed [Rothwell and Gardiner 1983]

[v. Hippel 1986], that generating innovative concepts in cooperation with users,

whose insights into new needs and potential solutions are constrained by obsoleted

experience, is rather unlikely. Further, it could be shown [Parkinson 1982] [Porter
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1990], that the comparative weakness of users in a specific industry may also cause

weaknesses of the users' specific suppliers.

Therefore, developers should cooperate with a representative sample of users, since

otherwise a resulting design may only have little general appeal [Gardiner and Roth-

well 1985] [v. Hippel 1986]. Furthermore, any user statement of need or problem

should be taken into consideration since any request and articulation may contain

information about what form a responsive solution should take [v. Hippel 1978].

What does this all mean for ubiquitous and wearable computing? The next section

reflects on the obstacles and problems wearable and ubiquitous computing tech¬

nology is currently facing when working towards longer-lasting systems or at least

systems that overcome the lab-stage and are really used in practice.

1.3 Today's Development Practices in

Ubiquitous and Wearable Computing

So far, application development in ubiquitous and wearable computing communities

has been mainly technology- and developer-driven with little, if at all, cooperation

with users [Korjea-aho 2000] [Schilit et al. 1994] [Arnstein et al. 2002]. As the

following quote states, rather the opposite should be the case:

"The manufacturer*-as-innovator assumption should be replaced with

the view of the innovation process as predictably distributed across users,

manufacturers, suppliers and others." [v. Hippel 1988]

Often scenario innovation has been unsystematic and mostly based on intuition, i.e.

in the beginning of ubiquitous and wearable computing, the focus was mostly to

showcase and demonstrate new technology and concepts. This was articulated quite

drastically at the MobileHCI conference in Udine, 2003:

" Wearable Computing currently has no concepts for application de¬

velopments." [Kjeldskov and Graham 2003]

The technology- and dcveloper-based approach is important for generating concepts

and showcases. With regards to the applied character of ubiquitous and wear¬

able computing research this approach, however, only partly tackles the question

of what is useful and what is perceived problematic from a user's perspective. Ac¬

cordingly, only few of the developed applications are really being used in practice,

e.g. [Bardram 2004, Davies et al. 1998, Fuller et al. 2000]. If applications with
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ubiquitous and wearable technologies could be introduced into real world scenar¬

ios and if they were used on a larger scale, this could help identify and face more

fundamental challenges of human-computer interaction. It also would increase the

relevance of ubiquitous and wearable computing, as real users could experience and

recognize the achievements of ubiquitous and wearable computing research. In re¬

turn research could incorporate user feedback at a larger scale to better focus on

technically important and socially relevant issues.

"You achieve better results with prototypes in Ubicomp." ([Liu and

Khooshabeh 2003])

Prototypes have proved useful during a variety of industrial and research develop¬

ments. They offer a good way of mediation between developers and users. Even if

not yet fully functional, prototypes can embody a behavioral representation of the

desired requirements. Users can play and interact with prototypes, and refine their

needs based on the gained experience. [Schräge 2004] even postulates: "Never go to

a client without a prototype".

"The user is not a designer. Studies have shown that users designs

are generally inferior to those of professionals." [Webb 1996]

Nevertheless, since ubiquitous and wearable computing is not yet common place, ex¬

pressed user needs have to be thoroughly reviewed: Users may not yet be ready to

envision the patterns of use and real-world conditions of future ubiquitous and wear¬

able computing systems. The context of usage is difficult to convey with prototypes,

since prototypes mainly represent system functionality. Ultimately however, ubiq¬

uitous and wearable computing cannot envision only self-contained and stand-alone

systems, but have to become part of a usage domain in real world environments.

Compared to classical computer desktop scenarios, pervasive applications are more

difficult to build and to prototype. Idea generation and development for ubiquitous

and wearable computing applications has proved the necessity of involving different

expertise from user domains, but guided by the developers. However, this puts a

burden on sharing information between domains, i.e. developers and representative

samples of users. This means that each party should be enabled to utilize their

familiar concepts but simultaneously relate to the language used by experts of other

fields [Ranta and Asplund 2003]. The user is not a designer, but he should be

exploited as rich source of information regarding usage and interaction patterns.

The goal of this thesis is hence to find a method that helps to develop innova¬

tive ubiquitous and wearable computing applications by a deliberate and balanced

integration of users' and other stakeholders' feedback into the development process.
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1.4 Contributions

This dissertation makes four contributicnis to the field of ubiquitous and wearable

computing.

The X'trerne Prototyping Approach. In this thesis a method to develop ubiqui¬

tous and wearable applications for research is proposed that allows to create

real application scenarios in cooperation with users and other stakeholders. In

particular, it is shown how the deliberate use of prototypes can yield fruitful

application concepts in cooperation with users.

Sensing Framework and Artifact-Based Approach. This thesis presents two

frameworks supporting the development of ubiquitous computing applications.

The first framework, referred to as sensor-opportunities-based approach, clas¬

sifies sensors, and gives recommendations to the application designer about

which sensors to chose from for specific sensing tasks. The second, the so-

called artifact-based approach, allows the application developer to design an

application by means of a layered approach starting from the involved phys¬

ical objects (artifact-layer). It further suggests to consider groups of objects

as they occur in the physical world (setting-layer) and to separate the actual

application behavior in a third layer (application-layer). This approach has

proven useful in various applications.

Wearable Sensing for Avalanche Rescue. A case study on the introduction of

wearable sensing for avalanche rescue, referred to as the A-Life project, was

conducted to prove the applicability of the X'trerne Prototyping approach.

However, A-Life also embodies a contribution by itself since it shows new ways

of rescue of buried avalanche victims in multiple burial scenarios: Vital sign

data revealed through sensors empower rescuers to decide on whom to rescue

first. This concept has been discussed and validated with various experts

from the field. A Swiss avalanche beacon manufacturer is currently forming

a decision whether to incorporate this concept into the next generation of

avalanche beacons.

Improving Training of Professional Racing Skiers. This covers a second case

study, but also embodies a contribution by itself. The application of wearable

sensing enables ski trainers to better analyze the technique of their athletes. A

prototype representing this concept in combination with a visualization soft¬

ware was presented to professional trainers and further shaped to their needs.

Furthermore, a mobile sensor data-recording platform has been developed that

could also prove useful for other kinds of sensor recording tasks.

Parts of this dissertation have been published in refereed conference papers. The

X'trerne Prototyping approach was first proposed [Michahelles and Schiele 2005].
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[Antifakos et al. 2002], [Antifakos et al. 2004], and [Michahelles et al. 2003a] illus¬

trate the joined work on proactive furniture assembly in cooperation with Stavros

Antifakos. The sensor-opportunities-based approach was first proposed in [Micha-
helles and Schiele 2003]. [Michahelles et al. 2004a] covers the artifact-based devel¬

opment approach. In [Michahelles et al. 2003b] the development of wearable sensing

for avalanche rescue was presented. In addition, [Michahelles et al. 2004b] describes

the revised sensing concept by the use of radar for heart-rate detection. Finally,

[Michahelles et al. 2005] reports on the application of wearable sensors in downhill

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

In the following, the content of each chapter is briefly summarized.

Chapter 2 reviews research that is relevant in the context of this thesis. First, re¬

quirements are formulated that should be fulfilled by an ideal development pro¬

cess. Secondly, the main research directions concerning software-engineering,

software design, user-centered design, participatory design, and some others

pertinent to this dissertation are described and evaluated with respect to these

requirements. Finally, the chapter concludes with some general findings that

lead to the development of the X'trerne Prototyping approach presented in

Chapter 4.

Chapter 3 presents two early pilot studies and the lessons learned. This guided us

towards the design of the X'trerne Prototyping approach presented in Chap¬

ter 4. In particular it describes two projects that followed two very distinct

standpoints. First, a purely technology-driven approach is illustrated by means

of the development of a flat-pack furniture that can give proactive hints to the

user about how to assemble it. Secondly, the course of the development of

a wearable assistant with doctors derives lessons learned from a more user-

centered approach. Both case studies are presented to lead to the X'trerne

Prototyping approach presented in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4 proposes an approach for research to overcome the tension between

user focus and the introduction of radically new concepts and technology. It

introduces the notion of X'trerne Prototypes that expose users to radically new

concepts and technology that they might have never thought of before. The

basic promise is to free users' minds and to stimulate them to imagine new

concepts and technology in combination with changes in their current work

practice.
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Chapter 5 proposes two frameworks that may help to guide and streamline work

processes when applying X'trerne Prototyping. First, this chapter analyzes

different means of sensing of humans and human activity. In particular we

identify six sensing goals, referred to as dimensions of sensing: Person ID (1),

Object Use (2), Location (3), Bio Signs/Emotions (4), Activity (5), and Inter¬

action Among Humans (6). Those dimensions together with different sensor

placements are used to review and analyze ubiquitous computing research re¬

lated to physical interaction and sensing. The resulting framework supports

application designers in finding appropriate sensors during system design.

In the second part, this chapter proposes a model for perception as part of

the so-called artifact-based approach. It is based on a layered model, discrimi¬

nating functionality on artifact, setting, and application level. The model has

been implemented on the Smart-Its platform and offers a toolkit for building

systems. The approach was evaluated by building applications, two of which

are also reported in this section. The wider applicability of this model was as¬

sessed by analyzing how further applications could map onto the artifact-based

approach.

Chapter 6 describes the first case study where X'trerne Prototyping was applied.

It describes a project where wearable sensing technology was successfully ap¬

plied to the domain of avalanche rescue. This chapter describes in detail how

the sequential steps of X'trerne Prototyping were fulfilled. Furthermore, it

highlights how the use of an X'trerne Prototype could enhance the cooperation

with domain experts and finally incoroporates a new sensing concept of human

heart-rate.

Chapter 7 covers the second case study where X'trerne Prototyping was success¬

fully applied to professional skiing. It reports on how an X'trerne Prototype

proposes several sensing concepts and could inspire domain experts to think

beyond common routines and agree on a feasible sensing concept.

Chapter 8 summarizes and concludes this dissertation, and gives an outlook for

further research.



2

State of the Art of Application

Development Processes

Within this chapter the state of the art of established application development

processes will be reviewed. In order to evaluate and compare these very different

development approaches Section 2.1 will pose several requirements that should be

fulfilled by an ideal development process yielding innovations that radically depart

from existing systems. By means of these requirements Section 2.2 will present the

various prominent and mature processes, such as software-engineering, user-centered

design, and participatory design. Furthermore, it discusses a few processes that have

emerged from the field of ubiquitous and wearable computing. Finally, Section 2.3

leads over to the X'trerne Prototyping approach presented in Chapter 4.

2.1 Requirements:

How to Build Innovative Applications

This section discusses various requirements an application development process

should meet in order to produce innovative ubiquitous and wearable computing ap¬

plications. This list of requirements is based on our own experience of introducing

innovative applications as well as on discussions with other researchers. These re¬

quirements will later be used to review existing processes (see Section 2.2). This will

hopefully help to propose and introduce the X'trerne Prototype method (see Chap¬

ter 4) as a synthesis of other approaches. The ultimate goal of such an approach is

to move ubiquitous and wearable technology from laboratory-based demonstrators

to real-life applications. In the following the requirements for an ideal development

process are presented.

Early stage support: Currently, designing ubiquitous and wearable computing

mostly means designing for the early stage: designers are still looking for ideas and

9
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user needs applications might solve. Methods from software engineering [Sutcliffe

1998] and HCl have a long tradition in describing efficient processes for developing

new customized applications, but they do not support the search for compelling

problems that radically depart from todays practices. Consequently, an appropriate

method has to support this early stage of idea generation, whereas its subsequent

steps can revert to established methods for requirements elicitation such as contex¬

tual inquiry [Beyer and Holtzblatt 1998].

Balanced user involvement: Involving users into the design process is common

practice in HCL User-centered design [Norman and Draper 1986] involves users

during testing and evaluation of a design. Participatory design [Greenbaum and

Kyng 1991] even respects users as partners from start to finish in the design process.

This helps to understand the users' needs and is seen as the premise to build systems

users will enjoy. However, this strong user focus has also been questioned, e.g.

by Webb [Webb 1996]: "the user is not a designer and studies have shown that

users' designs are generally inferior to those of interface professionals". On the

one hand user involvement is necessary to focus on relevant problems from a user's

perspective. But on the other hand too strong cooperation may also result in a too

strong dependence on the user which may hinder innovative ideas that are out of

the user's horizon.

Radically depart from today: The most important challenge is to create innova¬

tive applications [Abernathy and Clark 1985]: "[An innovation is the introduction]

of a new product or process whose design departs radically from past practice. It is

derived from advances in science, and its introduction makes existing knowledge in

that application obsolete. It [..] supports freshly articulated user needs in the new

functions it offers." It is not about fulfilling the user's current needs but to fulfill

future needs that may not even have been articulated yet. In contrast to incremental

improvement innovative applications should be projected to a time horizon much

further away. In addition, the result should not only yield an innovative application

but also a change in the way users perform tasks, since real innovation is not gener¬

ated by technology only. Nevertheless, technology can act as a vehicle to create new

opportunities that innovate and change established routines and work practices.

Multiple stakeholder involvement: In the course of different projects we have

recognized that meeting the actual users is necessary but not enough. For example

during early discussions about the benefits of wearable sensors in avalanche rescues

with mountaineers [Michahellcs et al. 2003b] - as the actual end-users - we felt a

strong and general reluctance against technology. This reluctance, while being an

important issue, was a major obstacle during the early stages of the project which

hindered progress significantly. However, when we presented our concept to alpine

emergency physicians we were encouraged to continue with our project. Both types

of stakeholders - mountaineers and physicians - provided valuable feedback, but

the important point was to integrate as many viewpoints of different stakeholders
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as possible.

Stimulation of stakeholders: Users and other stakeholders are a good resource for

information about their work domain. But they are also locked into their world and

work practices. Don Ballman mentioned in a panel at InterCHI'93 [Ballman 1993]

that users are afraid of disrupting established routines and may be also unaware

of technological advances. User should be empowered and stimulated to envision

new opportunities: Lateral thinking of De Bono suggests to deliberately provoke

the brain in order to consciously leapfrog established thinking patterns [DeBono

1967]. Accordingly, it is not only about asking stakeholders for feedback but also to

stimulate them in order to reflect on their experience and, as such, come up with

new ideas.

Mediation between users and designers: Mediation poses the challenge of

enabling communication and establishing an information flow between stakeholders

and developers that allows to share models and notations that are not related to

their respective fields. Stakeholders and developers have to be empowered to look

beyond established routines and envision prospective opportunities for change. This

information has to be shared in a way which both parties understand.

Developer guidance: A development process should provide clear single steps

that guide the developer towards the final development goal. Only if a development

method provides enough guidance for the developers, it will be helpful. However,

there is certainly a limit of providing systematic guidance towards innovative de¬

velopment, since creating innovation is a process of creativity. This creativity must

not be hindered by the process. Nevertheless, as much guidance as possible without

eliminating creativity is a desired goal.

Exploratory nature: In contrast to traditional product/software development for

creating innovations the goal is rather to exceed the user's expectations. This means,

there has to be more than only validating specifications with the customer. One has

to discover relevant problems by experimentation, by trying out, and touching new

concepts: users should be able to explore and reflect on alternative approaches.

Yield feasible results in the end: For a successful development method it is

essential that, after a number of iterations, it yields feasible results. This docs not

necessarily mean a product that could go directly into production, but at least an

output that developer and user consider to be useful.

Allow for multiple cycles with the user: The basic idea of multiple cycles

[Randell and Zürcher 1968] allows the developer to take advantage of what was

learned during the development of earlier, incremental, and deliverable versions of

the system. However, learning should come from both the development and the

cooperation with the user. An initial proposal containing a subset of functions

should be iterativcly enhanced until a satisfaction point of both developer and user
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is reached. In contrast to traditional software-engineering it is important to not

only make design modifications that add new functional capabilities but also to

thoroughly remove features that do not make sense. Generally, multiple cycles are

necessary to start from an initial proposal to a final development based on user

feedback.

Rapid development cycles: Many development methods such as extreme pro¬

gramming [Beck 2000] or rapid prototyping [Tripp and Bichelmeyer 1989] aim at

meeting the user's expectations in short converging cycles. Short and fast cycles are

the premise for several iterations during a project life.

Use of toolboxes: Toolboxes are a technical prerequisite for rapid developments.

Re-using frameworks and architectures over and over again is a key factor for short

development cycles. Though re-usability in ubicomp is still in it's infancy the benefit

has been acknowledged and partly addressed for software (e.g. Context Toolkit

[Salber et al. 1999], Context Fabric [Hong and Landay 200l]) and hardware (e.g.

Smart-Its [Holmquist et al. 2004]).

In general, it will be difficult to design a development process that meets all of the

requirements presented above.

The requirement, Radically depart from today, and the previous one, (Balanced user

involvement), are both central and at the same time create a tension due to their

very different nature. Another tension is achieving rapid developments and at the

same time integrating multiple stakeholders which requires cooperation with differ¬

ent party and may be time consuming. Moreover, supporting early stage develop¬

ments and simultaneously aiming at feasible results requires rich opportunities of

prototyping and implementing concepts. Due to the early stage of toolboxes and

reusable frameworks in ubiquitous and wearable computing, in many cases applica¬

tion developers will still have to deal with many technical implementation issues.

However, assuming further advancements in the near future will help to free develop¬

ers from those technological issues and allow them to better focus on the development

and concept generation.

In our opinion any successful method has to respect these tensions. When these

tensions can be well integrated into an overall process it can create and stimulate

highly novel and innovative ideas and applications.

The presented requirements will be used in the following sections to discuss the

strengths and shortcomings of various prominent development processes.

2.2 Review of Existing Development Processes

This section reviews processes leading towards innovative developments. It starts

with the well established and traditional field of software-engineering and continues
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with user-centered design, general HCl principles, and participatory design. This

section ends with the presentation of single approaches that do not fit well into the

above categories but are pertinent to the field of ubiquitous and wearable computing.

2.2.1 Software Engineering

Software engineering is the total set of activities needed to transform requirements

into software [Humphrey 1989]. It has a long tradition in describing efficient pro¬

cesses for developing new custom computer applications. The term software-engin¬

eering was first created at the NATO conference 1968 in Garmisch-Partenkirchen

[Naur and Randell 1968], Larger computer programs and more complex systems

revealed the software crisis. Increasing lines of code made it difficult to detect

errors and raised modification costs for further updates. Large software projects

started involving huge amounts of people. While hardware costs were decreasing,

software costs increased. Finally, the scientific field of software-engineering became

established and introduced methodologies and processes to develop software with

engineering methods. Users are mainly seen as customers that pay the developer for

solving the users' needs by tailored software developments. Different models have

been developed to guide the developers through the entire development cycle in a

systematic way.

Waterfall Model is the best-known and oldest process [Royce 1987]. Developers

analyze the problem, design a solution approach, create a software framework for

that solution, develop code, test, deploy, and maintain. The problem is that ade¬

quate experience to analyze and specify large systems is almost never available and

errors discovered late in the process are expensive to fix. The waterfall model has

been widely discredited in practice, though many people still seem to idealize it.

Spiral Model is a software development model tha.t combines elements of both

design and prototyping in several cycles [Boehm 1986]. Each cycle starts with a

goal, e.g. user-interface in an early cycle, and ends with a review with the customer.

So, the process starts with a rough-cut of user elements (without pretty graphics)

as an operable prototype. Features are added in cycles, and, finally, final graphics

and full-functionality of the application arc available at the end of the process.

Booch Method is a widely used object-oriented analysis and object-oriented design

method [Booch 1994]. In contrast to the waterfall- and spiral-model it follows the

paradigm of object-oriented programming and proposes to derive object-classes from

use-cases, that represent single user actions ("doctor creates new patient entry").

The Booch method also provides its own notation (which now has been superseded

by UML [Booch et al. 1999]) for different diagram types to lead towards a set of

object classes and relationships. Similar to the water-fall model the Booch method

comprises several strictly consecutive steps. The main strength of the Booch process,
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however, is the explicit use of prototypes. Prototyping throughout the development

cycle ensures that the final product will completely and accurately fulfill the cus¬

tomers requirements. Another benefit is the evolution stage, which allows current

code-bases to be modified and re-adapted to take on greater functionality without

a complete re-design or re-implementation. One main weakness of this process is,

that a project can be drastically delayed as it evolves to become much more than

what it was originally designed for.

Design Patterns systematically name, motivate, and explain a general design that

addresses a recurring design problem in object-oriented systems. A design pattern

[Gamma et al. 1995] describes the problem, the solution, when to apply the solution,

and its consequences. It further gives implementation hints and examples. The

solution is described by a general arrangement of objects and classes that solve

the problem. The solution is customized and implemented to solve the problem

in a particular context. Design patterns do not really represent a development

process but provide a catalog of predefined general solutions. They provide a general

framework of solutions.

Discussion

Software engineering in general aims at solving the user's current needs in an efficient

way. Accordingly, there arc no methods for the early stage support, i.e. to search

for compelling problems and identifying future user needs. Users are involved in

the development process and represent the main source for revealing functional

requirements of the software being developed. Usually, there will be no features

implemented the user does not demand, since users have the role of customers who

pay for the development. Consequently, radical innovations that go beyond the user's

current needs are very unlikely to be developed. Multiple stakeholders are involved

only to a certain extend: Different user groups may vary in their level of knowledge

but typically not in their viewpoint. Stimulation of stakeholders is not an issue,

since users' articulations about current needs are sufficient. Mediation between user

and developer is covered by this methods and is also key to successfully generate

a final product. Software engineering disciplines are usually not of an exploratory

kind since user reviews aim at validating proposed solutions instead of using them

as a starting point for alternative ideas and new concepts. Multiple cycles and rapid

developments have been well established in software-engineering. This is also well

supported by a large number of toolboxes, such as CASE-tools, rapid prototyping

environments, design patterns, re-use by modularization etc.

Intensive tool support is certainly one of the strengths of software-engineering ap¬

proaches. However, innovations caimot really be expected since the main focus is on

developing feasible software products that solve requirements posed by the customer

who pays for the realization. Radical developments are not explicitly desired.
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2.2.2 Software Design Methodologies

Software design methodologies differ from software engineering processes as they

mainly focus on a subset of requirements during the development process, the soft¬

ware user-interface. Accordingly, all of these methodologies have a strong user focus.

Some of them also go beyond the users' articulated needs and incorporate empirical

findings about the anatomy of well-designed interfaces. Generally, however, develop¬

ers derive requirements from the user but do not necessarily work together with the

user, as user-centered design (see Section 2.2.4) does. There exists quite an amount

of different software design methodologies which propose different rules, criteria, and

lists to follow on. However, to compare methodologies it can be difficult to decide

why one list may be more useful than others or how they are related. We also found,

that the pervasiveness of a methodology also correlates with the prominence of its

authors in the software design community.

Gould's Methodology. The main focus of this approach [Gould 1995] is usability.

The approach is very informal and provides checklists that can be used in planning

and carrying out a project. Checklist items include talks with users, visits of cus¬

tomer locations, simulations, early prototyping, try-to-destroy-it contests, follow-up

studies, and the consideration of all aspects of usability in the initial design. This

shows a very strong focus on the user but, as such, also a strong dependency on the

user: this method suggests exploratory sessions with users but stimulation of the

user leading to radically new ideas is not a goal. According to this approach, design

occurs in four phases: (1) A gearing-up phase, (2) An initial design phase, (3) An

iterative development phase, and (4) A system installation phase. A feasible result

is a declared goal of this method.

Xerox Systems Development Division Methodology. This methodology was

derived from the experiences during the development of the Xerox Star software

interface [Baecker et al. 1995]. It includes four phases: (1) Analyze what tasks

the user will want to do and the steps they go through to accomplish the tasks,

(2) Design an intended user model in terms of which tasks may be cast, (3) Design

a command language to make that model work, and (4) Design an information

display to reflect the operations of the system in terms of the conceptual model.

This methodology explicitly focuses on the early development phases and as such

has a continuing focus on the user. It aims to keep the design simple, consistent,

and clear enough for users to grasp. The methodology is not systematic and bound

to explicit single development steps but gives informal suggestions. Similar to the

previous method also the Xerox method does not aim at stimulating the users' minds

to create innovative solutions but at solving users' needs as they are articulated.

Rubinstein and Hersh's Methodology. This approach [Rubinstein and Hersh

1984] includes 93 design principles and is composed of five successive stages. Within

each stage an iterative process is performed. The five stages are: (1) Information
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collection, (2) Design, (3) Implementation, (4) Evaluation, and (5) Deployment.

Reccurring key elements of each stage are: (1) A task analysis of the activities

done by users in their environment, (2) A 'conceptual model' which users see and

understand, (3) A 'use model' describing how the system is to be used, (4) Design

and implementation of a prototype, (5) Formal and informal testing of the system,

and (6) Evaluation of the reactions of the users. This methodology gives more formal

and detailed instructions to the developer about how to proceed during a project.

The user focus is strong but again limited to the user's articulations.

Dick and Carey's Systematic Design. This approach [Dick and Carey 1985]

originally focused on instructional products, but can also be applied to other types

of products. The methodology is very systematic, it comprises nine steps: (1)

Identify instructional goal(s), (2) Conduct instructional analysis, (3) Identify en¬

try behaviors and characteristics, (4) Write performance objectives, (5) Develop

criterion-referenced test items, (6) Develop instructional strategy, (7) Develop and

select instructional materials, (8) Design and conduct formative evaluation, and (9)

Design and conduct summarized evaluation. Before each stage, the previous is re¬

visited and revised, and all stages are to be followed in order. Some stages focus

on the user but not as extensive as the previous methodologies. Due to its formal

character the guidance for the developer by this methodology is very strict.

Rapid Prototyping Methodology. The basis of rapid prototyping [Tripp and

Bichelmeyer 1989] are five stages that are not conducted in a linear manner, but

rather simultaneously. Design, development, and testing are scheduled based on

problems identified during user tests of the software. The process elapses when

errors only on a minimal level are found by the user. The process is very iterative

and has a strong focus on the user throughout all stages. The stages are in particular

(1) Assess needs and analyze content, (2) Set objectives, (3) Construct prototype,

(4) Utilize prototype, and (5) Install and maintain system. The reported advantages

by the authors of this methodology themselves are: (1) Active user participation, (2)

User requirements are immediately implemented, (3) Early detection of errors, and

(4) An accelerated development cycle. In contrast to the previous methodologies

rapid prototyping explicitly fosters the cooperation with the user. Hereby, the user

has the main influence of the development, since the subsequent steps are scheduled

based on his findings during test phases. As such, the guidance of the developer is

rather informal. Several cycles are performed in order to meet the user's expectations

as good as possible and realize them in a final piece of software. Simultaneously, this

'stickiness' to the user does not allow for developments that are beyond the current

horizon of the user, since stimulation of the user does not happen.

Lifecycle for Interactive Systems Development Methodology (ISDM).

This methodology [Shneidcrman 1997] has a strong focus on the user and usability.

It is very formal, elaborate, and detailed. It comprises eight stages: (1) Collect

information, (2) Define requirements, (3) Design syntax and support facilities, (4)
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Specify physical devices, (5) Develop software, (6) Integrate system and disseminate

to users, (7) Nurture the user community, and (8) Prepare evolutionary plan. Test¬

ing is required in every stage. Despite of its strong user focus this methodology does

not explicitly force the developer to cooperate with the user.

Usability Engineering Lifecycle Methodology. This methodology [Nielsen

1993] also has a very strong focus on the user. It is composed of eleven rather

formal and systematic steps: (1) Know the user, (2) Competitive analysis, (3) Set¬

ting usability goals, (4) Parallel design, (5) Participatory design, (6) Coordinated

design of the total interface, (7) Apply guidelines and heuristic analysis, (8) Proto¬

typing, (9) Empirical testing, (10) Iterative design, and (11) Collect feedback from

field use. Though being similar to IDMS at a first glance, the usability engineer¬

ing life-cycle explicitly suggests cooperation with the user. However, stimulation of

the user is not part of the methodology. Consequently, the results meet the user's

requirements but are not necessarily innovative.

Task-Centered Design Process Methodology. The fundamental idea of this

methodology [Lewis and Rieman 1993] is not to recreate the wheel, but rather to in¬

corporate existing applications with their solutions, and copy interaction techniques

from other systems. The focus is, as the title suggests, focused on the user's task:

(1) Figure out who's going to use the system to do what, (2) Choose representation

tasks for task-centered design, (3) Plagiarize, (4) Rough out a design, (5) Think

about it, (6) Create a mock-up or prototype, (7) Test it with users, (8) Iterate, (9)

Build it, (10) Track it, and (11) Change it. This methodology actively suggests to

work within existing interface frameworks and toolkits and to incorporate existing

solutions. The focus, however, is rather on the user's tasks then on the user him¬

self. This methodology seems very applicable for solving needs of specific tasks.

This 'stickiness' together with the pragmatic approach of reusing existing solutions

whenever possible seems to hinder the goal of innovations that radically depart from

today.

Discussion

Within the field of software design many methodologies exist. Accordingly, there

is also great overlap between methodologies. The focus on the user is clearly more

important than with software engineering processes. However, the emphasis on user

involvement is different among processes. It varies from deriving requirements from

the user to actually conduct tests and review sessions together with the user. Some

methodologies are very formal, others arc rather informal and leave greater flexibility

to the developer. Nevertheless, the common goal is to develop user interfaces that

match the user's expectations as well as possible. Innovative developments that

radically depart from today are not fostered. Multiple stakeholders involvement

has not been mentioned in the reviewed methodologies. Stimulation of the users to
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break current boundaries and to re-think established work-practices is not a goal,

focus on the user's task is proposed to be sufficient. Mediation between user and

developer is part of the methodologies, such as rapid prototyping, where evaluation

sessions with the user require cooperation. This also leaves room for exploration of

the proposed solution, which, however, does not depart from established thinking

patterns and only validates the matching of users' and developers' minds. Cycles

and rapid developments are suggested by most methodologies. The use of toolboxes

is most actively promoted by the task-centered design process methodology.

2.2.3 Principles and Guidelines from

Human-Computer Interaction

HCl research has collected and summarized humans' limitations in information pro¬

cessing and decision taking from the fields of cognitive psychology and ergonomics.

Adapting systems to various human capabilities is a challenge for designers. Re¬

search stemming from automotive and aircraft industries, from type-writers etc.

has produced results also applicable for HCl design. Basic data on human dimen¬

sions is revealed by anthropometry [Dreyfus 1967] [Roebuck et al. 1975]. Thou¬

sands of measurements have been conducted to produce average values for head,

mouth, nose, neck, shoulders, chest, arm, hand, leg, and foot. Furthermore, dy¬

namic actions have been classified, such as action radius during sitting, speed of

finger pressing, and force required for lifting fingers [Bailey 1996], Moreover, un¬

derstanding of cognitive and perceptual capabilities [Kantowitz and Sorkin 1983,

Wickens 1992] of users is another important issue for designing interactive systems:

users recognize minimal changes on a computer screen in milli-seconds and execute

a sequence of commands accordingly. Insights about the user's personality (some

dislike computers, are afraid of them, others are attracted and use them with joy)

can tell about different preferences of computer interaction regarding interaction

speed, graphical versus spread-sheet representations, and step-by-step versus global

view.

In return, a variety of guidelines and principles have been developed tackling those

issues at least to a certain extend.

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). [Shneiderman 1980] presents a tech¬

nique based on the theory of personalities of C.G. Jung. The theory of MBTI

relates professions to personality types. It can provide general guidelines for de¬

signers. Furthermore there has been research on cultural diversities, how the eyes

of users with Chinese education move differently than those of users with English

background [Fernandes 1995], elderly users [Furlong and Kearsley 1995] or users

with disabilities [Alistair 1995] [Glinert et al. 1992].
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GOMS model (Goals, Operators and Selection Rules). [Card et al. 1983]

postulates that users formulate goals and sub-goals, whereof each can be reached by

the use of methods and procedures. Selection rules are the control structures of the

selection from the various methods to reach the goal. Additionally, a so-called key-

input model predicts times for the error-free fulfilment of tasks performed by experts.

Both models focus on experts neglecting errors, problems, and user satisfaction.

Seven Stages of Action. [Norman 1988] proposes a model for human-computer

interaction: (1) Forming the Goal, (2) Forming the Intention, (3) Specifying an Ac¬

tion, (4) Executing an Action, (5) Perceiving the State of the World, (6) Interpreting

the State of the World, and (7) Evaluating the Outcome.

Eight Golden Rules of Interface Design. [Shneiderman 1997] introduces a

collection of principles that arc derived hcuristieally from experience. They are

applicable in most interactive systems after being properly refined, extended, and

interpreted: (1) Strive for consistency, (2) Enable frequent users to use shortcuts, (3)

Offer informative feedback, (4) Design dialog to yield closure (inputs are grouped,

end of dialog is obvious), (5) Offer simple error handling, (6) Permit easy reversal

of actions (undo), (7) Support internal locus of control (user keeps control), and (8)

Reduce short-term memory load (user doesn't have to remember info).

Discussion

The collection of principles above gives but a short overview about the main guide¬

lines and 'golden rules' in HCL Apart from that, there exists also a variety of ap¬

plicable graphical user-interfaces concepts, such as direct manipulation, selection

menus, input fields, command language, and natural language. All these heuristics

and techniques provide developers with a rich knowledge base and frameworks about

how to develop well-designed user-interfaces. However, the appropriate application

of those frameworks and theories has to be part of development processes.

2.2.4 User-Centered Design

The objective of user-centered design [Norman and Draper 1986] is to create optimal

functioning human-machine systems. Instead of backing-up from theories, the user

becomes part of the process, at least to a certain extend. As such, the focus of

user-centered design is on the the goals, tasks, and needs of the user instead of

technological constraints. This challenges developers to shape the user-interface

around the capabilities and needs of the user. Accordingly, user-centered design

provides methods to incorporate user inputs during the requirements phase. Most

of these practices are built on the hypothesis-testing model of traditional empirical

research. User-centered design can be done for users, by users, and also together with
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users. Solutions are mostly created by developers, whereas the users are mainly in a

reactive role. The ultimate goal is to develop systems with improved user acceptance

and satisfaction since the user is in the center throughout the entire development

process. By now, user-centered design is established as its own research field in

the human-computer interaction community, such that a variety of approaches and

procedures have been developed and applied. The following gives an overview of the

most matured ones.

Contextual Design provides an entire process for designing products for and with

the customer [Beyer and Holtzblatt 1998]. The first step, contextual inquiry em¬

phasizes interviewing and observing users in their natural work context and making

every effort to understand their work practices. The developers try to get firsthand

data from potential users. Contextual inquiry postulates to apply an appropriate

relationship model, e.g. apprenticeship-master, to observe users in their context,

A shared understanding of the work to be supported by a potential application is

created by the' analysis of gathered data. Contextual inquiry provides a set of mod¬

els to analyse this data: A context model revealing influences in the organization,

a physical model representing the physical environment and artifacts, flow models

showing the division of work among roles, a sequence model specifying the sequence

of actions to accomplish a specific task, and an artifact model revealing structure of

artifacts created and used to support the work. All these models are consolidated in

an iterative process. The analysis of the knowledge about the user's domain gained

from the different models is then turned into a design proposal with the intend to

support and enhance the users' work. In the case of ambiguity, brainstorming ses¬

sions shall be conducted to further shape and focus on a single vision. Finally, the

design of a mock-up user environment is proposed and common participatory design

methods, such as prototyping, are applied to converge the vision of the user and the

designer in a tested product. Contextual design provides a proven framework for

successful cooperation with users in early phases. Various iterative cycles help to

meet the user's expectations as good as possible. This methodology is well-suited

for building as accurately as possible what the user wants to have. Accordingly, this

methodology is widely promoted by consultants and has proven useful in several

cases for industry. The drawback of contextual design, however, is that its concept

creation is very dependent on the user. Innovations that radically depart from the

user's expectation are typically out of scope of this methodology.

Interaction Relabeling and Extreme Characters proposes two techniques to

explore interactions guided by aesthetics rather than ease of use [Djajadiningrat et

al. 2000]. Interaction relabeling asks participants to consider an existing product

and tell and act how it could work as the product to be designed. The considered

existing product should act as vehicle and stimulate the participants' imaginations

with respect to the actual product to be designed. Forcing a mapping between things

with quite different functionalities, the considered and the actual product, should
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foster a focus shift from the functionality to the actual interaction possibilities. The

second technique, extreme characters, substitutes the target group of the product to

be designed for an extreme character. Extreme characters, such as the pope, drug

dealer etc, have exaggerated emotional attitudes that should help to better focus on

the full spectrum of human emotions. The authors argue that everyday prototypical

characters only address the emotions recognized as socially or culturally desirable.

Theses two techniques aim at achieving a greater pool of concepts and ideas describ¬

ing the actions and role levels of the product target group. Both techniques offer a

promising starting point for stimulating the user and articulate ideas which are not

at hand. However, the results of these approach is very dependent on the willingness

of the users to extrapolate. Not all kinds of users will be able and willing to imagine

extreme characters doing their job. It is further not clear how realistic the outcome

of such break-out sessions is. However, the strong emphasis on going beyond the

user's expectations is a radical difference to the previously discussed methods.

Empathie Design, a form of observational research, has been successfully applied

by corporations and companies for addressing tacit needs and wants of a set of

customers [Leonard and Rayport 1997]. Empathie design concentrates on viewing

the user doing his everyday activities in his own environment. The fundamental

belief is that knowledge of how customers use products tells companies more than

the customer themselves can. Empathie design cannot be really considered as an

instructive methodology. It proposes that developers observe the user (e.g. a surgeon

performing an intricate surgery by using a television screen to guide his scalpel),

draw their own conclusions (e.g. moving personnel disturbing the surgeon's view

of the screen), and propose an idea (e.g. replacing the screen by a head-mounted

display). The interesting point is, that the developers create a solution for problems

the user docs not necessarily complain about (the surgeon could work with the

temporal occlusion of the screen), but appreciates a solution as soon as it is there.

Accordingly, the user is not the customer paying for a solution, but becomes a source

of knowledge and inspiration for the developer. This gives much more flexibility to

the developer since the user does not have explicit needs that have to be fulfilled.

Instead, the developer can choose among those needs that seem to be most promising

for a radical innovation. Empathie design offers a promising starting point for going

beyond user's current needs. But it is certainly difficult to provide users with fully

functional systems.

Scenario-based Design and Happenings as Resources proposes to work out

scenarios in cooperation with the user, that give a more or less comprehensive pic¬

ture of his needs [Carroll 2000]. The overall goal is to better concentrate on user

requirements instead of technical issues. This should reveal the needs of potential

users rather than capabilities of available technologies. This methodology inherently

sticks very close to the user's needs. Nevertheless, scenarios provide a clear basis for

communicating issues between users and developers. Stimulation of the user is out
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of scope. As such, scenarios are mainly seen as an instrument to share developers'

and users' views among each other. If future scenarios can be created both develop¬

ers and users can agree on, scenarios offer a solid basis for mediation between both

parties.

Personas is a technique that creates and uses fictional users [Grudin and Pruitt

2002]. Concrete representations of fictional users aim at social and political con¬

sciousness. User arc not actively involved during the development, but are 'simu¬

lated' by prototypical personas. These should create a stronger fotnis on users and

work settings, better utilize our mind's powerful ability to extrapolate, make as¬

sumptions more explicit, become a medium for communication and focus on specific

target audiences. However, the pending danger is that personas might be overused

and represent rather the developers view about the user's needs instead of the actual

needs themselves.

Discussion

User-centered design has a strong emphasis on the user. This offers a good basis

for developing applications which are demanded by specific target groups. Various

methodologies have been developed that offer systematic approaches to involve users

and listen to the users even in early development phases. However, as the review

of the previous methodologies has shown, the development of radical innovations is

usually beyond the scope of user-centered design. The user is mostly the end-user

with specific needs which should be solved and nothing more. Stimulation of the

user was seen at the extreme character and action relabeling method. The provi¬

sion of exploration for the user is actively promoted by Empathie Design. Iterative

procedures are established in user-centered design which also induce rapid develop¬

ments. The use of toolboxes exists in form of theories and principles as shown in

Section 2.2.3.

2.2.5 Participatory Design

The paradigm of participatory design provides developers of hard- and software with

a set of theories and practices. It studies how end-users in particular can become

full participants of the entire development process [Greenbaum and Kyng 1991,

Müller, M. J. and Kuhn, S. 1993, Schuler and Namioka 1993]. The basic assumption

is that the provision of tools will make workers more efficient in doing their jobs

instead of replacing workers by automating their tasks: users are experts, tools

should be designed for the context in which they will be used. This requires methods

for observing and interviewing end-users, play-acting a work situation for the design

phase, and iterative development.
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Whereas user-centered design views systems only marginally as living entities that

can be evolved by users, participatory design empowers users to actively propose

and generate alternative designs themselves. The application of participatory design

is diverse and draws on fields such as user-centered design, graphic design, software

engineering, architecture, public policy, psychology, anthropology, sociology, labor

studies, communication studies, and political science.

Sitings and Workshops. Generally, there are two approaches towards participa¬

tory design: meetings of developers and end-users can be either at the developers

research place or in the end-user's environment. However, research has shown that

bringing end-users to the foreign developer's environment brings up more general

views on things, whereas the collaboration in the user's work context reveals more

concrete and specific work experiences [Pedersen and Buur 2000]. Applying design

practices across sites can improve learning and understanding, as different voices

are strengthened at different sites. Workshops are another common form of shar¬

ing goals, strategies, and outcomes across diverse parties. In contrast to sittings,

workshops take parties out of their familiar working environment by new procedures

which are not necessarily part of the participants working practices. A well-known

workshop format for participatory design is the future workshop [Kensing and Mad-

sen 1991]. It consists of three phases: (1) Criticizing the present, (2) Envisioning the

future, (3) Implementing - moving from present to the future. This method aims at

providing new perspectives and helping to create new concepts. The general idea of

workshops is to bring together diverse participants to do common work in an atmo¬

sphere that is not necessarily familiar to the participants. Thus, all participants are

out of their daily work environment. The negotiation among diverse voices leads to

the creation of new perspectives and knowledges. Both sitings and workshops are

established media to share ideas between users and developers. However, general

judgements about these approaches are difficult, as the nature of the result depends

too much of the way sitings and workshops are conducted. Our finding is that sit¬

ings and workshops can be more productive if the discussion can already be centered

about a concrete concept, or even better, a graspable artifact (see Chapter 4). Also

the integration of different stakeholders can help broaden the perspective.

Stories can work as creativity enablers. They can allow both developer and user to

articulate their needs and proposals in another way. The overall belief is that stories

told, also by using hypermedia technology [Beeson and Miskelly 1998], paper-pencil

and card-templates [Tudor et al. 1993], drama acting, photographs, and games

stimulate minds and reveal issues that could have remained hidden otherwise. The

goal is to take participants out of their everyday environment and as such provide

inspiration. Another argument mentioned in literature is that stories also allow to

involve children as design partners [Druin 1999]. Stories offer a very different way

of presenting ideas than most users and developers do everyday. This offers a great

opportunity for stimulation of the parties if they are willing to participate in this
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unusual practice. The difficulty is to let this creativity process converge in feasible

and realistic concepts. This requires good management skills for the session leader

as the stories per-se do not necessarily guide towards solutions users and developers

can agree upon.

Constructions and Prototypes allow end-users to report on their experiences and

needs by artistic methods. These methods can provide another way of expression. In

contrast to stories the users are forced to use material, e.g. collages [Sanders 2000], to

express themselves. This way of expression represents an unknown medium for the

user and (hopefully) leads to a more thorough reflection on the user's environment.

It is claimed, that this approach gives access to emotional sides of experience, reveals

unique personal histories and generates a subjective perspective on tasks. Proto¬

types confront people with technology: First, end-users are asked to think about

technology they have not previously experienced and, second, end-users are asked

to reshape technologies [B0dker et al. 1993]. Low-tech prototyping [Müller 1992] can

bring new insights through diverse perspectives: Understanding and experimenting

helps to explore the own understanding of another one's position, questioning can

discover and resolve conflicts. Furthermore, participants can incorporate and ex¬

press their ideas, foster working relations by shared ownership of resulting designs,

and measure the success of practical applications implemented in low-tech material.

Cooperative prototyping [Madsen and Aiken 1993] enhances communication with

end-users, improves incorporation of end-user insights into prototypes arid yields a

stronger collective ownership and collective action-planning by the team. However,

breakdowns in the design-process can be time-consuming. Iterative prototypes offer

another solution: Here, a system is delivered to the end-user as a series of iterative

prototypes with gradually added functionality [Trigg 2000]. The prototype should

function as a crucial artifact in the end-users' work. In all cases the end-users ac¬

tions help to shape the technology, to understand limiting constraints stemming

from technology and to improve the contextual grounding of the design in end-users

work practices. This further enhances the conversation between user and developer.

However, insufficient knowledge about technological opportunities at the user-side

may be a limiting factor when developing innovative solutions.

Discussion

Participatory design considers users and other stakeholders already during early

phases of the development. Deliberative use of participatory design increases com¬

munication effectiveness, team coherence, innovation, and the quality of outcome.

This can foster critical discussions and reflections to challenge assumptions and

create new technology solutions. This requires active participation of the users.

However, including users into the design process may be expensive and delay the

implementation phase. It further can force the designer to compromise, to satisfy in-
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competent participants and participatory design can also generate resistance against

the implementation. The danger of sticking too much to the user is inherent. This

fact has been at least partly recognized and addressed by approaches, such as stories

and prototypes.

2.2.6 Meta-Design

Meta-design aims at providing an on-going process in which users become co-designers

[Fischer 2003]. This assumes that instead of an equal partnership as proposed by

participatory design, users get empowered by tools and frameworks to shape an

existing system to their needs by themselves. As such the developers only provide

the building-blocks, the user becomes a developer himself. The developer designs

the development process rather than the actual solution. Mentioned examples are

open-source software developments and interactive art.

While a desirable goal, it seems difficult to generalize and apply the concept of meta-

design in practice. It requires a tremendous effort in the development of toolkits

and frameworks, since these do not only have to be used by experienced developers

but even by technology-unaware end-users. However, if this issue could be solved,

meta-design could offer a great playground especially for end-users to develop their

own solutions. Molding ideas into functioning artifacts could also stimulate minds

and lead to very creative and innovative solutions. So far this remains, however, a

desire.

2.3 Towards a Methodology for

Ubiquitous and Wearable Computing

Ubiquitous and wearable computing applications have been around for some years

now. In contrast to the original claim of providing calm technology available anytime

and anywhere that supports the user in a smart way [Weiser 1991], most developed

applications are still in their infancy. One reason certainly is, that many applications

are only used as vehicles to argue for certain architectures, frameworks, or interaction

paradigms instead of providing compelling application cases. They motivate and

span the space about how future applications may look like. As such they are only

a starting point of the quest for compelling applications. And it is challenging,

as [Ehn 1993] argues: Sufficient knowledge of the tradition of an application area

is necessary in order to design a computer system of high quality. But design

has also to extraplorate from tradition, and not only to duplicate the traditional

behavior. Accordingly, a remaining challenge is to communicate the experience

and opportunity new technology can offer. Researchers of ubiquitous and wearable
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computing may see potential for new applications, but users focus on incremental

changes of an existing system. Their minds have to be stimulated first in order

to break with current practices. But also researchers have to realize what makes

sense in practice and what does not. As such, reasonable and compelling application

domains have to be found where these technology makes sense, both for the user

and the developer. "Wearable Computing currently has no concepts for application

developments" [Kjeldskov and Graham 2003] may be an overstatement, but clearly

shows deficiencies in this area.

Nevertheless, simply applying methodologies from HCl, which may offer answers,

is difficult due a different starting point: HCl works towards interaction design

and not on concept design. Accordingly, HCl practitioners do not have to think

about if and why people might use an application under different circumstances.

Their objective is to identify new and compelling interaction paradigms. However,

HCl has a long tradition in cooperating with users (see Section 2.2.4 and 2.2.5)

and developing new innovative solutions, at least to a certain extend. Research in

ubiquitous and wearable computing could benefit from those practices, if they can

be adapted. So far there has only been little research in this field. In the following

two approaches are mentioned that inspired and motivated our X'trerne Prototyping

approach, presented in Chapter 4.

Humanistic Approach. [Oulasvirta 2004] suggests a process that helps to find

meaningful uses for context-aware technologies. It proposes to review statistics in

a first step to reveal common trends offering opportunities for future applications.

After choosing the topic and demands for such an application ethnographic stud¬

ies should be used for better understanding of the context of use and about how

technology will intervene. In a third step body-storming, a physical form of brain¬

storming where participants actually visit a topic location, is used for acting out

use cases. This should allow playing with data in an embodied way and initiate

design. In a fourth step a simulation method is suggested for finding preconditions

for design. Several hours of video are used to derive task profiles which can be used

for a simulation. Then a program simulating the system's perception and the sys¬

tem's context-aware behavior should offer an inexpensive way for examining future

scenarios.

This approach is based on the fundamental belief that statistics could reveal future

trends that are worth to be investigated. This helps during the phase of finding a

compelling application domain and provides a solid grounding in reality which fosters

the development of applications that are relevant. The idea of body-storming may

reveal innovative ideas, however, in practice this method will be limited to very

specific types of users: acting out ideas is not an ability everybody has and would

be willing to do. Furthermore, the value of this methodology is strongly linked

with how well the simulation corresponds to the real world. Moreover, a simulation

has to focus mainly on the behavioral aspects of the system - cognitive aspects of
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the individual user and social interaction are beyond the scope due to complexity.

Future work has to show how crucial those shortcomings will be.

Paradigms for the Development of Wearable Computers proposes an ap¬

proach that not only considers the user but also the modality of the system [Baber

et al. 1999]. Step one, requirements specification, comprises general requirements

pertinent to wearable computing and issues derived from human factors such as us¬

ability, appropriateness, information representation etc. In a second step a scenario

is used to give a short description of work activity. This involves interviews and

with focus group discussions. Specific issues are further rated due to their impor¬

tance. Rankings arc used to prioritize the particular requirements. In step three,

option reduction, pros and cons of possible designs are considered. Requirements

are matched to particular modality combinations and rated. The application of a

selection criterion based on the binomial theorem, determines whether an option

should be taken to the next step. In the final phase, step four, a working prototype

is build and evaluated by end users. If the design fails to meet one of the evaluation

criteria, it requires modification. Main focus of this approach is to map appropriate

modalities to particular user requirements.

This is a very systematic approach towards matching available system modalities in

a best possible way to the users' requirements. Again, there is pertinent danger of

too strong dependence on the user: the user may rule out modalities that do not

(yet) make sense for his established routines. However, the way of presenting a great

selection of opportunities the user can choose from is a promising way of inspiration.
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3

Pilot Studies: Lessons Learned

from Early Projects

We have conducted two pilot studies before the X'trerne Prototype approach (see

Chapter 4) was shaped. The first study, the proactive furniture project, was mainly

technology-driven, whereas the second study, the wearable assistant for doctors,

was more user-centered. This chapter describes both studies in detail, highlights

the lessons learned of each study, and shows how these findings have impacted the

design of the X'trerne Prototype approach.

3.1 Proactive Furniture

The starting point for this project was the quest for a driving application that could

illustrate the vision of ubiquitous computing and particularly the features of the

Smart-Its platform [Holmquist et al. 2004]. The Smart-Its platform is a micro¬

processor based computing platform with various sensing capabilities and wireless

communication. The purpose of the proactive furniture project was the development

of a graspable showcase that makes use of the capabilities of the Smart-Its platform.

That is to say that right from the beginning, the project was clearly technology-

driven: Its goal was to find a problem where Smart-Its technology could provide a

clear benefit to the user. Furthermore, along with the vision of ubiquitous computing

[Weiser 199l] the application should take place in an everyday environment.

The following sections show how the vision of integrating instructions into the ac¬

tual furniture parts was addressed. This required a system with two capabilities:

Observing and guiding the user. Within the project, the feasibility of this approach

was shown by means of an ordinary flat-pack wardrobe. In Section 3.1.2 we show

how different states of the assembly can be sensed using integrated sensors. By

knowing the state of the assembly, instructions can be given to the user at any time.

In Section 3.1.3 we propose how these instructions can be presented to the user in

29
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a proper way. The goal is to bridge the gap between the instructions and the real

world. In particular, we have developed a system using LED's attached to furniture

as a way of guiding users through a furniture assembly process. In Section 3.1.4 we

evaluate the approach of integrating instructions into the actual objects. We report

on a user study discussing the effectiveness of dynamic instructions in comparison

to traditional paper instructions. Section 3.1.4 summarizes the results we gained

within the course of this project, and Section 3.2 discusses the lessons learned from

this project.

This project, in particular the user studies at the end, was conducted in close coop¬

eration with Stavros Antifakos.

3.1.1 Motivation: Why Furniture Assembly

After several break-out sessions in the development team, a flat-pack furniture as¬

sembly scenario was chosen (DIY furniture: Do It Yourself furniture). The idea was

to instrument furniture parts with sensors and as such to monitor the user's actions

and the state of the assembly. This monitoring should be used to give situation-

aware hints to the user. The assembly process deals with real physical objects and

is based on a closed world assumption: Only certain actions of the user with the

appropriate parts finish the task.

This system should showcase how sensing could be useful within various kinds of

assembly tasks compared to printed handbooks, instructions, and reference manuals,

because they all have one thing in common: They are rarely used. And when people

have to use them, they usually do not like them. The reasons for this unpopularity

of instructions are, naturally, manifold. People might be lazy, self-confident and

might have no time to spend bothering with instructions. Also the quality of the

instructions is quite often not satisfactory. Maybe even more importantly, different

people have different levels of expertise and therefore require a different set or type

of instructions. Another reason why instructions can be rather frustrating is the

following: when users get stuck and want to look into the instructions they expect

to find the necessary information immediately. Instructions therefore should be

usable as a reference manual, but also as instructions for the expert, as well as the

beginner with close to no prior knowledge. Another important limitation of today's

instructions is that they are mostly linear, since they only describe one way (or at

most a limited number of ways) to complete the task. For a beginner, this might be

appropriate. But for everybody else, this can be too restrictive and quite annoying.

An ideal design of objects should not require any instructions at all: users should be

able to guess and understand the functionality at a glance. However, it is hard to

eliminate instructions in general. It would already be an achievement to integrate
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Figure 3.1: Steps 1 to 4 of the IKEA assembly instructions.

(Reproduced with the permission of the IKEA corporation)

them into the related objects. Instructions could be split into smaller portions -

hints - that subtly but infallibly guide users towards correct conclusions. These hints

should be tailored to the user's momentary task. Each hint helps in one dedicated

situation, in contrast to manuals covering all error cases. Smart-Its technology was

used to realize the implementation of proactive hints, i.e. hints that occur in the

physical world of the user synchronized to the task of a flat-pack furniture assembly.

As such, the furniture assembly project was used to illustrate the benefits of using

Smart-Its technology in furniture assembly compared to today's paper instructions.

3.1.2 Observing the Assembly Task through Sensors

In this section we present the sensor based approach for perceiving the assembly

actions when assembling a simple example wardrobe. The wardrobe we chose con¬

sists of six wooden boards, two metal corners, cams, cam bolts, dowels, screws, and

nails. For a standard assembly of the wardrobe, a screwdriver and a hammer are

the only tools required. As shown by Figure 3.1, the first step is to insert the four

cam-bolts in each board at the right positions. Then two metal corners have to be

attached. In the third and fourth steps one of the horizontal boards and the base

strip are attached to a side-board. Before attaching these boards, they need to be

prepared with dowels. The last step is to tighten the cams.

These actions are subdivided into partial actions, which can be recognized by sensors.

The partial actions are compared with a stored assembly plan of the furniture. Thus,

the system can determine the user's current step and reason about further actions.

Assembly Plan

In order to assist the user, the system needs a plan representing the different ways

of assembling the wardrobe. In this subsection we present such a plan.

To create a plan we gave the wardrobe parts the following identifiers: side boards a

and b, horizontal boards c and d, base strip e, and back wall /. Figure 3.2 shows the
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main part of the full assembly plan. The graph consists of icons representing partial

states of the wardrobe and interconnecting lines (to be read from left to right).

The lines describe actions that need to be completed to move from one state the

next. Actions always consist of joining a previously unused board to the depicted

compound depicted or of joining the two compounds. The actions of preparing the

boards (adding dowels, cams, or screws) are not shown in the graph. The only

restriction for those actions is that they have to be completed before the board is

used. We had to distinguish between the situations of connecting the side board a

and the one of connecting side board b to the horizontal board. This is essential

since the orientation of the boards is important.

The dashed lines in the graph symbolize actions in which the user has to lift up one of

the compound parts before adding the extra board or joining the other compound.

This is due to the restriction that the compound has to be lifted before the two

horizontal parts are added to one sideboard (as it cannot be set upright anymore

otherwise). States from which one cannot continue are marked as dead-end states

with a lightning symbol. If the user reaches such a state he has to go one step back

before he can continue.

The plan offers a total of 44 possible paths, and shows another 14 routes which lead

to dead-end states. The 4 routes which are marked with thick lines arc the ones

proposed in the original assembly instructions by the manufacturer. This clearly

shows that the manufacturer's instructions are limited to a subset of all possible

assembly paths.

For each step in time, the wardrobe is in one state of a column of Figure 3.2. An

action transfers the wardrobe to the next column on the right or to the end state.

Knowing with which state the user is occupied allows the system to give suggestions

about future steps (Section 3.1.3). The following section describes how the different

states can be recognized through sensors.

Perceiving User Actions with Sensors

The execution plan proposed in Figure 3.2 consists of actions and states. Table 3.1

lists the actions that have to be recognized in order to trace the full execution plan.

Various actions have to be recognized, such as preparing the different parts, lifting

a compound part into an upright position, and joining a side board or the base strip

to a horizontal board.

Most of the actions in Table 3.1 can be subdivided into partial actions. These actions

are relatively simple and self-contained, such as tightening a screw, hammering in a

dowel or a nail, turning a board or joining two parts together. In the third column,

the table gives the sensor configuration we used in our prototype. I'he fourth column
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Table 3.1: Assembly actions and possible sensor configurations

provides some sensor alternatives which may influence the precision of the perception

and the total sensor cost.

Taking a look at the simple example of preparing a horizontal board (inserting four

dowels), we see that this can be recognized using only one accelerometer attached

to the board itself (accelerometers can detect different movement directions). In

Figure 3.3(a) the output of the accelerometers is plotted: the four vertical patterns

indicate the hammering of the four dowels.

Alternatives would be to enhance the hammer with an accelerometer or to use an

electric contact that reacts as soon as the dowel has been fully inserted. What makes

this example interesting is that one can insert the four dowels in many different ways.

As the dowel insert points lie on opposite sides of the board, one usually has to turn

the board during its preparation. This action of turning the board can also be easily

recognized using the accelerometer attached to the board. How often and when the

board is turned however can be varied by the user.

Accelerometers are also used to detect the orientation of the boards, in relation to

each other. Furthermore, force pressure sensors mounted at the boards edges de¬

tect the force between boards: The force sensors can distinguish (see Figure 3.3(b))

between joining boards (lower force) and tightening screws (stronger force). Addi¬

tionally, IR-sensors detect the location and orientation of the boards with respect
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Figure 3.3: Figure (a) shows the x and y output of the accelerometer when joining

boards attached to a horizontal board during the preparation phase. In Figure (b)
the outputs of the screwdriver, force sensor, and accelerometer are plotted during

the action ofjoining the horizontal board to the sideboard.

to the long board. On each board a PIC microprocessor collects and evaluates the

sensor data. The microprocessors communicate wirelessly to share information (see

[Holmquist et al. 2004] [Antifakos et al. 2002] for more details on the hardware

implementation). This combination of sensors allows the system to determine the

current step of assembly and to reason about possible future steps.

3.1.3 Instructing the User

The previous section has shown how a microprocessor system can detect the current

state of the assembly and the user's action through sensors. By looking-up the

state of the assembly of an action in an assembly plan, the system can reason about

possible future steps and provide this information to the user. This section describes

how the system can provide guidance to the user in an intrinsic way (sec Figure 3.4).

To guide the user through the flat-pack furniture assembly, we have identified five

types of feedback: (1) direction of attention, (2) positive feedback for correct action,

(3) negative feedback for wrong action, (4) fine-grained direction, (5) notification of

finished task.

Augmented Reality (AR), as evaluated in [Tang et al. 2003] [Zauner et al. 2003],

is an established technology to visually integrate virtual knowledge into a user's

physical environment. However, AR is cumbersome and typically computationally

expensive. Audible instructions offer a cheaper way of immersion but have to cope

with the problem of addressing the appropriate parts by a vocabulary the user is
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Figure 3.4: Figure (a) shows one of two correct assembly paths and all the wrong

cases that can occur. All these states can be recognized using the sensors, thus

enabling situation-aware hints. Figure (b) shows a person assembling two boards

with the LED instructions. The short board shows that its orientation is wrong by

Bashing the lower strip of LED's red.
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familiar with or has to learn before. We decided to use LED's in the furniture

assembly task to guide users through the assembly process, since LED's offer an

efficient way of drawing the user's attention to certain objects.

This enables users to explore how the furniture has to be assembled. Users unwrap

the flat-pack furniture and their attention gets directed immediately (feedback type

1) to the parts they are supposed to start with. Users' actions, such as turning
and moving boards, are sensed. Blinking green light patterns indicate which edges
have to be connected in which manner. If boards are aligned in the proper way,

a synchronized green light pattern on both edges indicates a well-performed action

(feedback type 2). If the user takes a wrong action, a red light pattern appears

representing a mistake (feedback type 3, see Figure 3(b)). Additionally, a green flash

pattern shows the alternative. After boards have been aligned correctly, individual

green lights direct the user's attention to the holes where screws have to be inserted

and tightened (feedback type 4).

The light patterns extend a part's static affordances and can teach the user how

parts fit together in a learning-by-doing manner: As a physical notion of undo and

redo, connected boards can be continuously detached and rearranged, which fosters

explorability. Furthermore, the LED's also contribute predictability to the assembly,

as red (green) light immediately indicates a correct (wrong) action. Intrinsic guid¬

ance is provided by dynamic instructions that adapt to the current assembly state.

This allows the user to perform any sequence of actions without being constrained

to a certain predefined linear sequence.

To present instructions to the user, we have developed a hardware implementation
based on a custom layout board carrying eight dual green/red LED's (see Figure

3.4(b)). Besides only presenting information using the LED's we have the possi¬

bility to provide visual and auditory voice instructions on a laptop computer (see
[Michahelles et al. 2003a] for further information).

In the following sections we examine whether LED based instructions can supply
sufficient information to enable the safe assembly of a piece of furniture. In addition,

we study if this type of instructions is easier to understand than classic instructions,

or even more intuitive. Finally, we test if instructions that are integrated into

objects have the potential to be less distracting (of the user's attention) than classic

instructions.

3.1.4 User Evaluation of Proactive Furniture Instructions

To evaluate the use of LED based instructions, we set up an assembly task, that users

could complete in approximately 1-2 minutes. In this section we present the assembly
task used for the study and give an overview over the employed methodology.
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Assembly Task

For our experiments we used a standard flat-pack wardrobe (model PAX, IKEA.

To make tests possible we needed to use a setup complex enough to allow several

assembly paths in a reasonable amount of time. In addition, the setup should

allow for errors during the assembly. To meet these requirements we decided to

use only three parts of the full wardrobe: one side-board and the upper and lower

horizontal boards. As the two horizontal boards are exactly the same, they positions

can be interchanged. Figure 3.4(a) shows the two possible ways of assembling the

component.

Methodology

The study was carried out with 20 participants with different backgrounds. 14

of the participants were male, 6 female. The average age of the participants was

26. The overall goal was to compare the usability and effectiveness of classic paper

instructions with our microprocessor-based approach. To this purpose, we compared
the assembly time with classic instructions and with the LED-enhanccd setup. The

participants were divided into two equally-sized groups for either approach. After

the initial performance comparison, the participants were encouraged to perform
the setup again three times using instructions presented in different modalities. The

first modality employed only the LED's to display the instructions. The second

modality displayed interactive instructions on a computer screen. The information

for the instructions was based on the same sensor setup as with the LED's. The

third modality extended the LED's with (auditory) spoken instructions. Finally,

subjects completed a post-experiment questionnaire including questions comparing
the different modalities and classic paper instructions.

Results

To check whether there is a direct effect of the different instructions on the as¬

sembly performance, we measured the assembly time of the two groups. Using a

between-subject one way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on the task completion

times, showed that the values are significant on the 0.01 level (p=0.0067). This

statistical test shows that there is a strong tendency that the LED based instruc¬

tions lead to a faster completion of the task (see [Antifakos et al. 2004] for further

details). Besides measuring the performance time, all errors that occurred during

assembly were noted. The only errors encountered were that four participants tried

to tighten the screws in the wrong direction. Two subjects using the classic instruc¬

tions ended up with an uncompleted assembly because of this error. For LED-based

instructions, two other subjects noticed that something was wrong as the LED's did
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not turn off after screwing. However, later they realized that they had been trying

to tighten the screws in the wrong direction and corrected their error.

After the experiment, all participants received a paper questionnaire with free-

comment answer fields. First, we wanted to know about common problems oc¬

curring in former assembly tasks: 6 participants out of 20 reported that arranging

parts in the proper way had caused problems; 3 complained about unclear instruc¬

tions and missing parts. Furthermore, we got single responses about problems with

the order of the assembly sequence, unspecified screwing direction, and problems

with proper orientation of single parts. In addition, we asked, what the participants

opinion is about today's paper instructions, whether they are comprehensible and

which steps are problematic. The quality of paper instructions supplied with do-it-

yourself (DIY) furniture was rated good by 5, unclear by 5 and problematic by 3

participants. Two subjects noted the additional effort of reading instructions, an¬

other subject admitted to ignore paper instructions because of that fact. Regarding
the LED based instructions, all subjects rated them helpful for the assembly task.

Considering our participants' relatively high expertise in furniture assembly, this is

a remarkable result. LED's helped in aligning and joining parts (13 comments), in

identifying parts belonging together (5 comments), and in keeping the right order

of assembly (3 comments). About a third of all participants rated the interactive

screen instructions to be very good, 4 participants judged them to be helpful, 2

viewed them to be similar to the conventional paper instructions. 5 comments men¬

tioned the stress of relating between physical parts and the displayed instructions.

The effectiveness of voice instructions in addition to the LED's was controversial

among participants: 8 did not see a benefit, 10 were positive and 2 saw little bene¬

fit. As an overall result, 70% (14 comments) of all participants preferred the LED

instructions over screen instructions.

3.1.5 Discussion

A system was presented that shows how limitations of today's instructions could

be overcome. Using the example of a flat-pack wardrobe, the assembly steps were

represented by a formal plan. This plan was used by microprocessors as a knowledge

base to reason about possible further assembly steps from assembly actions detected

through various sensors. LED's mounted onto furniture parts were used to convey

this information to the user in an integrated way. Finally, a user study evaluated

the effectiveness of LED instructions. As an overall result it could be shown that

using LED instructions during an assembly process yields a measurable time gain

compared with paper instructions. Beyond that, also errors during assembly can be

reduced using instructions displayed in place. Our results indicate that the presented

LED instructions are perceived as more intuitive, since users do not have to make

the link between the objects on the instructions and the ones in the real world.
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Finally, we showed that when integrated into the objects themselves, instructions

are less disruptive during the task, as users do not need to keep checking the printed

instructions.

3.2 Lessons Learned from

Proactive Furniture Assembly

The furniture project gained remarkable attention of various media and became

as such quite popular: Starting from several TV appearances (BBC news, Swiss

National TV) to various newspaper and news-magazine articles (New Scientist,

TimesOnline, CT). In retrospective this popularity may be explained by different

parameters the project fulfilled: Although technological progress has embedded sen¬

sors and microprocessors into various fields of everyday life, the instrumentation of

furniture with sensors still seems exotic for a broader audience. Accordingly, the

idea of sensors in furniture was often seen as exciting and funny. Thoughts arose

as "what happens if my furniture watches me" or "what about viruses in the furni¬

ture software". Simultaneously, these far-taken thoughts could be grounded into a

graspable piece of furniture and interwoven with the everyday experience from one's

own furniture assembly tasks. Furniture assembly is well-known, common-place,

and mundane.

On the other hand we also experienced the limits of the furniture scenario in more

thorough discussions with other ubiquitous computing researchers1 and also furni¬

ture developers2. It was mostly seen as a cute little idea. Furniture assembly was

not seen as such a relevant problem that it would be worth to solve it by sensor

technology, since current costs are still in the order of the entire furniture's value.

When attempting to transfer the concept of proactive instructions to more safety-
critical applications with better cost-benefit ratio, the need for a more general plan

representation became apparent. The same applied to the sensing concept which

mainly worked for furniture since it was a clearly defined and closed-world problem
with only six pieces and a limited number of sensible actions.

As a result, we learned that the furniture prototype was a compelling showcase

by itself, but it was not enough to stimulate people's minds and make them think

beyond established routines. Nevertheless, it helped to reveal issues that need to

be solved for real applications of proactive instructions. The development of the

furniture prototype was clearly only a first step towards a real innovation that, if

at all, could come to practice. In retrospective an iterative approach with meetings

together including furniture designers, interior designers, etc. could have helped to

1
Project presentation at Emerging Technologies Exhibition at Siggraph 2003, San Diego

2Project presentation at furniture days in Dresden, May 2004
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further shape a prospective concept. The result might not necessarily have been

restricted to assembly but perhaps also might have included some intelligent "furni¬

ture behavior". Nevertheless, the furniture prototype provided a particular ubiqui¬

tous computing scenario and showed opportunities to think about. This experience

backed our belief: "never go to a client meeting without a prototype" [Schräge 2004].

3.3 Wearable Assistant for Doctors

After this "non-user experience"from the furniture project, we followed the opposite

approach in the wearable assistant project: we teamed up with users right from the

beginning of the project.

The goal of this project was to provide support to medical doctors in their every¬

day work using wearable technology in a hospital environment. The project was

started using a 'classical' user-centered design approach [Beyer and Holtzblatt 1998]

[Greenbaum and Kyng 199l]: One member of the development team spent three

days together with medical doctors and observed the doctors daily routines (see
Section 3.3.2).

In a second step the doctor's routines were analyzed to find out where new technology

could improve the current work practice (see Section 3.3.3). Starting from the

anamnesis, where statements of the patient are written down, over the examination

of the patient and the specification of the treatment to the call-in of external experts.

However, the entire cooperation cycle finally had limited success, since the doctors

were not willing to abstract from and extrapolate beyond their current routines.

Only when we started leaving the current work practices of the doctors, wc found

potential for innovation (see Section 3.3.4).

3.3.1 Motivation: Why cooperating with Doctors?

The first motivation to cooperate with medical doctors was that hospitals are a

technology friendly environment. Secondly, another starting-point was that doctors

are 'on the move' most of the time, e.g. visiting patients, consulting experts, and

having meetings. Hence, a classical desktop computer that is stationary in a specific

room is little suited for their purposes, although it is a common solution. The idea

was to supply them with a mobile device, a wearable computer that would support

them in their everyday work. Furthermore, we could partner up with two doctors

of the inner medicine at the Zurich University Hospital. As the daily routine of a

doctor is quite complex, we concentrated on supporting patient admission interviews

and examinations.
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3.3.2 Understanding the Doctors

Oui goal was to coopeiate with doctors as ( lose as possible right from the beginning
of the project. We tried to understand the doctors' work by interviewing them,

by observing them, and by discussing our intermediate conclusions with them on

regular basis.

To get arr impression of their openness towards technology, we started with an inter¬

view, in which we asked two doctors about their work and their use of computers,

PDA's, etc.

As a second step, one researcher spent three entire days on-site with the doctors

m the hospital, followed the doctors in their everyday work, and took notes. In

the end, this lead to a detailed description of the doctor's daily work which we

arrd the doctors could agree upon. After each step we wrote our impressions down

and discussed these documents with them. These discussions generally took several

iterations, as the doctors occasionally contradicted themselves about the correctness

of our impressions. Nevertheless, this provided valuable insight irr the doctors' actual

daily routine.

Figure 3.5: Status Examination

Our findings were that when a patient comes to the hospital, he is interviewed by a

doctor to summarize the patient's health status aird analyze his current disease. In

general, four principal tasks are performed. The patient is interviewed by a doctor

to firstly determine his current medical problem and to secondly take his medical

history (the so-called Anamnesis). This summary is generally two to four A4 pages

lorrg. The anamnesis process mcludes going through a questionnaire arrd exarrrirrirrg
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the patient. It is a routine job for the doctors that consumes a considerable part

of their time. Thirdly, the interview is accompanied by a Status Examination (see
Figure 3.5). The result of these three and further additional diagnostic steps (labo¬

ratory, ECG, etc.) is fourthly synthesized in the so called 'problem list'. Some 70%

of the patients cannot be treated without advice from a doctor that is external to

the department. Therefore, communication with other doctors is crucial. Most of

the consultations require the specialist to come to the station and have a look at the

patients themselves. Today, this is done in regular meetings, i.e. every afternoon a

different specialist is visiting the station. In urgent cases meetings are also scheduled

on demand.

Based on these findings, we could identify several opportunities for improving the

doctors' work. However, as we investigated considerable time and effort in under¬

standing the doctors' work practices, we were distracted too much by the details

of today's practices. Thus, most of the opportunities were only incremental from a

technology point of view and only some were related to wearable computing.

In the end, we found three more interesting opportunities for improvement. Firstly,
the doctors desired to have information that is already available in the hospital

information system also at the patient's bed. They basically wanted to have the

interface from their desktop PC available which requires mainly engineering effort

instead of wearable technology research. Secondly, we suggested to dictate the

summary online during the admission interview and/or examination. Thirdly, since

the doctors require advice of external specialists for about 70% of the patients, we

proposed to equip them with a communication device, that allows to send pictures

or short videos of the patients. As such a device does not exist today, the doctors

were undecided about its use and usefulness.

3.3.3 Changing Today's Work Practices

From the three possibilities of change we identified, we chose to investigate the

second, dictating the summary online during the admission interview and/or ex¬

amination in more detail. In our opinion, this choice provided the best trade-off

between technological advance and use for the doctors.

We tested the idea using a mock-up prototype experiment (see Figure 3.6). We

strapped a small "wearable computer" to the wrist of the doctor and asked him to

perform an admission interview and examination and dictate the summary online

as if he had a microphone attached to his collar.

The experiment was little appreciated by the doctors. They considered the solution

inappropriate because it did not allow for a synthesis step, in which they summarize

a host of observations in a concise summary. Furthermore, they considered the

approach as a technology-driven way of changing their work.
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Figure 3.6: Mock-up Prototype Experiment

Figure 3.7: uPowerpoint-Prototype"

3.3.4 Leaving Beaten Paths

We then chose to opt for an opporturritv that drd rrot exist today, rrarrrcly supplyirrg
the doctors with a mobile audio-visual communication device. Orrce the doctors

understood the idea, they staited extiapolating from it and found several rrew uses

for mobile and wearable technology in then woik.

We presented the idea to the: doctors using, a ''Powerpoint-Prototvpe'', i.e. images
with mock-up screen-shots of an imagined application, as depicted by Figure 3.7.

Using this simple method, the doctors started extrapolating towards new uses of

technology in their work lives. Although these ideas were informed by their current

work practices, they were not hirrdercd by tlrerrr arrd allowed for considerable change
in today's practices.
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Nevertheless, in the course of the project we found that the doctors could only

devote very limited time for the joined project due to the work-load of their daily

business. Apart from that, it became evident that doctors had a very concrete

application in mind: The creation of a technical infrastructure that allows access to

the existing central patient database from a mobile hand-held client computer. This

attitude finally lead to incompatible standpoints between the doctors (users) and us

(developers). The application ideas were not practical enough for the doctors, and

the desired technical infrastructure was not scientifically interesting enough for the

researchers. As a consequence the project could not be continued.

3.4 Lessons Learned from the

Cooperation with Doctors

We tried to introduce wearable technology in a hospital environment. Since our own

background is technology, we opted for closely following and observing the users in

their current work practices. Proposing changes to current work practices using

new technology proved difficult. The doctors are currently in a local maximum

of productivity. Thus, using today's work practices together with new technology

would actually decrease their work efficiency at least temporarily. In order to best

use the potential of new technology, current work practices have to be adapted to

incorporate it.

Discussing changes of today's work practices provided few results, since the doctors

were locked in today's constraints. However, proposing changes outside their current

work practices made them extrapolate from current technology and allowed them

to think about new opportunities.

Nevertheless, in the course of the project the doctors increasingly often expressed the

mere desire for a hand-held platform with access to their patient database. Their role

of partners changed to a role of customers. The overall goal of modelling, prototyping

and simulating together with changed to for them. Our finding is that prototypes,

whether fully functional or a storyboard, should and could be the design-interaction

medium between developer and user. Instead of the typical asymmetry between

developers and users (users have needs, developers fulfill them), both parties have to

productively learn from each other in a complementary partnership. Furthermore,

we learned that sticking too much with users mostly leads to results which are

incremental, closely related to established routines, and as such only a little step

of advancement. The doctors saw themselves as the immediate users that would

have to deal with the outcome of the project. Aware of their daily routines, they

opted for the feasible and only incremental advancement of accessing a database in

a mobile way. Due to their time constraints, they showed only limited willingness to
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extrapolate. In retrospective, cooperation with other stakeholders from the hospital

domain, such as hospital management and insurance agents, could have revealed

different and, possibly, more valuable input for the project. Furthermore, those

parties would not have been the immediate users such that their openness to more

radical concept changes is probably larger.

3.5 Towards a New Form of

Developer-User Cooperation

This chapter described two projects we have conducted initially. Firstly, the proac¬

tive furniture had the objective to develop an application that allows to convey the

vision of ubiquitous computing and the Smart-Its project. As such the project was

very successful. However, later the complete neglection of the user during the devel¬

opment process turned out to be problematic: The furniture-system was "neat" but

not that well-grounded in reality that it could make sense to deploy it. This finding

suggests to develop inspiring prototypes which have to be incrementally inspected

with experts from the domain and continuously refined.

Secondly, the wearable-assistant project was conducted in cooperation with future

users, medical doctors, right from the beginning. Following the paradigm of user-

centered design an extensive observation session of the users and several meeting

sessions with the users were conducted. However, the result turned out to be diverse.

On the one hand a very detailed understanding of the doctor's practices could be

obtained, but on the other hand we, as developers, stuck too much with the users.

The emerging ideas were either not far-reaching, contradicting our goals but useful

in the perspective of the doctors, or far-reaching but could not be accepted by the

users.

According to these two extreme experiences - development completely without the

users and development in total cooperation with the user - we realized that both

do not work well. When looking for advanced ubiquitous and wearable computing

applications, best practices of both approaches should rather be synthesized to a

compromise. Developers must not neglect the users as they are required for ground¬

ing an idea in reality. However, users have to break with current routines in order to

free the mind for new innovations that radically depart from the status quo. Users

have to be stimulated to break established boundaries. Furthermore, developers

have to team-up with other stakeholders that can offer additional perspectives. A

complementary partnership is the key, where developers create concepts together

with users instead of in isolation from them. That means, one has to integrate the

different objectives of developer and user into the development process for achieving

the common goal: Development of an innovative application. Last but not least, the
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developer, not the user, should be driving the cooperation; ideally, with prototypes

that stimulate users such that they can better articulate what they really could

accomplish through radical innovations.

Chapter 4 presents X'trerne Prototyping which proposes that the developer starts

with the creation of an X'trerne Prototype without the user but consults the user in

several iterations. The idea behind this approach is that the user gets stimulated by

the X'trerne Prototype and then can provide much more constructive feedback that

goes beyond his daily routines.
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Developing Applications in

Cooperation: X'trerne Prototyping

Ubiquitous and wearable computing have been around for more than a decade now

[Weiser 199l]. However, there is still no consensus on what these new technologies

arc going to be used for. Traditionally, application development in ubiquitous and

wearable computing communities has been mostly technology driven. This has lead

to a variety of applications [Korjea-aho 2000] [Schilit et al. 1994] [Arnstcin et al.

2002] of which only few are really being used in practice, e.g. [Bardram 2004] [Davies
et al. 1998] [Fuller et al. 2000], This may be seen as an indication that current prac¬

tices are too unsystematic and rely too much on developers' and designers' intuition

alone. This general problem is widely recognized and consequently many researchers

in ubiquitous computing evaluate their prototypes in various ways. Clearly, evalu¬

ation techniques are very important in particular when they are suited to evaluate

ubiquitous computing applications in realistic settings [Consolvo et al. 2002]. We

argue in this chapter, however, that they only partly tackle the question of what is

useful and what is perceived problematic from a user's perspective [Kjeldskov and

Graham 2003] also in a longer term perspective.

In order to provide more benefit for users, it is essential to break with current practice

that mostly designers and technologist attempt to judge the value of a specific

technology. It is rather necessary to explore together with users opportunities of

new technology and applications that provide real benefit in realistic settings and in

a longer term perspective. Introducing applications with ubiquitous and wearable

technologies to real world scenarios and using those on a large scale could help

to identify and face more fundamental challenges in human-computer interaction.

It also would increase the prominence of ubiquitous and wearable computing in

everyday life, as real users could experrence and realize its benefits.

When introducing new technologies many researchers - including ourselves (see

Chapter 3) - have experienced that there is a latent tension between a technologi¬

cally advanced solution and the focus on the user. For the introduction of advanced

49
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new technologiesusers by definition not familiar with the technology and have dif¬

ficulties grasping its benefit. Simultaneously, designers and developers often lack

the understanding of the relevant issues in specific working domains. In order to

create solutions that really go beyond incremental changes of established routines,

these limiting boundaries have to be overcome: Real innovation is not generated by

technology itself, but technology can act as a vehicle to create new opportunities

that innovate and change established routines and work practices.

In particular, users have to be given the possibility to make first-hand experiences

in order to articulate sound statements about their potential needs that are beyond

their own experience [v. Hippel 1988]. Later, this articulated needs have to be

identified and integrated into the development process.

The success story of VisiCalc [Gal 1996], the first interactive spreadsheet software,

illustrates nicely how new technology can impact and change common work prac¬

tices. Though many other programs on mainframe computers produced outputs

that looked like ledger sheets, the dramatic (and largely unexpected) change came

from the spread sheet's interactivity. VisiCalc combined the regular structure of

the familiar ledger sheet with an underlying structure of interlinked formulas. This

was the first time a non-technical user could build a complex financial model incre¬

mentally, and could explore the model through successive iterations of inputs. This

quantitative change in ease of use meant a qualitative change in how people worked

with the data. No user could have imagined these opportunities before having seen

it. But after experiencing such as a system, the user can explore these new oppor¬

tunities, can relate to his daily work, and judge its usefulness. In its time, VisiCalc

was a radically new idea that showed a novel use of technology to change common

work practices. Finally, it led to the introduction of desktop computers to millions

of offices.

The main contribution of this chapter is to introduce the concept of X 'treme Proto¬

types as a method to generate innovative applications. This concept is based on the

list of requirements in Section 2.1. The approach aims to extend the users' views

on technological advances in order to free their mind and allow thoughts about

radical changes. Simultaneously, this approach familiarizes the developers with the

constraints arrd needs of specific real-world applications. Prototypes, referred to

as X'trerne Prototypes, are used as vehicles to give a feel of how future implemen¬

tations look like regardless of their immediate feasibility. The user is exposed to

technology he has never experienced before, referred to as 'prototype jump' (see

Figure 4.1). By this the user gets stimulated and can better imagine future uses and

extrapolate from a new standpoint. The overall goal is to create applications that

represent novel solutions, i.e. concepts that are radically different and advanced

compared to the status quo. Due to its purely technology-driven nature this 'pro¬

totype jump' can only represent a first starting point for conducting cooperative

application development with
. Accordingly, user constraints and needs have been
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Figure 4.1: Avoiding the Innovation Trap

completely neglected at this point. The arrow 'application development' in Figure

4.1 is descending due to our belief that initial expectations and proposals of the

developers become grounded in the user's working context. This grounding yields

more realistic concepts which, generally, might be less technologically advanced due

to emerging practical constraints. Nevertheless, the goal is to create applications

that are significantly more innovative than incremental developments evolving over

time step by step.

This chapter starts describing the single iterative steps of X'trerne Prototyping.

Then, this chapter continues discussing how the particular stakeholders can be

identified and approached. Finally, we discuss the different properties and focus

of X'trerne Prototyping in contrast to related work and present a final discussion

and conclusions.

4.1 Process

Users are always constrained by their current experience [Griffin and Hause 1993],

This constraint usually inhibits users to express their needs in the context of new
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technological capabilities. Prototypes offer a way to simulate new technological ca¬

pabilities such that users can make first-hand experiences with this new technology.

We propose X'trerne Prototypes that are extreme in the sense of convincing the user.

In particular, our focus is not only on presenting system features that satisfy the

user, but to presenting features that stimulate the user to actively participate in

the design process and to propose own suggestions. The user should be convinced

of how new technological possibilities could change his working routines. X'trerne

Prototyping is a way of enabling users to articulate their needs, requirements and

application ideas regarding the new technological capabilities.

Many, if not all, of the requirements listed in Section 2.1 are addressed at least

individually in various approaches in the literature. We feel however that none of the

current approaches does respect all of them sufficiently well in order to generate and

create innovative applications and application scenarios for ubiquitous arrd wearable

computing. This section therefore takes various well-known approaches as a starting

point and synthesizes from them a novel method called X'trerne Prototype.

The concept of an X'trerne Prototype is introduced to overcome the tension between

user-focus and the introduction of radically new concepts and technologies. An

evolving pool of ideas is generated to find principles and features that describe and

solve future user needs. The goal is to create innovative applications that radically

depart from today's solutions. This exploratory nature of X'trerne Prototypes is very

different from other prototyping methods [Tripp and Bichelmeyer 1989] [Wasserman

and Shewmake 1990] [Rudd et al. 1996], where the goal is to evaluate a technology

and evaluate its success. X'trerne Prototypes are used to explore what lessons can

be learned together with users and other stakeholders for further developments and

research. The method comprises six steps:

1. Choose a compelling problem domain.

2. Understand the user's ultimate goals, driving forces and constraints of estab¬

lished routines, and the current implementation of work practices.

3. Distill radically new concepts by identifying new opportunities for change.

4. Develop an X'trerne Prototype to present one or several radically new concepts

to the user.

5. Provide experience for the users and stimulate users to imagine new possibili¬

ties beyond their daily work practice and knowledge.

6. Iterate: Several iterations may be necessary to let the process converge.
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4.1.1 Choose a Compelling Problem Domain

For applying ubiquitous and wearable computing technology in practice it is impor¬

tant to choose a problem domain, that on the one hand allows to build a compelling

application from the end-user's perspective, but on the other hand allows to reflect

on the impact the application might have on the user's daily life. The purpose of

choosing a compelling problem domain is not simply to provide a demonstration ve¬

hicle for research results. It is to show how technology carr serve a real or perceived

human need, because, as Weiser noted [Weiser 1993], the whole purpose of ubiq¬

uitous computing is to provide applications that serve humans. The evaluation of

population statistics can offer one way to reveal social, economic, demographic, and

consumption-related patterns that may become future shaping trends, as suggested

by [Oulasvirta 2004]. Nevertheless, reflecting on the opportunities of a problem

domain will certainly help to conduct more successful projects. Based on these

consideration the value of cooperating with certain domain experts can be judged.

However, we are aware of the fact that the freedom of choosing a problem domain

is not always given. But one should be aware of the fact that the relevance of

the problem domain has a strong influence on the relevance of the solution to be

developed.

4.1.2 Understand the Problem Domain

It is important for the developers to properly understand the domain a solution

should be developed for. Accordingly, the result of this phase should be a solid

understanding of the users' ultimate goals, driving forces, and constraints of estab¬

lished routines, and the current implementation of the work practices. As Nielsen

[Nielsen 1993] pointed out, user involvement in this early phase is important: "It

is amazing how much time is wasted on discussing what users might be. [..] It is

much better to get hard facts from the users themselves". The focus should be on

high-level concepts, such as the users' goals1, needs, and priorities. This is differ¬

ent from writing task descriptions for creating use cases as suggested by software

engineering disciplines [Sutcliffe 1998]. Useful methods can be observation [Beyer
and Holtzblatt 1998], literature reviews, or workshops and meetings. The important

point is to look behind the scenes in order to understand:

• What are the users' ultimate goals?

• What are the constraints and reasons for established routines?

• How could the goals be achieved in a completely different way?

deferring to Leontev's framework of activity [Leontev 198l], activities can be decomposed into

combinations of tasks, that are planned and directed towards achieving a goal.
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It also important for the developers to have a clear understanding of the stakeholders

of the domain. What are the different groups related to these domain? Who is most

willing to rethink the current work practice and who is most open to radical new

ideas?

4.1.3 Distill Opportunities for Change

The next step is to determine opportunities for change and improvement. It is key

to look for higher-level potentials that generate more radical changes than gradual

improvements assisting the user in his current task. It is important to look for

opportunities that help the users to better achieve their goals (goal-driven). The

advantage of a goal-driven approach instead of improving the current work prac¬

tice (task-driven) is the potential for higher innovation: Instead of only gradually

improving and assisting the user in his current task, goal-directed concepts cannot

only show new opportunities of new technology but also of how new technology can

change the work practice users have not taken into account before. Accordingly, a

resulting concept should focus on achieving the users' ultimate goals through novel

technology in combination with changing current work practices. Depending on the

ability of users to extrapolate, it should be stated clearly that we are not looking

for a short-term solution (only incremental task improvement), which could be im¬

plemented quickly, but rather search for very different solutions to solve the overall

problems (goals) of the user in an innovative way.

The result of this phase should be a new concept how to solve at least one of the users'

goals in a new way, regardless of how the implementation looks now. Obviously, this

phase is the most creative part of our approach.

4.1.4 Develop an X'trerne Prototype

The fourth step is to develop a prototype that can represent and illustrate the

strengths of one or several concepts to the user. The prototype should be extreme

in the sense that it exceeds the user's expectations and stimulates to rethink estat>-

lished practices. X'trerne Prototype are more extreme than usual prototypes: the

emphasis is on future opportunities instead of meeting users' needs as quickly as

possible. So exceeding user's expectations makes X'trerne Prototype different from

extreme programming [Beck 2000], where users' expectations should be met in short

converging cycles. The main focus should be that the user can experience new op¬

portunities. A good picture of the user's understanding of technology helps to build

a prototype in a timely fashion that is most functional and most innovative. For ex¬

ample, in the hospital project (see Section 3.3) we built a prototype for doctors and

knew that they were already familiar with WLAN. In consequence, we could skip
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the installation of WLAN in the hospital entirely for which we would have had to

deal with several issues such as privacy, security, and electro-magnetic interference

with medical devices. Instead we gained time for implementing other features the

doctors were not familiar with. This phase aims to integrate technology solutions

that are unknown to the users and as such can provide radically new perspectives

of achieving the users' goals. In order to reveal new perspectives the prototype may

also provoke users and confront them with a selection of technology the users can

choose from. The users should be able to perceive a future idea through hands-on

experience for evaluating its feasibility. Finding appropriate cutting-edge technol¬

ogy for stimulating the user is difficult, it is a creative process. However, looking

at advanced users of other domains who solved their needs can be helpful, see the

lead-user approach proposed by Hippel [v. Hippel 1986].

4.1.5 Provide Experience

In this phase the prototype is presented to the users. The important point is to

stimulate and, sometimes, even provoke the user by providing hands-on experience

with the X'trerne Prototype. This can be seen as a physical version for initiating

lateral thinking [DeBono 1967]: it takes users out of their familiar context and makes

them reflecting about new concepts and thinking beyond. The X'trerne Prototype.

can provoke by the new functionality it offers. Users might not know what is possible

with technology, since their view has been shaped by what is possible and used in

their daily work now: In a sense they are locked into their worlds. The X'trerne

Prototype is something that should stimulate their imagination, break their current

boundaries and lead the discussion onward. Functionality does not necessarily have

to be fully implemented. But at least guided by the developer, the user should be

able to experience a new concept through technology he has never considered for his

working domain. The case studies presented in Chapters 6 and 7 show promising

results: users tend to be much more creative, extrapolate much better towards future

usage patterns, and generate even radical new ideas with the experience provided by

the X'trerne Prototype. The goal of this phase is to provide experience and to receive

feedback in return, which users would not have thought of without the prototype

experience. As a result, the prototype experience should, firstly, help the users

to extrapolate from their current work practice to the opportunities shown by the

prototype. Secondly, users should be enabled to critique and assess the feasibility of

the presented approach and reshape it for realistic settings. This is valuable input

for the developers to refine the concept and/or the prototype.
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4.1.6 Iterate

After the experience session of the previous phase, developers selectively integrate

the feedback of users. Here, it is critical to further keep the user's overall goals

in mind. Naturally, users are biased towards current tasks and try to move the

developer's concept in that direction. Hence, careful incorporation of user feedback

should be used to revise the concept (Section 4.1.3) and result in changes of the

prototype (Section 4.1.4), similar as proposed by [Carroll et al. 199l]. On the other

hand, it may also happen that the concept was not sufficiently represented by the

prototype, such that a new iteration may focus on prototype refinements only.

The iteration process can be stopped if, firstly, developers are confident with the

new innovative application and if, secondly, the users judge the application to be

generally feasible and useful. Clearly, once this stage is reached, other approaches

such as user-centered design may be used to refine the envisioned solution towards

a fully-functional prototype which then can be evaluated in more detail.

4.2 Stakeholders

To successfully apply X'trerne Prototyping it is essential to cooperate with the ap¬

propriate stakeholders of the problem domain. By definition stakeholders are any

group or individual who can affect or will be affected by the application being de¬

veloped. The important point is to not only talk to the final end-users who will be

most affected but also to other parties and decision makers as well. We found that

end-users can be very skeptical towards radical changes since they would be affected

by them immediately. Furthermore, we found that end-users may be also less will¬

ing and less capable to extrapolate and re-think their work practices. However, the

input of the frequent hands-on user is as important for successful developments as

the input of occasional users or parties that will be just affected by the introduction

to a certain extend.

Finding the appropriate stakeholders is difficult. On way to approach this is to start

along interactions between stakeholders as proposed by [Nuseibeh and Easterbrook

2000]. First, the approach starts with so-called baseline stakeholders who are the

end-users, developers, and decision makers. The consecutive steps are to identify

the other stakeholders by exploiting the relationships between those and the base¬

line stakeholders. It is proposed to identify parties that provide information and

support tasks of the baseline stakeholders. Others are those who process, inspect

and supervise. The final party is least related only interacts or communicates to

a certain extend to the baseline. By iterating through all these three groups most

stakeholders should be identified.
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4.3 Related Work

This section shows relations of the X'trerne Prototype approach to other methods.

The initial phase of our approach, understanding the user domain, focuses on gain¬

ing knowledge from users, most similar to contextual design [Beyer and Holtzblatt

1998]. User involvement has also been recognized in business and industry. Eric

von Hippel suggests to replace "the manufacturer-as-innovator assumption with the

view of the innovation process as predictably distributed across users, manufactur¬

ers, suppliers, and others." [v. Hippel 1988]. We address this issue by involving

various stakeholders in the second phase: understanding the domain.

The third step, distilling opportunities, may include scenarios, as suggested by [Car¬

roll 2000], but the result has to go clearly beyond current practices. We are aware

that prototyping is a key activity within the design of interactive systems. Participa¬

tory design [Ehn and Kyng 1992] [Muller 1992], user-centered design [Nielsen 1993],
and software engineering [Tripp and Bichelmeyer 1989] have a tradition of using

prototypes. Moreover, literature also reports on prototypes for different audiences

[Wagner 1990] [Erickson 1995] and different levels of fidelity [Wong 1992] [Liu and

Khooshabeh 2003] [Rudd et al. 1996],

Our approach distinguishes itself from those above, as it docs not aim at trying to

meet the user's immediate needs in the course of several iterations. We do not use

prototypes as a tool for communicating and matching the developers understanding

with the implementation of the user's immediate needs. Instead, with X'trerne

Prototyping we intend to provoke and stimulate the user. On purpose, the prototype

should mismatch the users' expectations but go beyond them. This should enable

the user to leave his 'comfort zone' of known practices and to extrapolate further

and beyond. Instead of putting the user into a reacting role, obtaining feedback

about what is good or bad as proposed by user-centered design [Norman and Draper

1986], the X'trerne Prototype should help the user to abstract from current work

practices and to become active in generating more innovative ideas. Similar to

experience prototyping [Buchenau and Suri 2000] the X'trerne Prototype facilitates

the exploration of possible solutions and ideas. However, the main difference is that

the developer are ahead of users and expose a stimulating prototype first. As in

participatory design [Greenbaum and Kyng 199l] [Muller, M. J. and Kuhn, S. 1993]

[Schuler and Namioka 1993] we empower the user to actively propose alternative

designs. However, we intend to overcome the users short-term focus constrained by

his immediate needs and belief in his current work practices. The X'trerne Prototype

shall lead the user-developer discussion onwards to real innovative solutions irrstead

of incremental short-term solutions. Then, within the course of several iterations, the

initial provocative concept will be shaped towards a more realistic implementation

with the help of the users' more realistic assessment. The initial activation energy,

though, stems from the developers.
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4.4 Discussion and Conclusion

We have introduced the X'trerne Prototyping approach that aims to synthesize the

strengths of existing design and development approaches. In particular, the main

focus is to find an explicit balance between user-involvement and a far-reaching,

innovative achievement. As such, the ultimate goal of the X'trerne Prototyping

approach is to define features, principles, and future needs in cooperation with user.

An evolving pool of ideas is generated and evaluated in order to create innovative

applications that radically depart from today's work practices. This is the main

difference to other approaches: In the case of X'trerne Prototyping there is no specific

problem to be solved, it is rather about finding and interesting problems and to define

appropriate and compelling solutions.

Though prototyping is not new as such, X'trerne Prototyping has distinct features

from other existing approaches:

Prototyping in general has been established as a useful tool for testing first ver¬

sions of a final product. Our use of X'trerne Prototypes are rather used for

experimenting with concepts that are not necessarily part of the final concept.

Furthermore, our focus is on revealing innovative aspects covering features of

a final product. As such X'trerne Prototyping attracts and inspires through

embodied stimulation of ideas instead of representing incremental improve¬

ments that lead to a final product. Product development could be a natural

consecutive step, but we see X'trerne Prototyping before that.

Low/-fidelity prototyping triestosimulate the features of a final product. X'trerne

Prototypes actually may be either low-fidelity or high-fidelity, since the fi¬

delity is dependent on the audience's background. The common mission of

low-fidelity prototyping and X'trerne Prototyping is to enhance communica¬

tion between stakeholders and developers and to follow an iterative process.

X'trem,e Prototypes focus on innovative developments and not on balancing

requirements with resources for a final product.

Rapid prototyping is a quick product demonstration, a mock-up of a final shape.

It may be applied for X'trerne Prototyping if the focus remains open for re¬

vealing new ideas and solution.

Testbed is a fixed test environment that fixates and justifies the chosen technology

for a product. X'trerne Prototypes are rather a collection of toys that represent

bits and pieces to ground ideas in reality and to extrapolate from a given status.

As such, X'trerne Prototypes initiate a development process, whereas tcstbeds

aim at finalizing a development.
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Wizard of Oz simulates a fixed idea of an envisioned system for testing the user

interaction with such a system. It also evaluates 'magic' concepts regardless of

the feasibility. X'treme Prototypes, however, inspire new, not fixed solutions

which only make sense if they can be implemented. Wizard of Oz may be

used for X 'treme Prototyping for simplification reasons, but only if a potential

implementation is known.

With respect to the requirements stated in Section 2.1 the proposed X'treme Proto¬

type approach was shaped with respect to most of them (for a detailed discussion see

Chapter 8). For example the users and various stakeholders are not only involved

and interviewed but could also contribute through their own ideas. We believe that

the X'treme Prototype is a highly valuable asset allowing to focus on a proposed con¬

cept ideas and at the same time stimulate new ideas stakeholders can extrapolate

from.

The following Chapter 5 proposes two approaches that allow for faster development

cycles and useful abstractions from implementation details during the development

of an X'treme Prototype. After that, Chapter 6 and 7 show two cases where the

application of X'treme Prototyping results in concrete propositions and ideas on how

the respective technology may allow to depart radically from today's work practices.
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5

General Concepts, Toolkits,

and Frameworks

In order to apply X'trerne Prototype in practice re-usability is a major prerequisite.

This chapter discusses the state-of-the art (see Section 5.1) in ubiquitous computing

research and proposes two concepts that should guide and streamline work processes

during the application of X'treme Prototyping.

Section 5.2 develops a conceptual framework, referred to as the sensor-opportunities-

based approach, that allows to categorize existing sensors and evaluates their utility

in various applications. Eventually, this framework shall guide application design¬

ers to choose meaningful sensor subsets, inspire new systems, and evaluate existing

applications. Furthermore, this section describes a conceptual categorization frame¬

work of sensors and reviews existing ubicomp applications using the framework.

Finally, an evaluation of sensing technology with respect to the framework is pre¬

sented.

Section 5.3 proposes a model for perception as part of a layered architecture. When

looking at current implementations and when interviewing application developers

it becomes evident that sensing and distributed perception is re-invented arrd re-

implemented over and over again in various systems. Often the argument is that

the application has very specific requirements (e.g. power consumption, response

time) and that therefore a particular, often monolithic architecture and specific

implementation is the best solution. While understandable from an individual's

point of view this is clearly an undesirable status quo. In particular, as we move

from mere demonstrators within controlled research labs to larger scale applications

in more open environments there is a stringent need for architectural frameworks

including layers of abstraction, modularity, and reusability. While such an overall

architectural framework obviously is a long-term research goal, this section proposes

a model for perception as part of such an architecture.

61
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5.1 State Of the Art

Various research attempts have been made to develop frameworks and infrastructure

for reusable sensing mechanisms. The context toolkit [Salbcr et al. 1999] supports

the development of context-aware applications with useful abstractions from the

actual sensors. However, it mostly deals with context recognition on an abstract level

decoupled from the variety of sensor technology. Furthermore, it limits applications

to single sensor usage as only one context abstraction can be mapped to orre physical

sensor. In contrast to that, the TEA architecture [Schmidt et al. 1999] focuses on

low-level abstractions for simple sensors, which depends to much on the used sensors

and, as such, does not provide reusable perception mechanisms either. The sensor

classification scheme [White 1987] facilitates the comparison and classification of

sensors.

Previously, several architectures have been proposed to model the flow of sensor

data as it is being transformed to context and passed on to the application. The

ContextToolkit [Salbcr et al. 1999] separates the context acquisition process from

the delivery and use of context. It borrows ideas from developments in graphical

user interfaces by using widgets as a type of drivers for sensors. Widgets encap¬

sulate states representing contextual information. Applications can be built upon

these widgets either by polling or by registering call-back functions. Beside wid¬

gets, context servers collect contextual data about a particular entity and context

interpreters are used to transform context between different representations. The

context toolkit provides a solid infrastructure for managing context and querying

context. However, as the context toolkit uses widgets as sensor abstraction it does

not give aid for integrating and querying the specific hardware sensors. The issue of

integrating different hardware sensors and perception mechanism on a single device

is addressed in the TEA architecture [Schmidt et al. 1999]. This architecture defines

layers focusing on the actual perception process, in particular on sensor fusion. The

distribution of components and the inclusion of domain knowledge in the perception

process is not addressed.

Context Fabric [Hong and Landay 2001] is based on loosely coupled network ser¬

vices. It defines an infrastructure for building context-aware applications based on a

data store in which the context resides. The main focus is on modelling, distribution

and protection of contextual data. The Location Stack [Hightower et al. 2002] is

an architecture specifically designed for combining different location sensing tech¬

niques. It defines a common vocabulary for a set of multi-sensor location systems

and implements probabilistic techniques for fusing the data. The event heap devel¬

oped as part of the interactive workspaces project [Johanson and Fox 2002] is based

on a black-board approach. Different parts of applications can use the Event Heap

as a common message board to exchange data between loosely coupled components.

The main focus of this project is on robustness and fault tolerance. Applying this
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approach to smart objects would always require one central black-board compo¬

nent, which is not ideal for distributed scenarios. The Context Information Service

described in [Pascoe 1998] takes an approach well known from object-oriented pro¬

gramming. Artifacts are described as errtities with states representing their context.

Further artifacts can have relations among each other. Using these relations a graph

representation for reasoning can be built up.

The work presented in this chapter also follows an artifact-based approach. Artifacts

represent real world objects with attached sensors and span the range from low level

sensors to high level abstractions. The notion of a setting-layer combines artifacts

according to their scenario of use into more complex, distributed and networked

perception systems. One central issue is collective perception, where distribution

issues directly related to sensing and perception are considered.

Sensor networks have been assessed as means for data collection in mobile and ad-

hoc settings in different research projects recently [Estrin et al. 2001]. Applications

span a wide range, but are most often related to monitoring particular parameters

in the environment [Estrin et al. 2002].

In contrast to simply collecting sensed data from the environment, ubiquitous com¬

puting follows the goal of enabling new applications by enhancing the environment

with communication and sensing devices. Even-though sensing is inherent in this

setting it differs from the tasks faced in a classic sensor network approach. When

building applications the meaning of sensor data emerges from the coupling of the

sensor with the object it is placed on. E.g. the desired temperature of a coffee cup

and that of a ice-cream bowl differ substantially. To address this coupling between

sensors and artifacts we present air approach directly tying perception to artifacts.

5.2 The Sensor-Opportunities-Based Approach

Today's technology offers a wide variety of sensors. Although many sensing applica¬

tions have been produced, there is no support for the design of applications offering

physical interaction. In order to make a step towards such a design framework

this section analyzes different means of sensing of humans and human activity. In

particular we identify six sensing goals, referred to dimensions of sensing: ID (1),

Object Use (2), Location (3), Bio Signs/Emotions (4), Activity (5), and Interaction

Among Humans (6). Those dimensions together with different sensor placements

are used to review and analyze ubiquitous computing research related to physical

interaction and sensing. The final discussion draws conclusions from this analysis

with respect to the appropriateness of sensors and sensor placement for different

sensing dimensions.
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5.2.1 Finding the Appropriate Sensors

Advances in sensor technology such as form-factor, power consumption, processing

requirements, and cost-effective fabrication offer a wide variety of integration into

devices and appliances. An application that enables implicit interaction uses sensors

as nerve-endings to perceive the environment. But what are the appropriate sensors?

Instead of an technology-oriented view we take the perspectives of a designer and an

engineer: sensing goals, referred to as dimensions of sensing, and actual placement

of sensors.

Logical View: Dimensions of Sensing

Typically, application designers are more interested in the opportunities sensors can

offer, than in the actual technology itself. As physical interaction shall happen

between human and machine, all characteristics that describe the user's situation

are of interest to the application. For that, in the last years a very general definition

has been established [Abowd et al. 1999]: "Context is any information [...] to

characterize the situation of an entity". Unfortunately this definition is too general

and does not really help application design. Thus, we identify six sensing goals,

referred to as dimensions of sensing, that give a more precise description of user

context.

The first dimension is a user's ID - this has been widely used already, e.g. for cus¬

tomizing and personalizing services without requiring explicit user inputs [Richard¬
son et al. 1994, Bohncnberger et al. 2002], In fact, we use a more general definition

of ID ranging from differentiating people to actual identification. The second dimen¬

sion is Location; it has been the most dominant implicit input used in ubiquitous

computing applications [Want et al. 1992] [Davies et al. 1998]. It does include 3D

coordinates but also semantic location descriptions. The third dimension, Activity,

describes the task the user is performing which ranges from simple moving patterns

[Van Laerhoven et al. 200l] to precise job descriptions. The fourth dimension,

Object Use, comprises co-location of a user to an object [Richardson et al. 1994],

carrying an object [Langheinrich et al. 2000] and its actual use [Antifakos et al.

2002]. The fifth dimension, Bio Signs/Emotions, describes the internal state of the

user. Research in this area is still in its infancy. First results could be obtained with

heart-rate and skin-resistance, for reasoning about a user's affects [Picard and Klein

2002]. The sixth dimension, Human Interaction, characterizes the relationship be¬

tween humans including simple collocation, listening to a speaker, gaze, and actual

interaction such as discussion. We will use these six dimensions of sensing together

with choices of sensor placement to categorize current sensing technology.
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Physical View: Placement of Sensors

An application engineer has to consider the possibilities of sensor placement in the

physical world: e.g. a traffic jam can be remotely detected by a camera or locally at

each car through mutually exchanged distance and speed information. Both choices

arc appropriate for the intended purpose but have different side-effects: the camera

has to be mounted once and works for all cars, but only at one specific location. As a

side-effect its use could be extended to other applications, e.g. criminal search. The

local set-up instead requires individual effort at each car but therefore users have

the control participating in the system or not. And the system works everywhere.

We identify four different categories of sensor placement. In Environment refers

to stationary installed sensors, e.g. in the floor, walls, where placement can only

be changed with effort. Whereas In Environment installations work with all users

at the stationary location On Human has the opposite characteristics: only users

wearing the sensors can participate, but therefore they are not bound to a location.

On Object is in between the two previous categories, as objects can be personal and

can be carried with a human (e.g. key), but also stay at a certain location (e.g.

chair). This distinction depends on the object. Additionally, mutual Collaboration

defines sensing system that always require more than one unit in order to operate

properly, e.g. triangulation of signal strength for localization.

Review: Sensors in Ubiquitous Computing Research

Based on own experience with sensors and literature review we compiled a table

(Figure 5.1) characterizing sensor technology with respect to the six sensing di¬

mensions and the four sensor placement possibilities. This table should be used as

reference for application developers during the process of finding the appropriate

sensors for their application.

In each cell of the table sensors are aligned due to bandwidth consumption and

quality of perception in respect to the dimension. The alignment due to precision

and bandwidth should be seen as a rough estimation for relative comparison between

sensors occurring in the same table field. It follows a line-wise discussions of the

cells of the Table 5.1.

For recognizing a person's ID the table shows four choices of sensors for installation

In Environment in the upper left cell. Obviously, the best results can be achieved

with biométrie sensors [Wayman et al. 2003], such as finger print or iris scan, as

represented by vertical alignment in the cell. Methods based on vision [Donato

et al. 1999], audio or load-cells embedded into the floor [Cattin 200l] deliver less

quality. Horizontal alignment in the cell shows, that data generated by load-cells

and finger print sensors consumes lower bandwidth than methods based on vision or
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audio. Inertial sensors placed On Object and On Human can be used to sense typical

movements, e.g. perceiving the signature at a pen, for identification. [Schcirer et

al. 1999] reports about using vision, [Kern et al. 2002] about using audio worn

On Human for people identification. Location systems [Hightower and Borriello

2001] can also be used for identifying people at different locations. As these systems

require both sensors worn by human and installed base stations those system appear

in the Mutual Collaboration column.

Quality
Placement öf

Sensing

Installed In Environment On Object On Human Mutual Collaboration

high

ID

low

biométrie sensing
vision

audio

load-cell inertial sensors

audio

inertial sensors

location systems

high

Obj. Use

low

load-cell audio vision

switch/lightbarriers

inertial sensors

load-cell

force/distance/capacity

light

audio

inertial sensors location systems

hiRh

Location

low

load-cell

radar, laser Vision

P1R audio

switches, IR-barricr

GPS

pressure, humidity

GPS

pressure, humidity

location systems
diff. GPS

high

Bio/Emots

low

vision

audio

force/load

touch

GSR oximetry
inertial sensors

temperature

high

Activity

low

Smart Board

Load-cell vision

PIR, pressure, capacity

inertial sensors

strain strips

GPS location systems

high
Interaction

(humans)
low

Load-cells vision

audio

inertial sensors vision

micro

GPS

Bandwidth

Iqw high

Bandwidth

low high

Bandwidth

low high

Bandwidth

low high

Table 5.1: Placement vs. Dimension

For detecting object use. load-cells [Schmidt et al. 2002] have been proven useful

installed both In Environment and On Object. Object classification with vision

is well established in static settings, whereas occlusion during dynamic use can

be challenging. Audio is another option, if the object use generates characteristic

sounds. The use of inertial force sensors placed On Object has been successfully used

[Hickley et al. 2000] [Schmidt et al. 1999] [Rekimoto 1996] [Harrison et al. 1998]

for object use. Obviously, motion during Object Use can be also sensed On Human

but with less quality. Audio On Human is also possible [Lukowicz et al. 2002] but

is an indirect measurement compared to On Object placement. Location systems

can give hints as well for Object Use, e.g. teleporting X Windows to user's current

location [Richardson et al. 1994].

Location is the most explored sensing dimension in ubiquitous computing. Load-

cells [Schmidt et al. 2002], vision [Brumitt et al. 2000] and audio [Darrell et al.
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200l] have been explored in different project. Coarse Location can be also gained

through passive-infra-red sensors, mechanical switches or IR-barriers.

For On Object and On Human outdoors the primary technology choice is GPS1.

However, also humidity, inertial [Vildjiounaite et al 2002], and pressure sensors

can also deliver location information, but on a lower and more coarse level. The

variety of location systems based on Mutual Collaboration is huge: differential GPS,

ultra-sound, radio etc.

Sensing Bio Signs/Emotions with In Environment sensor-settings is difficult: [Do-
nato et al. 1999] and [Fernandez and Picard 2003] report vision and audio for

reasoning on user's Bio Signs/Emotions. Augmented objects measuring force and

touch [Ark et al. 1999] can give some hints about Bio Signs/Emotions. However,

most promising are On Human measurements such as [Healey and Picard 1998]

[Michahelles et al. 2003c].

Activity can be well sensed with special purpose system, such as commercially avail¬

able smart white boards. Load-cells, passive infra-red, pressure and capacity sensors

can be used for low-level detection only. On Human sensing has been well explored

for motion activity [Farringdon et al. 1999]. Location system can give hints reasoned

from semantical location descriptions.

Interaction among humans has not been explored well yet. In Environment sensing

systems based on vision, load-cells and audio could help to perceive characteristics

of interaction, such as collocation, gestures or speech. The On Object field is blank

as objects are not involved here. For On Human the same sensors can be used as

for Activity if measurements are correlated among interactors. Location system do

not really help here, as collocation is not significant for interaction.

5.2.2 Discussion

As a result of the review presented in the previous section, this section discusses the

appropriateness of different sensor placement for the six sensing dimensions. Table

5.2 summarizes how well different sensor placements work for different sensing tech¬

nologies classified by the six dimensions of sensing (see Section 5.2.1). In particular

we differentiate between not applicable, if a combination does not make sense, pos¬

sible for instances with very low quality of" perception, and good and very good for

more promising solutions.

One finding is, that In Environment placement is the primary choice for ID sensing.

As our focus is on human sensing it is not surprising that On Object is well suited for

actually GPS is a mutual technology requiring a receiver in collaboration with satellites in

space. However, as satellites are so ubiquitous and invisible anyway we consider them as a "natu¬

ral"resource and view the receivers only.
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Object Use. On Human is suited for direct measurements of human-centric sensing

aspects, such as Bio Signs/Emotions and Activity. Mutual Collaboration sensors,

such as the location systems perforin best Location sensing, but also can give hints

for other dimension. Quite interestingly, each sensor placement is meaningful for it

least one sensing dimension.

Placement In Environment On Object On Human Mutual

ID ++ — + +

Obj. Use 0 ++ + 0

Location + o/ + o/ + ++

Bio/Emotions + 0 ++ —

Activity + — ++ 0

Interaction + /++ — + 0

— not applicable, o possible, +good, ++very good

Table 5.2: Evaluation

When looking at possible sensor placements more globally, Table 5.2 depicts that In

Environment and On Hum.an offer the best sensing results. Analyzing the dominant

factors for each placement, it points out that video and audio are most prominent

for In Environment sensing. However, the perception quality depends on compu¬

tational expensive recognition, as video and audio per se can only provide indirect

measurements which have to be analyzed and interpreted. In contrast to that, e.g.

inertial sensors placed On Object can measure directly Activity which requires only
little computational resources since the sensor result is already more apparent than

a video or audio output. Nevertheless, once an environment has been augmented
with sensors and the necessary computational resources, e.g. smart rooms, the clear

advantage is that applications work without additional instrumentation of users

or objects. Then, such systems can give hints about human-human interaction if

provided with a global view on all activity going on in the environment.

As physical interaction with everyday object mostly involves movements, such as

grasping, moving or turning, the dominant sensor technology for Object Use are

inertial sensors. On Human placement is well suited for various sensors such as in¬

ertial sensors, audio, bio sensors and also video to a certain extend. With regards to

sensing human activity On Human represents the closest to phenomena placement.

In the real world location is a very determining factor: Whether we are at work,

home, in the car, or even more specific, in a meeting room, lecture hall, kitchen, or

elevator can give hints on our activity, objects, possible interactions with others, and

perhaps even subtle hints on our emotions. Due to this high relevance of location in

our real world Mutual Collaboration sensors, which mostly exist as location systems,

can provide coarse information about Object Use, Activity and In Environment. This

also explains why in the first years of context-aware computing mostly location was
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regarded as context and why location was sufficient to provide context-awareness at

least to a certain extend. Nevertheless, location systems, can do a lot for context-

awareness, but in direct comparison with On Object and On Human they are in an

inferior position.

5.2.3 Conclusion

This section is a first step towards systematizing the use of sensor technology. There¬

fore, six dimension of sensing have been identified representing the sensing goals
for physical interaction. We reviewed existing ubiquitous computing research for

an evaluation of sensing technology with respect to the dimensions of sensing and

physical sensor placement opportunities. These categories should support applica¬

tion developers in finding appropriate sensors during system design.

5.3 The Artifact-Based Approach

This approach focuses on distributed perception systems for pervasive and ubiq¬
uitous computing scenarios. It is our particular interest that these described ab¬

stractions work for different types of applications and are not tailored to a spe¬

cific scenario. Accordingly, we set out to discover meaningful layers of abstraction

with regard to embedded and also mobile devices concerning distributed, collec¬

tive, and cooperative perception systems. When looking at ubiquitous comput¬

ing scenarios it becomes apparent that sensing and context extraction in ubiqui¬

tous computing applications is generally related to entities [Abowd et al. 1999,

Pascoe 1998]. To create a common artifact-based model we extracted commonali¬

ties of a range of different distributed perception systems in ubiquitous computing

applications and application classes. Based on these findings, we consider sensing

and context information to be related to an artifact or more generally to an entity.

Furthermore, artifacts do not only occur in isolation but also in settings where rela¬

tionships can be established among artifacts. Key issues reflected in the model are

networking and mobility and their effects on perception.

Our perception model has three layers of abstraction, namely artifact layer which

is directly related to entities, setting layer, and application layer. We implemented

this model on the Smart-Its platform [Beigl et al. 2003, Smart-Its Project 2004]
and developed various applications building upon it. Also, we assess and discuss the

model with respect to other, independently developed applications in order to show

the applicability of the model to a larger range of ubiquitous computing applications.

The layered perception model is described in the Section 5.3.1. This model has been

implemented on the Smart-Its platform offering a perception API, as described in
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Section 5.3.2. In Section 5.3.3 two applications, realized with the artifact based

model, are discussed in more detail. Furthermore, we show how scenarios, which

have been implemented before the model existed, could also benefit from the artifact

model. Finally, Section 5.3.4 concludes with a review of our findings.

5.3.1 The Perception Model

Acquiring information about the real world through sensors is a prerequisite for

context-aware applications in ubiquitous computing [Abowd and Mynatt 2000].
Considering the context in which sensing happens provides vital information. As

objects and people in the real world are not isolated, but in context and relation

with others, the perception model evaluating the sensor readings should reflect this

connectedness: a spoon, fork and knife in close co-location may indicate a meal -

similarly the perceptiorr model has to evaluate the sensor readings regarding the

artifacts the sensors are attached to. Sensors and sensor readings have little mean¬

ing by themselves, but connected - physically and logically - to an entity they can

provide important information. We believe that ubiquitous computing systems may

be well modelled by properties of and relations among artifacts where sensors are

attached to.

An artifact-based model allows to specify issues on a single artifact level, but also

acknowledges the fact that artifacts may be part of a larger networked system (set¬

ting). When looking from a more global system's perspective some artifacts may

be statically coupled whereas others may dynamically and continuously group and

regroup in a more open and ad-hoc fashion.

From our analysis we can state the following observations for distributed sensing

systems for ubiquitous computing scenarios. (1) Sensing, data capture, and percep¬

tion are related to entities which hold important information for the processing from

sensor data to context information. (2) Perception is dependent on the applications
that make use of the data acquired. (3) The specific device to which the sensor is

attached as well as the environment in which the device is operated are important

when selecting the perception methods and architecture.

From these observations several questions arise:

• How is data captured?

• What types of data are captured and how is data provided? In particular what

meta data needs to be attached to readings?

• Where does data reside and where is data stored over longer terms?

• How is data accessed and what are the communication models and paradigms?
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• How can such a system be realized and what are the processing requirements?

In the remainder of this section an architecture will be presented that takes these

observations into account and provides answers to the questions raised.

A Layered Architecture

We base the artifact-based model on a layered architecture for several reasons. The

analysis of applications showed that structuring the perception process allows sepa¬

ration of concerns. The separation introduces the need for communication between

entities and layers; however, as in most cases artifacts and devices are physically
distributed in the real world, this does not introduce additional complexity.

By using layers it becomes possible to exchange components (in hardware or soft¬

ware) in one layer without affecting other components. Especially the independence
of perception tasks among different layers allows independent testing and evaluation.

By simulation of layers, incomplete systems and implementations can be tested.

The model identifies three layers (see Figure 5.1):

• Artifact layer
In the artifact layer, data collection, perception, and recognition for the par¬

ticular artifact, is modeled and implemented.

• Setting layer
In the setting layer, all perception and recognition tasks arc located that are

concerned with a tightly coupled group of artifacts.

• Application layer
In the application layer, application-specific perception and recognition can be

found. In this layer context information that is relevant for the application is

brought together and used.

Application-Layer

(" Settings 1 ) ( Setting 2 )
_ _

( Setting n ~)

Artifact 1 Artifact h Artifact 1 Artifact /

,,-^\
Artifact 1 Artifact m

Figure 5.1: The layered architecture
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Artifact Layer

In the artifact layer only a single artifact is modeled. Conceptually, we look at

the physical artifact rather than at the sensing or computational devices in this

layer. In some cases the artifact arrd the computational device are identical (e.g.
a PDA) but in the case of everyday objects the hardware is embedded into the

artifact. For modeling the artifact it is central to identify what the meaningful
context information is. This is related to the type and usage of the artifact. The

following questions help to determine context primitives that need to be supported

by the sensing arrd perception technology included in the artifact:

• What is the artifact and what is its prime use?

• Who are the users of such an artifact and in which situation do they use it?

Based on this analysis it is important to identify the technical implications for pro¬

viding perception and recognition on the level of the artifact. First and foremost

is the identification of the required sensors. It is also of particular interest whether

the artifact is mobile or embedded in the environment and how energy is supplied.
Communication is another central technical issue, in particular what type of com¬

munication is supported and with whom communication is feasible. The technology
embedded in the artifact with regard to processing, communication, and sensing has

to be specified. There are three general tasks that are accomplished in the artifact

layer on any artifact that is modelled.

• Sensor data acquisition
This includes reading data from the actual sensors; and potentially also buffer¬

ing, time stamping, and controlling the sensor.

• Artifact centric perception processing

Perception processing includes low-level signal processing and basic algorithms
to make sensor values more robust. This typically includes the application of

filters to sensor data, the integration of data from different redundant sensors,

and the fusion of data from different sensors. One aim is to supply more

robust sensor and context information related to the particular artifact. The

other is to provide higher abstraction of the local sensing. Finally, the artifact

structure also allows to represent the real-world structure erf the related object.

• History and long term buffers

In various scenarios long term information is of great interest and contains

important context information. Keeping the history and abstractions of the

data on a particular artifact allows the local calculation of temporal contexts.
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Accordingly, history of data is maintained in the same nature as the real-

world events have happened: this also allows fusion of data across artifacts

on the higher setting-layer, if the semantic of different artifacts is known, e.g.

meaning of co-location of specific objects.

In general, the output of the artifact layer is abstracted sensor data related to a

physical artifact. This can include symbolic or sub-symbolic data representing the

context. Additionally there is also access to a history of collected data.

Setting Layer

In the setting layer we look at a tightly grouped set of artifacts or devices that

arc cooperating. The cooperation between them is for the purpose of supporting
a particular setting. On a conceptual level a setting presents a local collective

perception system that consists of a number of networked artifacts with perception

capabilities. The following questions help to establish the facts about the settings:

• What is the relationship among artifacts?

• What is the purpose of the setting?

• Who are the users?

• What perception primitives are provided?

As the perception is distributed and collective, it is interesting to establish how

the perception primitives within the setting are related. Of special interest is the

question if the same perception primitive in different artifacts within one setting is

observing the same phenomenon from different angles or if the report is on different

observations. This is a non-trivial problem, similar to the registration problem in

computer vision.

When looking at artifacts that offer perception and can take part in collective per¬

ception systems (settings) at a larger scale, it is important to discriminate between

artifacts that are exclusively part of one setting and artifacts that are part of mul¬

tiple settings. In the latter case conflicting interests between settings can lead to

a resource sharing problem (similar to operating systems). This can be resolved

by negotiating capabilities between the setting requesting and the artifact offering

perception.

On a technical level, how the devices are connected and how communication is

realized becomes important. In the straightforward case, a pre-defined group of

artifacts (defined at implementation time) is permanently connected. However in
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different scenarios we also encounter settings where group membership changes in

an ad-hoc fashion and communication is only available at certain points in time and

space.

The main task performed in the settings layer is to combine information gathered

from individual artifacts to meaningful collective context information in the setting.

The integration of sensor data across artifacts and in more general data fusion over

perception information provided by the artifact-layer leads to setting primitives.

These primitives represent the context information of the particular setting and are

higher-level abstractions of combined observations. The output of the settings layer

is therefore the setting context. Similar to the artifact layer it also provides access

to the settings history.

Application Layer

On the application layer loosely and potentially ad-hoc connected and cooperating

settings are considered. In this layer the application that uses context is located.

The context is collected from settings from the layer below.

For a particular application in the application layer it is of interest which settings are

relevant and how the settings are related. The outputs of the settings, abstracted

representations of the world modeled in the setting, become the basis for the per¬

ception in the application layer. Based on the perception primitives provided by

the settings, the application layer performs recognition tasks that are required by

an application.

The participation of a particular setting in a number of applications introduces a po¬

tential source for conflicts. The resources within a setting, e.g. which primitives are

calculated, at which rate perception is performed, and which information is buffered,

must then be shared between applications. It can be assumed that applications are

cooperative, but for large scale scenarios the conflict resolution or avoidance has to

be included in the settings layer.

The communication between the application and the underlying settings is a central

issue. The general case is that communication is available in an ad-hoc fashion and

that there is no guarantee that all settings arc always accessible. In many cases the

application can define a minimal core group of setting primitives that are required

to ensure useful operation. The application is operational as soon as these settings

are available. If more setting primitives become available the context awareness of

the application may become better.

The central task in the application layer is to combine perception primitives of

settings into meaningful context. This is realized by fusing perception data across

settings, which is of particular interest to an application. The calculated context is
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then related to the domain of the application, e.g. it is tagged with knowledge or

related to a plan.

The output of the application-layer is tightly related to each particular application.

In general it's output is reflected in the functionality and user interface of the ap¬

plication. Typically there are changes in the presentation of the application to the

user. It may be screen based or by use of actuators. The output also includes the

application classes, such as context-triggered actions and contextual information as

specified by Schilit [Schüft et al. 1994].

The application layer is the least structured one. Its functionality and what is

implemented is highly dependent on the actual application. However, providing a

defined interface to settings is very helpful when implementing new applications.

5.3.2 Implementation

This section describes the implementation details of the described model. We start

with a short introduction into the underlying hardware including its specific require¬

ments and then present the details of the implementation.

Ubiquitous Computing Hardware

Custom hardware developed during the Smart-Its project [Beigl et al. 2003] was

the basis for the design of the artifact-based approach. The hardware was built

up in a modular fashion in order to separate concerns as much as possible. It is

composed of a sensing and a communication part. Both modules are built upon a low

cost micro-controller (Arizona Microchips PIC16F87x). The communication board

runs with a time-slotted protocol and features a radio frequency transceiver with

a digital potentiometer to vary signal strength. The general sensor board contains

a variety of sensors including a temperature sensor, a light sensor, an acceleration

sensor, a pressure sensor, and a microphone. The sensor selection is similar to

what comparable systems use [Farringdon et al. 1999] [Mainwaring et al. 2002].
Additional sensors or specific sensor boards can easily be attached using either I2C

or serial communication. The standard way of building self-contained units is by

connecting the RF-module with sensor modules via the I2C communication protocol.

When the sensor'boards are used with a PC or PDA hardware serial communication

is the default. Combined, they form a basic building block for ubiquitous computing

applications. During the project, 160 of these devices were built and distributed to

the various project partners.

Besides the custom-built hardware, PDA's, PC's, and notebook computers were

used, either as additional mobile units or as background infrastructure.
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Software Implementation: Perception API

Implementing the proposed perception model on the hardware described above posed

several interesting challenges. The small memory capacity and low computing power

of the micro-controller, had a large influence on the design of an API implementing

the artifact-based model. Designing a perception API that fits on the devices and

at the same time provides a useful set of functions was a major issue. Also offering

the API over different communication channels (I2C, serial, and RF) put additional

constraints onto the implementation.

There are several issues that have to be solved across different layers. First of all,

knowledge about available sensing resources has to be managed. The system needs

the ability to discover sensors that are currently available in the network. It requires

that sensors can report about their abilities and are addressable. Secondly, different

types of temporal sensor access are necessary, depending on the requirements of the

actual applications. For example, acceleration values often require a high sampling

frequency whereas for a temperature monitoring system it is sufficient to be notified

only when the temperature changes by a significant amount. Thirdly, different

filtering and feature calculation functions have to be provided on the devices to

limit extensive bandwidth use.

The following three subsections describe the implementation in more detail on each

of the three layers.

Artifact Layer

The artifact layer deals with properties related to one single artifact. Table 1 gives

an overview over the functionality offered in this layer: textual description of each

function, exact syntax and classification of the functionality.

The scan_i2c and cap_i2c functions provide a two-step discovery of available sen¬

sors connected to the I2C bus. This two-step approach was chosen to cope with

the memory constraints of the micro-controller platform. First, the scan routine re¬

turns all the identifiers of the locally available sensors. Then, in a second step using

the capabilities function, only applicable features (sensor capabilities) for the sensor

given in the parameter are discovered. This saves memory in contrast to a one-step

approach where capabilities returned for all sensors available would consume a lot of

memory. Typically this functionality is used just after start up. It enables sensors to

be added dynamically to a given artifact. To read sensor values from a given sensor

three retrieval types are provided. Single request enables a device to receive only

one single sensor value, or alternatively to poll a series of values. For performance

reasons a prepare operation has been introduced: it allows to initiate the feature
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Description Function Type

scan local artifact for

sensors available

scan_i2c() -> [<sensor_l>, <sensor_2>, ,

<âensor n>]
Discover)

asking for the

capabilities/features

supported/provided b\

a local sensor

cap i2c (<sensor_]>) -> [<feature _1>,
<fsature 2>, ...,

<feature n>]

to prepare feature

calculation since

get i2c is blocking

prepare(<sensor y .feature i>) Single request

poll sensors/features

for values for most

recent value

get^i2c(<sensor_] ,feature_i>) -> value

specif) condition:

when sensor sends

interrupt over I2C

on change«sensor j: feature i>, condition ) Condition trigger

create a bulTer to

collect sensor data

create buffer(<sansor j:feature i>, desired

length, interval-ms, timewindow-ms, func-id)
Subscription

access a buffer

previous!) created

get_buffer (<sensor_j : feature_i> )

Table 5.3: Artifact-layer Perception API

calculation prior to the actual get_i2c call, which blocks the microprocessor until

the I2C bus is ready.

The condition triggered notification method, on^change, offers atomic feature value

conditions (<,>,—) that specify when a particular sensor should send an interrupt

to the calling device, e.g. a notification if the temperature exceeds 40°C. Due to

memory constraints all conditions are treated as one-time triggers. Sequences of con¬

ditions are interpreted as being logically OR connected. The continuous subscription

method offers continuous feature value series on a timely basis. It is initiated by a

create.buffer call that allocates memory for a round-robin buffer and starts the

feature value calculation on the buffer. The values are determined by a fixed time

interval, fixed time window and an identifier of a calculation function (e.g. median,

average, sum) to be performed on the feature values. Further, get_buffer returns

all of the data collected so far in the buffer.

The artifact-layer is completely implemented on the Smart-Its hardware using C

[CCS Compiler 2004], For local use, when the sensor is directly connected to a

serial line of a host system, there is also a Java wrapper, implementing the same

interface.
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Setting Layer

The setting layer views collections of artifacts and has to establish connectivity

among distributed artifacts. Table 2 summarizes the API for the setting layer.

Description Function Type

enquire for all devices

in a certain physical
distance

hello (distance) -> [<id 1>, <id 2>, ,

<id_n>]
Discover)

scan remote artifact for

sensors available

scan_id(<id>) -> [<s 1>, <s 2>, ,
<s n>]

asking for the

capabilities/features

supported/provided by
a remote sensor

cap_sensor id(<id:3ensor >) -> [<f 1>, <

f_2>, ,
< f_n >]

to prepare feature

calculation on remote

artifact

prepare_rf (<id : sensor_j : f«tur«_i>) Single lequcst

poll sensors/features

for values for most

recent value from

remote artifact

get^jrf(<id:sensor j:feature i>) -^ value

specifiy condition:

when remote sensor

notifies on condition

on_remote_change (<id_k: sensor_j : feature_i>,
condition )

Condition trigger

create a remote buffer

to collect sensor data

create remote buffer( <id_k: sensor__j : feature

i>, desired length, interval-ms, timewindow-

ms, func-id)

Subscription

access a remote buffer

previously created

get_remote_buffer ( <id_lt : sensor_j - feature i>,

start time, length )

TabJe 5.4: Setting-layer Perception

The discovery mechanism on this layer requires a distance measure that selects

the range of sensor discovery: 0 - represents all local sensors on an artifact itself,

255 - all boards in connectivity range. All values in-between represent a distance

measure based on the number of multiple communication hops required to reach

a certain sensor. Based on this distance measure, each artifact can either query

its neighbors on their primitives individually gained on the artifact layer, or it can

remotely access sensors attached to other artifacts. By tuning the signal strength of

the radio unit, the distance measure can be directly mapped to physical distances.

The retrieval methods are built up the same way as on the artifact layer (see Section

4.2.1). The only difference is that the universal identifier of the remote artifact to

be addressed has to be included as a parameter. The main focus of the setting

layer is to combine sensor information across artifacts. To this purpose two different

integration paradigms have been implemented:
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• Grouping of artifacts describes how similar sensor readings from different ar¬

tifacts are. The correlation coefficient of sensor pairs indicates the degree of

dependence. This has proven useful to define semantic proximity of devices

[Antifakos and Schiele 2002].

• Rating, allows the alignment of multiple measurements on a one-dimensional

scale for comparison. This is implemented by a decision tree structure that

uses thresholds of various sensors as decision nodes.

Artifacts that execute sensor integration by one of the principles mentioned above

are regarded as setting leaders. They also act as gateways and communicate the

gathered results to the application layer. These functions are implemented on the

Smart-Its devices utilizing a basic message oriented communication. They are pro¬

vided as a C include file for the CSS compiler. There is also a Java equivalent, for

cases where the functions are used on more powerful systems and in the back-end.

Application Layer

The application layer is the highest layer of the proposed model and accommodates

the main functionality of the application. It takes results from artifact and setting

layer and combines them to information directly useful to the application. In many

applications this means that the sensing information needs to be feed into some kind

of context model or a representation of the task at hand. Finally, the control of the

user interface is another eminent part of the application-layer. The application layer

can be implemented on a particular Smart-It, which is communicating with other

artifacts, or on standard hardware such as laptops or handheld computers, depending

on the characteristics of the application at hand. It communicates wirelessly with

the custom hardware of the enabled artifacts. In the next Section we present several

applications that were implemented using the artifact-based approach.

5.3.3 Case Studies/Evaluation

In this section we demonstrate the applicability and efficiency of the perception

model by means of various applications that have been implemented so far. The

artifact-based model fostered the development of the applications by its different

layers.

Proactive Instructions

This application, aims to overcome limitations of today's printed instructions (see
Section 3.1). By means of a piece of flat-pack furniture it is demonstrated how
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instructions can be integrated diiec tly into objec ts, stub that the objects themselves

can toll how they have to be assembled (see Fignie 5 2)

•Vu 4««1«'

Assembly Plan,

LED Output

^Grouping of Boards) ( Screwing
jfMiM^àtàJ?

' force
*

orientation

* force
*

orientation

* force
* orientation
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Figure 5.2: (a) Smait-lts sensor measuring the user's actions, (I)) Pciception

model

Artifact Layer. We chose the actual boards of the fuinituie as the artifacts in

the perception model. Besrdes the boards we included a scicwdriver on the artifact

layei. The screwdriver is enhanced with a gyroscope to detect wherr someone is

tightening a screw. Here, the artrfact based approach proved highly valuable aircl

appropriate, as these objects all have their own typical context and arc the smallest

computing entities m the application. The low level pciception methods in the

artifacts determine the orientation of the boards (accelerometer), rf they aie moving

or rrot, whether they are being hammered on, and rf they are experrerrcirrg force (force
sensors at edges) from another board. The screwdriver srrrrply detects (gyroscope),
whether someone is looserrrirg or tightening a screw 'These perceptrorr primitives

define the output of the artifact layer Equally, they are the input to the settirrg

layer. All perceptrorr primitives are calculated locally on each artifact.

Setting Layer. In this layer the perception primitives from a tightly coupled

gioup of aitifactb aie combined In the proactive furniture example the boards and

tools involved irr the momentary stage of the assembly form this gioup of artifacts.

This may create a large number of overlapping settings irr the overall assembly plarr.

However, the actual settirrgs of hiteiest are detcimined by the current state of the

assembly. The setting layei infers the performed assembly steps by combining the

perception primitives frorrr the artifact layer. In detarl, rt determines whether two

boards aie aligned and if thev have been joined oi not Kuithermore, it can detect

on which board, the screws are tightened Tn principle our model allows several

settirrgs are at a time representing preliminary distinct compounds of boards, eg.

if two people cooperatively do the assembly. In a last step they would join then
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two compounds. However, multi-user assembly is not supported yet by the current

furniture prototype. The setting-layer detects specified settings of the boards and

reports those to application layer where the entire assembly procedure is tracked

by means of a plan representation. Further, a set of actions are defined with which

the whole assembly can beO described. These actions are defined by a sequence of

partial actions, which are the perception primitives from the artifact layer.

Application Layer. The application layer is where the logic of an application

resides. The core logic of the proactive furniture example is a plan representing all

possible assembly routes. The information about the actions recognized is passed

up from the setting layer and fed directly into the assembly plan. In this way the

momentary state of the assembly can be determined. Besides tracking the state

of the assembly the main task of the application layer is controlling the feedback

to the user. In previous work [Antifakos et al. 2002] we defined different usage

modes depending on the level of expertise of the user. Different instructions are

provided depending on whether the user is a beginner, intermediate or an expert.

In our prototype instructions can be given either using the LED-strips on the boards,

visual instructions on a computer screen or auditory instructions in form of spoken

words.

Contributions of the Artifacts-Based Approach. The artifact-based approach

guided us through the general system design. We started attaching the relevant sen¬

sors to the furniture boards (artifacts). In a second step we could chose the appro¬

priate perception primitives for combining sensor readings on the setting layer. Both

the artifact- and the setting-layer could reuse the the implementation of the percep¬

tion API as described in Section 5.3.2, which had validated in previous projects.

A-Life

A-Life aims at improving non-professional avalanche rescue among winter enthusi¬

asts by wearable sensors, for details see Chapter 6. In the following we show how the

development of this application could be mapped to the layers of the artifact-based

perception model.

Artifact Layer. Mountaineers are instrumented with an acceleration sensor for

measuring orientation of burial, an oximeter revealing heart rate and oxygen blood

saturation, and an oxygen sensor reporting on closed air-pockets in front of the

victim's mouth. On this level the artifact-layer encapsulates the local sensing efforts

at the body of a single mountaineer. In standard operation each device, including

sensors and beacon unit, evaluates the data from its connected sensors and provides
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Figure 5.3: (a) User with the A-Life system, (b) A-Life user-interface, (c) Eicldtest,

(d) Perception model

output using a broadcast command, such that in emergency cases those signals could

be received.

Setting Layer. In the case of an avalanche, surviving team members set their

devices into a different mode and act as rescuers. Each rescuer's device collects the

broadcasted vrctim data frorrr the artifact layer of all victrms. The settirrg-layer orr

each rescuer device allows to c onibine the received information irrto a more rrrtegratcd

view:

A decision tree is used for transforming the victim's data into a repiesentative ur¬

gency measure. Taking heart rate as a primary criterion, evidence of air-pockets as

a secondary, oxygen blood saturation as a third, and victim orientation as ibuith

criterion, victims can be classified in respect to urgency of aid. For reliability 1 casons

the urgency measure is calculated on each rescuer's device separately.

Application Layer. On the application layer the visualization of the infoimation

gathered irr the settrrrgs layei is implemented. A screen display shows a visual map
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representing the spatial distribution of victims to enable the rescuer to select the

victims such that ways can be kept short. Alternatively, the visualization can sepa¬

rate victims by urgency and provides rescuers with a global view on the distribution

of the urgency among victims.

Contributions of the Artifacts-Based Approach. Similar as in the furniture

application the artifact-based aided in the general system design. The artifact-

based approach allowed us to decompose the complex problem of avalanche rescue

into single portions: the artifact-layer models the sensing efforts for a single moun¬

taineer in isolation from others, whereas the combination of readings for a group of

mountaineers could be modelled and solved later during the implementation of the

setting-layer. The application-layer enabled us to test and develop the visualization

on hand-held device without sensors first, and to integrate it with the sensor system

later. In the entire development process each layer could be modelled and tested

separately. This allowed a much more focused step-by-step process than solving all

problems at once.

Other Applications

The Smart-Its Friends system was developed (before the perception model existed)
as a demonstrator for a new interaction technique with objects [Holmquist et al.

2001], Based upon the common movement of two objects a connection between

them is established: they become 'friends'. In the implementation one artifact

continuously broadcasts its data, which is compared with the most recent movement

pattern of the second artifact. If the difference is below a specified threshold then

friendship is established and the devices start beeping. If the devices get separated

over certain distances, the friendship dissolves. This shows, that relation among

artifacts can evolve, remain and disappear. From the perception model point-of-

view, movement sensing can be placed on the artifact layer. The comparison with

the movement pattern of the second artifact can be interpreted on the setting layer,

also the representation of multiple partnerships among a set of devices could be

feasible. Establishing the friendship is located in the application layer.

The Restaurant Application demonstrates a scenario where menus and drinks are

dynamically priced depending on how the ingredients have been handled by the

personnel (e.g. whether vegetables have been properly stored in the fridge, or wine

bottles have been shaken). It investigates the impact ubiquitous computing technol¬

ogy may have to future environments [Holmquist et al. 2003]. On the artifact layer,

movements of goods (e.g. a wirre bottle) are sensed. Correlation between goods

is implemented in the setting layer. The application-layer triggers dynamic pricing

and changing menus based on the information from the setting-layer.
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Location aware applications could also make use of the artifact-based approach.

Here, applications use information about geographic or co-location to either display

the information, to automatically trigger actions or to use that information as ad¬

ditional input to a system. Applications like those developed in the Active Badge

[Want et al. 1992] are simply rebuilt using the artifact-based approach presented
in this section. Each active badge device would implement a continuous broadcast

of its ID cm the artifact-layer. Using the hello function of the Perception API's

setting layer from fixed points in a space would collect the ID's of the surrounding
devices arrd calculate the location accordingly. On the application-layer the location

information would be used, i.e. displayed or exploited to forward telephone calls.

Another interesting application area is query processing using networks of sensor

enabled objects as used in the Cougar system [Yao and Gehrke 2003] or TinyDB

[Madden et al. 2002]. These applications use a network of sensor equipped nodes

as a distributed database. Queries to these objects in these database-like systems

are similar to relational database languages, e.g. SQL queries. With the help of the

Perception API an implementation of this database functionality could apply the

hello, prepare_rf and get_rf functions. For example a query as

select light from node.l where light==artificial_light

can be translated into successive calls of

prepare_rf(sensor.l,light, artificial-light)

and

get_rf(sensor.l,light,artificial_light)

As the example shows, the Perception API based queries go beyond database queries

of Cougar and TinyDB where sensor conditions have to be expressed in a sensor

dependent way
-

e.g. light>10. Instead, the Perception API allows to phrase more

meaningful queries: light——artif icial_light allows the formulation of sensor

hardware independent queries by using the processing and recognition capabilities
of the nodes. This achieves a better separation of concerns between the querying

computer that is responsible for data processing and the networked sensing nodes

that are responsible for recognition and processing of physical world information.

5.3.4 Conclusion

In this section we have presented a model for distributed perception systems for

ubiquitous computing applications. Using a layered architecture the perception

process is structured with relation to the artifact, setting, and application. In the

artifact layer, functionality related to single devices is situated. In the setting layer

perception that is dependent on different artifacts but is independent of a specific
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application is implemented. In this context, a setting is defined by a set of artifacts

which perform collective perception. The application layer takes its input from the

settings layers and is where a specific application resides.

The architecture is implemented on the Smart-Its platform. On each layer dedi¬

cated functions arc provided by an API to ease the development of context aware

applications. The implementation includes functions on the micro-controller as well

as wrapper classes in Java on the back-end system.

Two largely different applications, proactive furniture assembly and A-Life, both

implemented with the perception model are presented in more detail. They il¬

lustrate that the model can help to easily structure and implement even complex

applications, with different artifacts and settings. The diverse nature of these appli¬

cations and the analysis of the proposed model with respect to previously published
work show the applicability of the perception architecture to ubiquitous computing

applications in general. The findings encourage the chosen approach.

Our findings support that the perception model can aid during the development

of many different kinds of sensing based ubiquitous computing applications. By

providing simple but powerful sensor abstractions and concepts for access we achieve

an accelerating effect on application development with the Smart-its platform.
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Using Wearable Sensors for

Avalanche Rescue: A-Life

For the avalanche application we followed the approach as given in Chapter 4:

Choose Domain, Understand Domain, Distill Opportunities, X'treme Prototype Pro¬

vide Experience and Iterate. The avalanche domain was chosen since the author is

an active off-bounds skier and thus has a basic understanding of the domain. Nev¬

ertheless, in a first step a thorough understanding of off-bounds skiers and their

relation to avalanches had to be gained.

The hardware for this project was based on the DIY-Smart-Its platform [DIY Smart-

Its 2004] which was developed by Albrecht Schmidt.

6.1 Choose a Compelling Problem Domain:

Why Avalanche Rescue?

Avalanche rescue is a very critical and serious application; it is about life and death.

This justifies high efforts to invest into this domain. Furthermore, feasible results

will be more rewarded than with less critical application, such as entertainment.

Another motivatirrg issue is that already today mountaineers are using technology
to improve their survival chances in avalanches: Small electronic devices emit a

signal, that allows a more efficient search of victirrrs iir the snow. This openness and

familiarity to technology is an important factor when considering the introduction

of rrew systems. It shows, that mountaineers, rescuers, and mountain guides arc

very open to new approaches and technical advancements if they can see a benefit.

Consequently, the subsequent steps aim at inspiring the stakeholders of avalanche

instead of assessing a pre-dcvclopcd solution.

87
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6.2 Understand the Problem Domain:

Constraints of Avalanche Rescue

From literature we found evidence that alpine winter activities in back-country ter¬

rain have increased [SLF 2004] but at the same time alpine recreationists underesti¬

mate the danger of avalanches and risk their lives without the appropriate awareness

of avalanche risks [Fredston and Fesler 1994]. There is even evidence that in 90%

of all avalanche accidents, the victim or someone in the victim's party triggers the

slide [Burtscher 1990]. Statistical analysis of avalanche accidents [Bruggcr and Falk

1992] has revealed that successful avalanche rescue has to airrr at rescuing victims

within the first 15 minutes. Moreover, it could be shown that three quarters of all

avalanche victims die from asphyxiation, only one quarter is killed from trauma.

Accordingly, the established routine for mountaineers today is to be trained in self-

rescue. So-called avalanche beacons are worn directly on the body and continuously

broadcast a signal. In the event of an avalanche, survivors and witnesses can im¬

mediately track these signals to find their comrades in the snow, and start rescue

operations before professional rescue arrives. Self-conducted rescue performed by

team members yields survival chances four times as high as in case of professional

rescue [Tschirky et al. 2000].

6.3 Distill Opportunities for Change:

Provision of Vital Sign Data

One important insight from the first phase is that mountaineers are using technology

today already. However, this beacon technology only provides information on the

victim's location in the snow [Hereford and Edgerly 2000]. From our background in

wearable sensing we could envision more opportunities:

1. Vital sign data could help rescuers in multiple-burial scenarios [Genswein and

Harvey 2003] to focus urgent victims first in order to maximize overall survival

chances of those who are still alive.

2. Acceleration sensors could help to determine the victim's orientation in the

snow in order to direct rescuers to the victim's head quickly. This could help

to avoid stepping on the victim during extrication (causing further physical

damages) and to reach the respiration tracts early for conducting reanimation.

3. Sensors on the victim's collar could determine whether there is an air bubble

in front of the victim's mouth. This is a very important source of information

since it can protect victims against asphyxiation for up to 90 min [Falk et al.
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1994] Today this information is hidden m the snow Sensors could provrde

reseueis with this mini mat ion

1. Based on vanous sensor leadings, a level of urgency rs calculated for each

victim This should help the non-pioiessronal rescuers to schedule the oidei

of tescue of single victims moie efficiently

6.4 Develop an X'treme Prototype

The next step was to give domain users and expeits a feeling of our concepts and

stimulate them and to think about new opportunities using arr X'trerne Prototype.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6.1: (a) X'trerne Prototype setup (b) A-Life system with rescuers and buried

victim, (c) A-Life usei-mtcifacc. (d) LCD-display mock-up

We integrated a variety of sensors (see Frgure 6.1 (a)). For the vital sign data we

used a finger pulse oximeter It can serrse lieatt rate and oxygerr blood saturation

frorrr a victim's fingei or toe We used an ADXL202 acceleration sensoi to measure

direction of gravity for rrrferrmg the victim's vertical orientation. Arr oxygerr sensor

was integrated foi aii-pocket detection All sensors weie connected to a handheld

device This device calculated an uigeiicy irreasure and visualized the data on a

screen (see Figure 6 1 (b)). We also proved the feasibility of the concept m a field

test before we went to the experts (see Figure fi.l (<)). Since mountaineeis are

farrrrlrar with localization and trackrrrg of vrctrms, we mtegiated this feature only rrrto

the graphical interface, but skipped the actual implementation We also sketched

an interface for LCD displays to show what a more realistic implementation might

look like (see Figure 6.1 (A)). Please îefei to [Alichahelles ct ul 2003b] loi fuither

information on the prototype.
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6.5 Provide Experience:

Discussion with Experts I

With this first X'treme. Prototype we visited different stakeholders of the avalanche

domain and evaluated the concept in several focus groups. In particular, we vis¬

ited mountaineering recreationists, rescuers, avalanche researchers, and emergency

physicists. In each group, we introduced the device, let the people play with it, gave

detailed instructions, and underlined the value of enabling "a better rescue of most

urgent victims first".

The feedback we got was manifold. The recreationists were very skeptical about

the usability, compliance (sticking sensors to their bodies), costs, and they also

questioned the overall benefit. It became evident that this group was very focused

on the immediate benefit. As our prototype was at a very early stage, only aiming

at showing the concept, the recreationists' objectives could hardly be met. Rescuers

and researchers of the Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Rescue (SLF)
behaved similarly. We also had discussions about unique identifiers that are assigned

to single victims by the avalanche beacons and allow separation of multiple victims.

We agreed on this feature but had to highlight that this was rather a standardization

problem the beacon industry had to solve than a research challenge.

We could, however, initiate a very fruitful discussion at a meeting of the medical

commission (medcom) of the International Commission for Alpine Rescue (ICAR).
Besides ethical and judicial issues, such as should sensors decide on rescue order, the

discussion also revealed that heart rate sensing would only be sufficient for sorting

victims by urgency. This was a very important remark and guided us to revise the

sensing concept and to implement a new prototype. It was an important experience

for us to see how suddenly our partners could see value and opportunities of wearable

sensing they had never thought of before. One of the participants also mentioned the

value of a black box functionality in avalanche beacons: Enabling a beacon to record

the course of an avalanche accident including vital sign data, speed and air-pocket

determination, similar to devices integrated in airplanes and trucks today. This

could help to better understand the course of avalanche accidents in basic avalanche

studies.

6.6 Iterate: Heart-Rate Detection with Radar

Based on the findings from the discussion with the experts, the step to iterate on

was very clear: find a better way for detecting heart-rate. We finally investigated

the use of radar.
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Figure 6.2: The general principle of an micio imjyulse îadar (MIR)

6.6.1 Principle and State of the Art

The basic principle of radar is to transmit a microwave (radio) signal towards a

target. The strength of the backscattered signal is measured. With regards to heart

rate detection it is noteworthy that electro-magnetic pulses aie able to probe the

human body.

There are different variarrts of radar. Constant wave (CW) radar emits a continuous

beam of electro-magnetic radiation. The radar vital sigrr monitor (RVSM) [Grcncker

1997] is one example for this technology. A gun device transmitter radiates a signal

to a target, the energy reflected from the target is detected by a mixer diode: Any

Doppler shift from subject movement, including heart movements, causes a change

in the phase between the transmitted and received sigrral. Several filters separate

heartbeat and respiration. Valid measuremeirts could be taken at a rarrge exceeding

10 meters. However, this requires a microwave sender/receiver unit mounted onto a

parabolic dish.

Another variant of radar is micro impulse radar (MIR) [Azevedo and McEwan 1996].
MIR uses very short radar impulses lasting orrly a few nanoseconds. Unlike conven¬

tional radar, emitted MIR pulses are spread over a wide frequency spectrum, îeferred

to as ultra-widc-band The advantage of MIR is the low energy consumption due

to the short pulses.

A MIR unit is composed by several functional parts (see Figure 6.2). A pulse

generator defines when the transmitter should emit a pulse over the antenna. Si¬

multaneously, the pulse-generator activates a so-called delay line. This delav line is

used loi conti oiling the sampling of the received echoes at the receiver. The receiver

is only activated at very short time intervals triggered by the delay-line (range gat¬

ing). Thus, the lerrgth of the delay-line ensures that only pulses back-scattered frorrr
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a ceitam distance aie leceivcd. In the context of heart-rate detection the goal is to

adjust the delay-line such that the receiver is activated only if echoes fiom the heait

wall can be expected ([Stadeiini 2002] predicts a time hiteival of approx. 1 7 ns).

MIR technology opens new possibilities tor contact-fiee heart-rate1 serrsirrg as it works

through clothes or blankets and at a distance of several meters, whereas previous

projects mostly focused orr sensing of humans behind banieis exceeding several me¬

ters [Chen et al. 2000] [Greneker 1997] [Selectronic 2001]. Moreover, MIR technology

is cheap (costs are orrly a few euros) and power efficient

Irr this section we want to shape a wearable heart-rate sensing solution that operates

in the close proximity of the user: The radar unit is worn by the user without the

rreed of placing any additiorral sensor onto the body.

6.6.2 Prototype Implementation

We have built a first prototype on a bread-boarded layout based on the description of

[Staderini 2001]. Then the signal is amplified by a factor of thousand and passed to

a bandpass filter that allows signals from 0.5 to 2.5Hz to pass. This filtered sigrral is

feed to a second amplifier digitally adjustable between 1-20 fold amplification After

that the signal is shifted to a zero-to-five-volts range, such that it can be sampled by

the A/D converter of a microprocessor. Currently a sampling rate of approximately

80Hz is achieved. Besides signal sampling and evaluation, the PIC" micro-processor

Figure 6.3- Smait-lt with radar (left), PC client (right)

also controls both the second amplifier and the delay-line determining the traveled

distarrce of received radar waves This allows to control the radar parameters by

software. For implementation the DIY Smart-it platform [DIY Smart-Its 2004] was

chosen, sirrce its infiastiucture has proven useful for rapid prototyping m projects

before (see Figure 6.3). A serial interface on the Smart-it provides connectivity to

a PC for both controlling the radar parameters, amplification arrd delay-lme, and
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for evaluating the radar output. In addition, an oximeter [Nonin 2004] connected to

a second serial port of the PC serves as a reference signal
1 for verifying the radar

output. A PC client software (see Figure 6.3) plots berth radar and oximeter data

as well as the derived heart rate in real-time. The software also allows to manually

tune the radar parameters by keyboard inputs.

This direct-manipulation of the radar parameters and the real-time visualization was

important for proving the concept of detecting heart-rate with radar in the simplest

situation: Person lying on the ground with the radar on his chest. Logs of the data

allow further analysis and a comparison of different sensor placements (see Section

6.6.3).

As the ultimate goal of this project is the development of a wearable heart-rate

sensing device, an algorithm was designed that is able to run with low computing

power such as is available on a microprocessor. Due to the memory constraints of

the micro-controller (326 bytes working memory), it is important to process data

on-the-fly without the need of additional flash memory. The algorithm comprises

the following five steps containing only basic arithmetic operations: Filtering, local

maxima detection, evaluation of distance between maxima, and division.

1. Filtering. From practical experience we found that simple data filtering could

improve the data although the analogous radar signal had been filtered before.

A simple filter only balancing between two consecutive values proved sufficient:

x(ti+l) = cx(ti+1) + (1 - c)x(ti)

The constant c weights the influence of the previous and the current value onto

the new value: If chosen 0 the new value is equal to the previous, if chosen 1

the new is equal to the current value. We found 0.15 as an appropriate weight

for the radar signal sampled at a frequency of approximately 80Hz. With this

filter the radar signal can be smoothed for better processing without requiring

data storage.

2. Local maxima detection. Local maxima are searched inside a search win¬

dow of 20 samples, sec Figure 6.4. Filtering of the previous step ensures that

frequencies producing more than 8 maxima per 20 samples are cut off. The

detected local maxima are stored in an array.

3. Evaluation of distances between maxima. Then the distances in time

(period) between all local maxima are calculated, see Figure 6.5, and analyzed

for regularly occurring patterns: Occurrences of a distance four times or higher

'due to the nature of continuous radar readings the Plethysmograph oximetry readings repre¬

sented a better reference than discrete Hit readings of an ECG monitor
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Figure 6.4: Local maxima detection. Figure 6.5: Evaluation of distances.

has proven as a reliable indication of a regularly occurring maximum: All

maxima with this distance are presumably stemming from the heart-beat.

4. Division. As the last step the regularly occurring distance is divided through

a constant and delivers the heart rate as a result.

This simple algorithm is run on the PIC micro-controller. This allows for a wearable

implementation of a radar heart-rate sensing device without the need for sophisti¬

cated PC infrastructure.

6.6.3 Measurement Results

We conducted several measurements to evaluate the usability of MIR for detecting

heart rate. We measured a sequence of data over 30s and collected the raw sig¬

nal data on a computer. Simultaneously the test person wore an oximeter [Nonin

2004] at the finger. This allowed us to compare how the raw radar data matched

the oximeter signal. First, we tested different distances between radar device and

test person in order to evaluate the robustness to displacements. Secondly, we ex¬

plored different placements on the human body for determining placements with

valid measurement results. Finally, we also tested whether equal measurement re¬

sults can be obtained from different test persons. We also tested the influence of

varying heart-rate.

Distance Test

In this test the goal was to compare radar measurements from different distances

to the test subject. We mounted the radar unit to a wall and placed a subject in

front of the device (see Figure 6.6). The distances we measured were 5cm, 10cm

and 15cm. Beyond 15cm we could not obtain reasonable results anymore.

Figure 6.6 shows a statistical evaluation of the distance test. The first column of

values contains the mean of heart-rate measurements over the measurement period

obtained by radar and evaluated by the algorithm described in Section 6.6.2. The
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d HR: radar HR: oxim. rel. err std err

5cm 83.28 83.61 2% 1%

10cm 95.90 92.66 8% 8%

15cm 89.18 91.25 5% 4%

(b)

Figure 6.6: Distance Test (a), test results (b)

back

chest right side

chest left side

femoral

placement rel. err. std. dev.

arm 1% 1%

femoral 3% 2%

side 1 0cm 4% 3%

side 1 5cm 9% 7%

side r 0cm 6% 5%

back 13% 9%

(a) Body Placements (b) Measurements Results

Figure 6.7: A subject's heart-rate is measured at different body placements by

radar over a time-interval of 30 seconds (a). These radar hear-rate measurements are

compared with simultaneously taken oximeter measurements as a reference. Then,

relative error (rel. err.) and standard deviation (std. dev.) are calculated (b).

second column shows the oximeter results. The third and fourth column show the

mean and standard deviation of the relative error comparing radar with oximeter

measurements. Though radar measurements are obviously less accurate than oxime¬

ter measurements it is an interesting result that even at distance of 15cm the relative

error is in a range of 5%. Radar has the important ability of reporting reasonable

heart-rate measurements from a greater distance of the test person. In contrast to

that, if an oximeter or ECG chest strap is moved away for some millimeters it cannot

report any meaningful results anymore. This opens the space for radar heart-rate

detection to support applications were sensors can get ripped off but measurements,

even with less quality, are still important.

Placement Study

We also tested different placements of the radar at a test person's arm, femoral, left

and right side, at the height of the chest, and at the back.

Figure 6.7 shows the results of the placement study. It is remarkable that the
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measurements at the arm and femoral have a high validity. This stems from the

fact, that in this case the radar does not measure movements of the heart but

movements of vessels which correlate with the heart rate as well. Measurements

at the sides of the body reveal less good results due to the greater distance to the

heart. Another reason is organs on the way between radar and heart from this

viewing perspective, accordingly the measurements at the right side are worse than

on left side. Again, the measurement quality also varies with the distance. With

a relative mean error of 13% measurements, taken at the person's back lead to the

lowest measurement quality. However, for revealing more qualitative vital sign data,

e.g. distinction between 'dead' or 'alive', even measurements at the back could be

sufficient. Accordingly, the placement study shows that radar is very tolerant with

regards to placement. This fact makes radar heart-rate detection very distinct from

other measurement methods.

Gender differences

In the course of several tests with five subjects (3 male, 2 female) we found slight

differences in the measurement quality of radar compared to oximeter readings.

The validity of the measurements is higher with males: Due to the female breast

the distance between radar and heart is bigger. Measurements taken from male

subjects are slightly more reliable. However, more extensive studies will have to be

conducted to quantify the measurement differences among genders.

6.6.4 Discussion

Within this iteration we could show that micro-impulse radar can be used for de¬

tecting heart rate. In contrast to many other vital sensing techniques, radar offers

a very cheap and power efficient way for achieving this goal. It could be shown that

the output signal of the radar and oximeter signal correlate at different distances,

placements, and with different persons. However, parameter tuning of the radar is

essential. The most critical parameter is the delay-line: It has to be adjusted such

that the radar receiver only samples backscattered signals from the heart rate. Dif¬

ferent distances and placements require adjustments of the delay line. Also different

test persons require different settings due to their anatomic properties. On the one

hand the delay-line defining the reach of the radar signals makes the use of radar

very flexible. Even if the radar unit gets ripped off it can still provide meaningful

data. On the other hand, the process of parameter tuning is tedious, so that future

work will have to focus on automating this tuning process, i.e. gradually changing

the parameter until a well-formed heart signal can be received. Since radar can sense

movements of the heart, it simultaneously also senses all kinds of other movements

of the body. Whereas there is a variety of applications where movements are not
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an issue, e.g. avalanche victims, monitoring elderly overnight, future work may also

focus on the usage of radar as a rrew sensor for detecting oi classifying body move¬

ments. Other improvements could be the use of more elaborate signal processing

techniques, or research on new antennas improving the analogous received signal

[Schantz 2003].

6.6.5 Conclusions

We have shown that radar offers an interesting way of heart-rate sensing for wearable

computing. Especially its robustness to different placements offers the opportunity

to integrate radar into existing devices and appliances, e.g. PDA's, laptops, mp3-

players, mobile phones. Children, elderly, athletes, patients, etc. could take advan¬

tage of heart-rate sensing without the need of wearing additional sensors. Radar

integrated into devices can make heart-rate sensing invisible and users do not have

to be touched. On the other hand, also new privacy issues may arise: How can I

keep my heart-rate secret from other people?

6.7 Provide Experience:

Discussion with Experts II

We visited the Intenrational Commission for Alpine Rescue (ICAR) another time

and presented the revised sensing concept of radar for heart-rate detection. Over¬

all the feedback was very positive, the doctors appreciated the tolerance of radar

against different placements and the contact-free way of sensing most. Furthermore,

the importance of heart-rate as the most significant vital sign data was highlighted.

Apart from that, the members of the commission suddenly could imagine radar also

as a useful tool for professional helicopter rescue: Scanning an avalanche field for

survivors and dead victims could allow much more efficient commands to profes¬

sional rescuers on the ground. It further could also justify a retreat of professional

rescuers if further avalanches could threaten life again. Another input of the doctors

was to compare detcctability of respiration with heart-rate since the greater size of

lungs could allow detection from even greater distances. The discussion ended with

a suggestion of next operational steps. Most important, ethical issues have been

mentioned that would have to be evaluated by an ethical commission. Furthermore,

effects of the radar to the human organism may be another issue.

These positive results encouraged us to contact also a renowned Swiss avalanche

beacon manufacturer. The current stage we arrived is that a Swiss avalanche bea¬

con manufacturer plans to integrate the final results of that project into the new

generation of devices.
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6.8 Conclusion

Within this chapter we have described by means of a cooperation with avalanche

experts how X'treme Prototyping can applied for successful cooperation with stake¬

holders.

We deliberately chose to develop an application for the avalanche domain. Af¬

ter gaining an understanding of this domain and distilling compelling to solve, we

started with the creation of a first X'treme Prototype. This prototype helped us to

better motivate and demonstrate our concept to experts from the field by providing

hands-on experience. In different focus groups and workshops we evaluated the con¬

cept with practitioners, such as emergency physicists, avalanche beacon developers

and researchers from the Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research

(SLF). The X'treme Prototype incorporated a variety of sensors and user interfaces.

This showed various opportunities to the stakeholders about how today's avalanche

beacons could be enhanced by additional information other than only a victim's

location. Based on the feedback of the stakeholders - who where enthusiastic about

wearable sensing in general, but critical about the oxygen sensor and oximeter - we

looked for other ways for heart-rate sensing.

Finally, a second X'treme Prototype was developed incorporating contact-free heart-

rate sensing by radar. This second prototype was again evaluated and discussed

with various stakeholders. This time the feedback was even more promising and

encouraged us to carry on with this project: Currently a renowned Swiss avalanche

beacon manufacturer is forming a decision about implementing our results in a

commercial product.

From this experience we learned that (1) generating concepts in isolation from do¬

main experts, (2) developing an X'treme Prototype, (3) providing experience to

experts and imagine new ideas in cooperation, (4) continuing with further iterations

can lead to more innovative and novel applications. In the avalanche case it allowed

the stakeholders to abstract from improving tracking victim's location in the snow

and to envision how other forms of information, vital sign data as human heart-rate,

the user to abstract from established routines. We also found out that it is impor¬

tant to understand the motivation of the stakeholders: The feedback received from

the emergency physicians of the ICAR commission was much more visionary than

that of the mountaineers who mostly viewed the immediate obstacles, such as costs

and realization.
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Applying Sensors to Skiing

This chapter describes our experiences we gained with the presented X'treme Pro¬

totyping method when working together with professional ski-trainers. A detailed

walk-through of the different phases of the method is presented and it is shown how

the cooperation with the trainers could yield a feasible concept that could improve

the trainer-athlete relationship.

7.1 Choose a Compelling Problem Domain:

Why Skiing?

First of all, professional downhill skiing has a very clear problem to be solved: How

can skiers get down the hill as fast as possible? Today, trainer and athlete primarily

rely on their human senses: The skiers feels the forces and movements on the slope

while the trainer is watching and assessing where the athletes' technique may be

improved. Due to our background in wearable sensing we believe, that sensors

may improve the relationship between the percepts of the trainer (mainly visual)
and athlete (mainly subjective feelings of forces and movements). Furthermore,

professional skiers and their trainers seemed to be very open to new approaches and

technical advancements if they can sec a benefit. Consequently, the subsequent steps

aimed at inspiring the stakeholders of skiing instead of assessing a pre-developed

solution.

7.2 Understand the Problem Domain:

Key Issues in Skiing

In professional downhill skiing competitions the results obtained by elite athletes

are very close to each other: A few hundredths of a second can make the difference

99
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towards winning a race. The overall goal in professional downhill skiing is simply:

Being as fast as possible. In order to achieve this goal only continuous training can

help to optimize coordination of the movements, provide the appropriate feel for

speed, and harmonize the athletes turns with the occurrence of the slalom poles.

The most important feedback for the athlete is the trainer. He gives instructions

to the athlete about the optimal performance of the sequence of motions. Demon¬

strations arc often used along with specific instructions about relative body position

and/or movements in an effort to achieve a learning success. However, the percep¬

tion of trainer and athlete are always different: The athletes performs the technique

and thereby he has a certain feeling of his movements, whereas the trainer observes

the athlete and analyzes the movements due to his own experience and the common

training doctrines. Thus, matching the view of the athlete and the trainer can be

difficult.

We further found that video analysis has been established as a useful tool for trainer

and athlete: It allows the trainer to prove his observation, and enables the athlete

to comprehend mistakes and understand the trainer's recommendations. Depending

on the skiing level of the athletes, trainers, usually, devote more or less time to sit

down together with single athletes for analyzing video recordings.

However, video can only reproduce a visual appearance of an athlete's run, whereas

advances in wearable sensing have proven several cases where information beyond
the human senses can lead to much better results. Accordingly, the next step of our

work comprised the distillation of relevant features of skiing movements, that can

be revealed through wearable sensors.

Inspired by this ideas we started with the implementation of a wearable sensor

platform that allows to record the skiers movements in different sensing dimensions.

Furthermore, software front-end has been developed that visualizes the recorded

sensor-data for athlete and trainer in a post-analysis session. Both, hardware and

software will be described in the following sections.

7.3 Distill Opportunities for Change:

Configuration of Sensors

From literature reviews [Müller 2000] and own experience we identified different

parameters that are relevant for trainer and athlete. In particular, we revealed

parameters that are mostly hidden due to limited capabilities of video analysis and,

as such, cannot be quantified yet.

Movements of the athlete and the skis may be seen as a finger-print of an athlete's

technique. The way an athlete reacts to the occurring forces during a race is crucial
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for keeping the ski on track. Accelerometer sensors with a sensing range of -10 to

lüg have been chosen to reveal this information.

We decided to measure dynamics with ADXL210E accelerometers, which arc rela¬

tively low cost (approx. 10 EUR), very small packaged arrd sense in a range of -10

to 10g. The returned voltage signal is proportional to the measured acceleration

and oscillates around a zero g level of half the supplying voltage level. Even if the

specified physical value range of -5 to 15g in skiing, as reported by [Niessen et al.

1997], exceeds the range of the sensor, it is still possible to measure mean acceler¬

ations that are below 5g. Single shocks may exceed the serrsiirg range, but those

typically last only for very short time in the range of milliseconds [Niessen et al.

1997]. Choosing a sensor with a wider measurement range would result in decreased

resolution at low g levels where the interesting part of the signal is assumed. So the

chosen sensor seem to fit best for the demands in skiing.

Forces under the skier's feet inside the boots give insight about ground-reaction
forces and the weight balance of the athlete. For measuring in-boot forces under

the feet, we selected force seirsing resistors. Though this technology cannot obtain

calibrated data as strain gauges, their thin composition (0.15mm to lnrrn) allows to

place those sensors into the boots of the athlete without further disturbance. Al¬

though the measurement range of theses sensors with nominal 100N/cm2 for maxi¬

mum pressure is far below the specified 3000N/cm2, the sensor will be still applicable
siirce the 3000N/cm2 peaks only occur for very short time intervals. Another reason

is the behavior of the sensor: In the range of maximal saturation it starts projecting
relative changes in a non-linear behavior, which may be still sufficient for a quali¬

tative analysis. By defining three such points that span a triangle it is possible to

average the pressure at these points and obtain a center of pressure. This can give

information about front-/back- and left-/right- leanings, depending orr the position

of the center of pressure regarding front and rear. Pressure is defined as force per

area. If the force under the foot is measured on a known area, the pressure can be

derived directly from it. This is the reason for talking of pressure as a synonym for

force in this context.

Rotation of the ski reveals the ski turnings relative to absolute world coordinates.

This provides details about the steering and edging maneuver of the skis. The

ADXRS300 gyroscopes measure rotation in speed in angular rates of up to 300° per

second with 1° accuracy. For skiing the range of 300° is sufficient since rotation

movements beyond 180° are not expected in this application.

Velocity as high as possible is the primary interest in ski-races. In particular,
forward velocity should be maximized whereas side-ward velocity (skidding) should

be minimized. Obtaining velocity measurements orr srrow surfaces is a non-trivial

problem. For the first prototype we chose radar as a measuring instrument: A

radar unit emits waves in front of the skier, which are reflected by the ground. By
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cutting depth

Figure 7.1: Measuring the distance between ski-boot and ground

measuring the frequency shift caused by the Doppler effect, the speed of the skier

can be calculated.

Edging Angle meaning the angle between the ski bottom and the slope determines

the turn radius and the snow cutting behavior resulting in the friction of the ski.

The edging angle is a key parameter influencing the speed of the athlete. The edging

angle can be calculated if the distance between ski-boot and ground (see Figure 7.3)
is measured.

A distance sensor is mounted to the side of the ski-boot and is directed side-wards

towards the ground as indicated by the arrow in Figure 7.3 (a second distance

sensor is necessary to cover inclinations to the other side). The mounting height of

the sensor has to be measured, whereas the distance measurement is delivered by
the sensor. By these two parameters the edging angle 7 can be calculated:

„_,
f distance measurernent\

.„„.

7 = 90° - arctan (7.1)
\ mounting height J

The cutting depth of the ski into the snow surface remains as a disturbing factor,

but due to the hard snow surfaces common in ski-races this is assumed to be small.

The influence of snow spray beside the edge of the ski will be revealed in tests.

7.4 Develop an X'treme Prototype'.

Sensing & Analysis Software

The general concept of the hardware platform is depicted by Figure 7.2. Starting
from left in the figure, sensors observe the skier's dynamics, forces, rotation, velocity,
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Figure 7.2: Building blocks needed for a skiing measurements platform

and edging angle. The acquired data is sampled by a multiplexed A/D converter.

A PIC micro-controller unit sends the data over air interface to a logging device

which writes the recorded data to a persistent storage. The stored data can latei

be piocessed by a softwarc-front-end on a standard computer.

7.4.1 Sensors

Movements. One accelerometer setup has to measure three axes at a point. Since

the ADXL210E provides two axes on one sensor chip, a second sensor is arranged

orthogonally to provide the third sensing axis (the second axis of the second sensor

is omitted to save input channels). The entire setup rs molded into shrmkable tubing

to protect the electronics against water and snow (see Figure 7.3a). Velcro straps

piovide proper fixation of the accelerometer unit at different positions of the body.

Thigh, lowci leg, and torso.

Forces. For measuring the force distribution irr the ski-boot for the force sensor a

diameter of 18.3mm is chosen (see Figure 7.3b) that fits under the heel and the foot

pad. The climate conditions in a ski boot includes high humidity. The serrsor can

withstand a relative humidity of up to 85%. When pressure is applred to the sensor,

the semi-conductive ink produces a shunting of the electrodes, which is measurable
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M (!>) (c)

(<i) (?)

Figure 7.3: (a) acceleration sensor, (b) force sensor, (c) gyroscope unit, (d) radar

unit, (e) distance IR-sensor

as a resistance value. The1 greater the pressure orr the sensor, the greater the decrease

in the resistance value. We use three sensors for each foot.

Rotation. In order to obtain all three rotation axes three ADXRS30Ü gyroscopes,

each providing one axis, have to be arranged orthogonally on one board (see Fig¬

ure 7.3c). Water-proof housing protects the electronics frorrr srrow. Adhesive tape

is rrsed to fix the sensor unit on a skr

Velocity. The choice of corrrmerciallv available radar urrits is limited. The KMY10

from Infineon is the most appropriate sensor that could be found (see Figure 7 3d).
It has an output frequency of 750Hz at maximum. The 300Hz lower bound allows to

irreasure velocities of up to 20km/h approximately which docs not support serious

tests in skiing. We obtained some experience iir lab environments for proof of concept

studies but for the final integration this feature was postponed

Edging Angle. For measuring the distarrce for the edging angle we chose a Sharp

GP2D12 IR distarrce sensor (see Figure 7.3e). This sensor uses triangulation arrd a

small linear CCD array to compute the distance of objects in the field of view. For a

first evaluation the raw sensor output is sufficient, later a lookup-table will be used

to coirvert output voltages into the appropriate distance values. Measiuenients are

valid for distances between 10cm and 80cm
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Figure 7.4: Logging-unit composed of Smart-Its Technology

7.4.2 Data-Logging

Due to our positive experience from previous projects [Kern and Schiele 2003] we

built the serrsirrg platform (see Figure 7.4) upon the Smart-Its platform [tlolnrquist

et al. 2004]. It provides computation power through a PIC micro-controller that

can sample analog data with a rate up to 50kHz with a resolution of lObits. An

add-on multiplexer-board (see [Kern and Schiele 2003] for details) shares this A/D

conversion among 24 analog input channels for sensor data. The on-board UART

driver of the Smart-It limits the maximum data rate to MkB/scc. Assuming a the

average logging duration of a ski-run of two minutes and considering one more minute

before and after the run, with the maximal data rate, 2.47MB accumulate. For the

first prototype which chose the simplest way: Two data-logging units connected to

a Laptop-PC via serial line for persistent data storage.

7.4.3 Software: SKI - Synchronous Kinetics Integration

Arr analysis software prototype, referred to as SKI, was developed, so that video

sequences arrd data recorded by the sensor platform can be viewed in a synchro¬

nized way. During the development of the visualization software one challenge was

to implement an intuitive representation of the measured data. Furthermore, spe¬

cial attention was paid towards extensibility, in order to incorporate feedback arrd

suggestions stemming from users during the experience sessions: By using the Java

Reflection Framework [Green 2003] new data-viewers derived from basic frarrrcwork

classes can be added to the software without any further changes of the entire frame¬

work. Irr SKI the user can associate video recordings of a ski with sensor data, and

view those through different visualization representations (sec Figure 7.5a).

In particular, the framework provides rotatirrg bars indicating rotatiorr movemeirts

primarily for gyroscope data (see Figure 7.5b), a composition of all foot force mea¬

surements (see Figure 7.5c), and, finally, an animated data plot showing the plain
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Figure 7.5: (a) softwaic-saccn-shot, (h) rotation, (c) loot-forces, (d) raw data

sensor values (see Figure 7.5d). All viewers can be played at adjustable speed syn¬

chronous to the video recording. Fuitheimoie. simple operatiorrs, such as mean

calculations or integration, allow simple data pre-processing.

7.5 Provide Experience:

Meeting the Stakeholders

fn the following the ejpenence phase with the stakeholders is described. In order-

to provide more 'realistic' experience to the ski-experts we fiist recorded test-data

ourselves: A student wore the sensois and seveial downhill runs weie measured

and video-taped on a lace course. Aftei that, having the sensor platfoirn, software-

analysis tool, and first data, we started off visiting seveial ski trainers in Switzerland.

The following section gives an overview of seveial meetings we have conducted. Irr

each session we started with a c ouple of slides describing our view about the benefits

of wearable sensing for skimg, showed oui video- and sensor-data with our software,

and collected feedback from the discussions.
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(a) (h) 0) (d)

Figure 7.6: (a) sensor setup, (b) ski setup, (c) mounted accelerometers, (d) test-run

7.5.1 Meeting #1:

Ryan Baumann, Interregio-Team Swiss West

Ryan Baumann coaches 15 to 18 years skiing athletes who have been selected from

all over West of Switzerland. His skiing team lias about ten members.

Irr the beginning, our meeting was centered a lot around today's work practices of

trainers. The trainer records runs of his athletes to analyze very specific phases of

their skiing technique. Later in the evening they sit together and thoroughly analyze

the recorded videos of the clay. However, occlusion, srrow spray arrd perspective can

limit the evidence from time to time.

During the meeting we realized that it does not make sense to ask trainers which

serrsors they think could be interesting for them: trainers just do rrot care about

sensors. Instead we continued learning more about the skiirrg technique. Ryan Bau¬

mann explairred us the impoitance of the appropriate coordination of movements

such as body-rotation and appropriate beiiding-stretching movements of the krrees.

Meanwhile, we presented recorded sensor. Baumann noted that the IR-distance

measure would be the most valuable one. Furthermore it became apparent that

the raw-data plot style representation seemed to be moie appropriate than we ex¬

pected: We must rrot replace the trainer through sophisticated-intuitive arrirrratiorrs

but provide raw-data the trainer can judge arrd interpret. Though for the spe¬

cific ski-downhill disciplines there exist clearly defined courses of motions, judging

a tum as good or bad is hard to generalize, ft depends a lot orr the slope, material,

bio-mechanics and the personal style of the skiei: It is important to support the

trainer! Another important comment Ryan Baumann mack- in the very beginning

wherr watching the raw-data viewer was: "Wheie is the slalom-pole?"' He explained

us the importance of the pole since it constiamts and guides the skier to initiate a

well-defined turn around it (we immediately integrated the possibility of marking a

pole into the raw-viewer before the second interview) Apparently many comments

were mack1 about the easc-of-use of tire software regarding short-cuts, work-space

saving, etc-. Rvan Baurrrarrri also noted the importance of comparing different skiers

at a time
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Since sensors have not yet been used for training sessions yet, the training plan may

have to be altered to include a dedicated 'sensor session' if sensors turn out to be

beneficial for trainer and athlete. Ryan Baumann not quite sure whether the level

of his athletes was appropriate for using sensors during training or whether a more

professional-level of skiing would benefit more from it.

However, in the end we agreed on scheduling a sensor-test session with his team in

order to evaluate the use of sensors for his work.

Lessons Learned: The presentation of data by our SKI software was important

to prove that we had some serious ideas on how to improve skiing with sensors.

Especially for matching the possibilities of the technology presented with the needs

of skiing it was key to offer opportunities that inspire. As a result we could drive

ideas further as a joined activity.

7.5.2 Meeting #2:

Andreas Studalter, Interregio-Team Swiss-Midi

Andreas Studalter is coaching 15-18 years old skiing talents from central Switzerland,

lie is on the same level as Ryan Baumann.

Andreas Studalter agreed in many poirrts with Ryan Baumann, such as that abso¬

lute rotation measured by gyroscopes does not seem to be very helpful, whereas IR

edging-angle estimations would. Particularly, he saw opportunities for detecting too

late or too early rotation of the ski related to turning at the slalom pole. In his opin¬

ion IR-sensors may also help to discriminate between a slided turn (with skidding)
arrd a carved turn (without skidding). Regarding acceleration Andreas Studalter

judged measuring acceleration in x-direction (from left to right of the athlete) as

an appropriate hint for the centrifugal-force imposing a skier during a turn. The

y-direction (from bottom to top) gives hints on stretching and bending movements.

The z-direction (from back to front) might be used for revealing swinging of the

torso, that may cause the skier to loose speed. He further confirmed that three

measurement points for the foot force could be sufficient for estimating the force

distribution at the feet. In the end of this session Studalter made the suggestion to

place a gyroscope onto the skier's torso for measuring the rotation movements of his

torso, as the angle between upper and lower body is a very critical parameter when

initiating a turn.

Finally, we discussed the value of technology we have not implemented in our pro¬

totype yet but might do if there would be a strong benefit. The discussion revealed

that goniometers (a way for measuring the angle between limbs, e.g. between thigh

and shin) might help for thorough analysis of the skier's inflection at his knees. Fur¬

thermore, when presenting a foot force sensing system with 24 measurement points
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[Bauer et al. 1997], Studalter stated that in his opinion 3 points would be sufficient.

Arr important feature for Studalter is an exact report about where the athlete gairrs

or loses speed.

He sees the value of our system especially on the very professional-level of skiing
where more time can be devoted to fine-grain analysis. Comparisons among skiers

is less important since each athlete has is own style of skiing.

Lessons Learned: As in the first session with Ryan Baumann our prototype helped

to show substance of our initial ideas. Furthermore, having spoken to Ryan Bau¬

mann before has increased our knowledge in the skiing domain, such that with

Andreas Studalter we could get much better into details. Studalter also got inspired

by our system proposal and could extrapolate when he suggested the gyroscope on

the torso.

As his comments agreed a lot with those of Ryan Baumann, it seems that wearable

sensing has opportunities to support professional downhill skiing. Finally, he could

also link us to Oliver Koch, see rrext section.

7.5.3 Meeting #3: Oliver Koch, World-Cup Trainer

Oliver is a former World Cup trainer for the national team of Switzerland. He

coached Swiss athletes 2002 at the Olympic games in Salt Lake City.

Also Oliver Koch agreed mostly with the previous judgements regarding gyroscopes,

infra-red and acceleration. However, he could imagine to use the z-axis of the

gyroscopes at the skis to measure the orientation of the skier with respect to the

slalom-pole. Further, he mentioned the importance of an intuitive representation
of the foot forces for the athlete. Whereas we preferred the more analytical bar-

representation of forces, he argued for the more qualitative bubble-representation

of force. In his opinion the representation has to have a symbol-character. Also a

sticky-man may be used to show the direction of the weight distribution. He also

strongly voted for a raw-data representation where all foot force values are plotted

into one view. In accordance with the other interviews he argued for 3 measurement

points instead of 24 for determining foot forces. Further, he did not sec benefits of

goniometry. Most important for him also was speed measurement.

During the discussions Oliver Koch suddenly started to come up with a new idea:

He proposed to place three accelerometers onto the athletes hips for better analyzing

the orientation of his hips. Due to his world-cup experience, he explained the exper¬

imental character a trainer's work has on this level: Since trainer, bio-mechanics of

the athlete, course, material etc. influence the performance of a skier, problems can

never be generalized but have to solved in accordance with these factors. Sensors

could be one way to approach this goal. If the benefit of sensors could be proven
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there would be no question to devote time for including sensor sessions into the

training plan.

Lessons Learned: Oliver Koch confirmed most of the findings of the previous

interviews. However, due to his world-cup knowledge he could much better imagine
the value of sensors for professional athletes where a one-to-one trainer-athlete ratio

is common. Also he could be inspired to depart frorrr the system we presented and

could come up with own ideas: Placement of three accelerometers on the hips.

7.5.4 Meeting #4:

Karl Frehsner, Former Head of Swiss Men's Team

Karl Frehsner has 30 years experience of training with Swiss and Austrian Na¬

tional teams. Freshner also produced the all-around champion Pirmirm Zurbriggen.
Thanks to Karl Freshner, many coaches started to take chances in preparing racers

competitive in all disciplines from slalom to downhill. Besides that, he is also known

for working with Formula 1 drivers.

We integrated the findings of the previous interviews into orrr presentation where

Karl Frehsner could agree on immediately: Skiing is a very individual activity de¬

pending on the skiers feeling, technique, and biomechanics. Karl Frehsner was

excited about the opportunity of using sensors for better matching the trainer's and

athlete's views. He further confirmed the importance of supporting the trainer but

not replacing him by an automatic system. Due to his long experience with profes¬

sionals, he also reported that top-athletes would be very conservative and impatient

regarding new forms of training. Accordingly, a step-by-step approach where ben¬

efits can be proven will have to be performed for introducing sensors into training

sessions.

Regarding our system features he mostly agreed with the previous interviewees: z-

axis of gyroscopes as a way for showing the falling-line, IR-sensor for estimating the

edging-angle, and the 3-point force measurements for the weight distribution. He

also confirmed the importance of acceleration at the torso, whereas other measure¬

ment points could be neglected.

During the session he proposed a way of integrating foot forces and a falling-line
into one view: A rolling ball could indicate the back-forward orientation of the skier

during turns. Furthermore, for the foot force viewer he argued for showing the

rclatiorr betweerr the forces on the inner and the outer ski, since this would also

be the parameters he is looking at as a trainer. As an appropriate visualization

he proposed to show a turning boot instead of a sticky-man showing the weight

distribution. Another important input was to show the foot force graph from the

perspective of the skier (and not of the spectator as we did), since the audience of
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our software are athletes and trainers, that always imagine themselves performing

these movements on their skis. He proposed to use 3 or perhaps 4 measurements,

but definitely not 24 for the feet forces. He also voted for using three acceleration

sensors at the hips for better analyzing hip-position during the race: One sensor at

the belly center and one at each side could reveal this information.

Furthermore, Frehsner mentioned placement constraints for our systems such as

aerodynamics and safety for the skier: Our system must not disturb and must

rrot hurt during an accident, such that placement behind the boot could be an

appropriate solution.

Lesson Learned: As Frehsner was the most experienced of all of our interviewees

we received the most interesting input of him. However, it was a deliberate choice

having him as our last interviewee in order to save time for his very specific inputs

that only could occur because the more obvious issues have been solved in the

previous sessions.

7.6 Iterate: Prototype-Refinements

After the series of interviews we started incorporating the feedback we got from the

trainers.

7.6.1 Software Iterations

Certainly, as skiers have to drive through a course of poles, poles have the very

central role of guiding the skiers' curves. We implemented this feature such that

a bar can be placed into the plot when the skier in the video passes the pole (see

Figure 7.7a). Another obvious comment was to view the foot forces from the per¬

spective of the athlete instead of the perspective of the spectator. For this the foot

viewer had to be flipped.

The non-obvious comments included the visualizations. It was not clear to us before

that trainers work very analytically, such that they would rather prefer a data plot-

representation instead of a fancy illustration. This means that future work has

to concentrate on comparison between single data plots instead of integration of

many into one fancy view. Nevertheless, another non-obvious recommendation was

to add the back-front balance of the skier detected from the feet into the bird-of-

view perspective of the skiers rotation. Now the movements of the gray block in

Figure 7.7b shows the balance in each direction. This viewer now gives a good

impression of the skiers steering-maneuver, as noted by Frehsner.
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(ä)

(h)

Figure 7.7: (a) set-stick, (b) lotation and balance

7.6.2 Hardware Iteration

For the next step we completely re-factored the sensing platform. However, we relied

orr the Smart-Its technology arrd the multiplexer unit. Instead of storing data onto

a laptop we connected a Multimedia-Card dnectly to a PIC" (sec Figure 7.8a). The

implementation of a FAT1G file system driver orr the PIC allows to unplug the card

from the sensing platform arrd load rt drrcctly into a card-reader of a PC where

the SKI-analysis-software can lead the data. The main advantage of this approach

is, that the backpack for the skier gets much lighter and the entire system can be

powered on and off with a simple switch (the laptop always had to be booted and

configured before) Furthermore, the1 Multimedia-card does not rely on mechanical

parts (as the hard-drive of the laptop does) winch could break down during skiing

The state of the system can be conti oiled via an RS-232 display cm the skier's wrist

(see Figure 7.8b). Due to the positive feedback about the IR-sensor, we finallv
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Figure 7.8: (a) Logging-Unit with Multimedia-Card, (b) Start/Stop Switch, Dis¬

play

incorporated four sensors, orr the1 inner- and outer side at each foot. Due to the bad

measurement quality of radar we dropped this sensor.

For the rrext iteratiorr we have the commitment of Karl Frehsner to applv the new

platform at a dedicated trarrrrrrg unit with young athletes. The goal will be1 first to

record data from young athletes and then later to analyze those data for revealing

weaknesses and strengths of their technique.

7.7 Conclusion

This chapter has presented a second case study orr applying X'trerne Prototyping

in practice. Similar to the A-Life project (see Chapter 6) we deliberately argued

why skiing could be an interesting domain for wearable corrrputirrg. After gainirrg arr

understanding of the major challenges in professional aird distilling opportunities for-

change by wearable sensing, we started with a creation with of a first X'trerne Pro¬

totype. A mobile sensor platform and a data visualization software were developed

for recording and analyzing a ski athlete's movements. Tins system was presented

to several ski trainers and evaluated with respect to its feasibility enhancing the

tiainci-athlcte relationship. During these sessions, we experienced that all our part¬

ners became vcrv talkative about feasible extensions and changes of the X'trerne

Prototype. In contrast to that, when discussing requirements irr more general way,

such as "'Which sensors do you think might be useful?"', the trainers had more dif¬

ficulties expressing their needs: The trairrers needed the1 context of their work to

express their needs. The X'trerne Prototype therefore proved to be a helpful tool for

efficient demonstration and evaluation of ideas, as it is contextually grounded in the

user's domain: It represents a future system to be used by trameis. It immediately

showed the opportunities of using accelerometers. gyroscopes, force sensors etc. for

analyzing an athlete's movements during a nur. But rt also provided air understand-
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ing of the constraints posed by practical limitations, e.g. velocity is a very desired

feature in skiing, but sensing it is very difficult. This working context seemed to be

necessary for the trainers to better articulate what they really wish to accomplish

through a resulting system.

When using the proposed X'treme Prototype method we experienced open dis¬

cussions revealing new and innovative issues since the X'treme Prototype provides

hands-on experience. We argue that this familiarization with technology is a central

event for users, allowing them to step out of their established routines. Before that,

they will most likely be unable to appreciate the potential benefit that might be

brought by radically novel concepts.

Quite importantly, the joined discussions with the stakeholders also created a shared

ownership of the resulting design: Both we as developers and the trainers as users

could insert own expectations into the resulting system.

The next steps for this project will be to actually use, extensively tests and tune the

developed system in real training sessions with professional athletes and trainers.
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Conclusion and Perspective

This thesis provided a broad overview on existing design and development ap¬

proaches. By posing a list of requirements we characterized how an ideal develop¬

ment process should be composed for innovative application development in ubiqui¬

tous and wearable computing.

The X'treme Prototypes have been proposed to ground discussion in concrete arti¬

facts. The resulting design evolves in cooperation with various stakeholders which

enhances working relations themselves through shared ownership. In our framework,

it is not the user demanding a solution, but a complementary partnership yields an

innovative result. On the one side, the developers' part is to illustrate technical

opportunities and limitations by X'treme Prototypes. On the other side the users'

part is to extrapolate from the state of the prototype and to envision new concepts

which arc contextually grounded in the user's work practice. We found that not only

do developers need to get familiar with the user domain, but also the users need

to get familiar with new technology opportunities. Otherwise, they have difficulties

in understanding and visualizing future uses and applications the technology might

offer and do not see the potential benefit.

8.1 Evaluation of X'treme Prototyping Characteris¬

tics

While developing X'treme Prototyping we aimed at incorporating the requirements,

presented in Chapter 2. The following describes a walk-through of how these re¬

quirements have been met.

Early stage support is considered throughout most stages of X'treme Prototyp¬

ing. It starts with the deliberate choice of an application domain, then con¬

tinues with gaining detailed understanding of the domain. The next step

115
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distills aspects of possible enhancements and proceeds with the creation of

a first X'treme Prototype. X'treme Prototyping does not build upon existing

solutions but explicitly postulates to think beyond established routines.

Balanced user involvement is a key issue in X'treme Prototyping. User's view¬

points must not be neglected, but should be incorporated only to the extend

that they enable innovative solutions. The developers should always remain

the driving force in order to inspire users such that they can better articulate

what they would desire from a future solution.

Radically depart from today is accomplished by an complementary partnership

between user and developer. It is not the user who demands a solution, but

it is the developers who drives the process toward an innovative solution by

grounding results in the user's work context and by approaching other stake¬

holders who may be more open to radical changes and improvements.

Multiple stakeholder involvement is explicitly promoted by X'treme Prototyp¬

ing in order to go beyond short-term issues which arise from users who have

to deal with novel solutions immediately. Our experience was that stakehold¬

ers affected on a more abstract level can be more open to new ideas, whereas

direct users are necessary for grounding ideas in reality at a later stage.

Stimulation of stakeholders is essential to break with established routines. When

X'trerne Prototypes offer concepts stakeholders have never seen be before, we

repeatedly observed that stakeholders, which could have remained tacit oth¬

erwise, can get inspired and come up with new ideas, .

Mediation between users and designers is a major component to establish com¬

munication between both parties. X'treme Prototypes, as prototypes in gen¬

eral, prove to be efficient tools, since the graspable embodiment of concepts

lead to grounded discussions.

Developer Guidance is given by guidelines to be performed during the course of

the sixth step X'treme Prototyping approach. However, we are aware of the

fact that experience and working style of the developer using X 'treme Proto¬

typing may lead to different results. Accordingly, only continuous application

of X'treme Prototyping in future projects will help to gain further experience

and feedback those to the guidelines of X'treme Prototyping.

Exploratory nature is established by the commitment of the developers to listen

to users and to also rethink concepts completely, instead of only incrementally

changing an initially proposed solution.

Yield feasible results is fostered by X'trerne Prototyping by the stringent require¬

ment of cooperating with various stakeholders and integrating their feedback
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into the design. Nevertheless, there is no guarantee that innovative concepts

proposed by developers will always be accepted by the stakeholders. Hopefully,

a thorough assessment during the domain choosing step will help to eliminate

those pitfalls though. Furthermore, it is important to mention that our ulti¬

mate goal is supporting applied research and, as such, yielding feasible results

in the sense of research. Accordingly, economical aspects are completely out

of scope of this work.

Allow for multiple cycles is strongly recommended by X'treme Prototyping. But

future work will have to focus on reusable and flexible frameworks for freeing

developers from recurring technical issues.

Rapid development cycles are inherently postulated, but they rely on further

advancements of emerging development frameworks for ubiquitous and wear¬

able computing.

Use of toolboxes has been partly addressed by the sensing-opportunities-based

framework which provides guidelines for choosing sensors for different sensing

goals. Furthermore, the artifact-based perception provides a helpful structure

for composing ubiquitous computing applications and prototypes. However,

we are aware of the fact the ubiquitous and wearable computing has not arrived

at a stage of software-engineering where reusable components with standard¬

ized interfaces have emerged.

Chapters 3, 6, and 7 have described four case studies in which we tried to introduce

novel technologies using three different approaches. First, the proactive furniture

assembly project was conducted without any user involvement during the develop¬

ment process. This yielded a successful showcase for ubiquitous computing but had

problems with a serious grounding in reality. Second, we used a more user-centered

design approach to introduce a wearable assistant device in a hospital environment.

There, we had very close cooperation with medical doctors representing the future

users of the envisioned system. This time, we faced the opposite problems of those

in the furniture project: We as developers depended too much on the users, such

that we could not agree on a solution that was both useful for the doctors and

innovative and compelling for our research. Third, we explored the possibilities

to improve avalanche rescue using wearable sensing technology. In that case we

applied the X'treme Prototype method by involving various stakeholders (medical

doctors, avalanche rescuers, alpinists, and avalanche beacon company). An X'treme

Prototype was used to communicate our initial ideas. This enabled the various

stakeholders to provide us with valuable feedback. Accordingly, we could refine

our initial propositions and, finally, arrive at a stage that a Swiss avalanche bea¬

con manufacturer plans to integrate the final results of that project into the new

generation of devices. Fourth, we reported on a project that aims at enhancing
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the trainer-athlete relationship by using wearable technology to record and analyze

a skier's movements. Again, an X'treme Prototype, was used to convey our initial

ideas. These were discussed and evaluated during several sessions with professional

ski trainers. There, we experienced a more open discussion when discussing features

and properties of the X'trerne Prototype in contrast to discussing requirements on a

more general level.

These findings support our belief that hands-on experience provided by X'treme

Prototypes yields familiarization with technology. We found this familiarization a

necessary prerequisite for stakeholders, allowing them to step out of their established

routines. Before that they often cannot appreciate the potential benefit provided by

a radically novel technology.

We also found that it is very important to understand the user's motivation. For

example, the medical doctors mainly considered themselves as the actual users of

the system being developed. Instead, our partners from the avalanche commission

viewed themselves more as a third party not being affected directly by a possible

outcome. This allowed them to come up with new ideas. In the latter setting,

the mind-set was more open to innovation since the consequences would not be

immediate and could be discussed on a more abstract level. In contrast to that,

the discussion with the rescuers and mountaineers was less open-minded and more

focused on short-term issues, such as costs or form-factor.

In contrast to conventional prototyping techniques, the ultimate objective of X'trerne

Prototyping is to find features and principles that describe future needs. There is

no specific problem to be solved, but in the course of the application of X'treme

Prototyping an evolving pool of ideas is being generated, that should help to create

innovative applications that radically depart from today.

We hence conjecture that for research in novel technologies and radically new user

interaction paradigms, only listening to the user is insufficient. Instead, the users

have to be familiarized with the technology, e.g. in the form of an X'treme Prototype,

in order to see its potential benefits and appreciate the potential user experience.

From our experience we can report that X'treme Prototypes proved as an efficient

tool for demonstration of ideas, evaluation of ideas, stimulation and inspiration, and

experimenting with new opportunities.

In our opinion, the combination of technological change and the revision of estab¬

lished practices can lead towards real innovation. Our hope is that following the

guidelines of X'treme Prototyping will help to create more relevant applications and,

as such, create a greater acceptance, deployment, and maturity of ubiquitous and

wearable computing systems. Because a wider use of real application can help to

advarrce the research fields of ubiquitous and wearable computing.
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8.2 Perspective

X'treme Prototypes proved a valid tool to facilitate the communication between

stakeholders and developers in two case studies. Nevertheless, future work has to

apply X'trerne Prototyping to various other projects in order to validate and possibly

refine the approach. Furthermore, the application of this approach by others than

ourselves could be another way to test and evaluate X'treme Prototyping. Ideally,

a development project should be conducted with two developer groups: The first

group applies X'treme Prototyping; the second group aims at accomplishing the same

development goals but without applying X'treme Prototyping. A thorough analysis

among these two groups could show the actual strengths and weaknesses of X'treme

Prototyping. Nevertheless, conducting this study would be certainly complex and

tedious. Furthermore the outcome of such a study may be difficult to evaluate, since

the performance of development processes always depend on the skills and abilities

of the individual developers.

In this thesis it was shown how the use of X'treme Prototypes could result in concrete

propositions and ideas that depart radically from today's work practices. Thereby,

one requirement, namely the use of toolboxes, proved to be important and has not

been met satisfactory in the described projects. In the future it will be helpful and

necessary to have more software and hardware toolboxes available that allow for

faster development cycles and less time spent with implementation details during

the development of an X'treme Prototype. For the developer the question arises of

how accomplishments of former projects can be rc-uscd. In particular, what are the

commonalities of current projects with former projects in order not to invent the

wheel over and over again? Only if developers can be freed from technical, perhaps

even recurring, issues their attention can be devoted to envisioning creative concepts

and yielding innovative and feasible results.

Finally, the question of how and when to terminate the development process, has to

be tackled in more detail. X'treme Prototyping was mostly discussed for the early

stage. On the long-term, however, innovative proposals will have to be turned into

final solutions or even products. Our belief is that the development process in those

later stages will change to a more classical incremental process: Once a proposal

has proven useful and concepts have stabilized, it will be refined incrementally from

that on until it arrives at a final stage. For the presented c:asc studies this means to

transform the A-Life and the skiing implementations into déployable systems. Once

designs stabilize, X'treme Prototyping has to tackle the same questions, which arise

in typical product and software-engineering projects, in an incremental way.
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